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Abstract
Recently Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) systems, where an antenna array is
applied at both ends of the transmission link, have been a major focus of research. The
main reason for such interest is that a MIMO system has the potential of providing more
spectral efficiency and better transmission quality. Hence, beyond the original purpose of
transmitting and receiving speech, it is possible to provide more services which require a
higher data rate. The first part of the project is devoted to the characterization of the
measured MIMO radio channel in various propagation environments. Several parameters
of the measured MIMO radio channel are extracted and the system performance is ana-
lyzed. The influence of the propagation conditions and some real-life usage effects on the
channel capacity is evaluated. Based on the measurement data, a simple stochastic model
for a spatio-temporally correlated MIMO radio channel is proposed. The capability of the
model in replicating the spatial and temporal characteristic of the measured channel is
assessed.
The second part of the project aims at analysing and evaluating the performances of
several link adaptation (LA) techniques for multiple elements antenna (MEA) systems.
With a premise that the channel knowledge is available at both ends of the transmission
link, the performances of the proposed LA techniques for single user scenario narrowband
MIMO systems are evaluated. It is shown that an efficient use of the channel informa-
tion can improve the system performance significantly. However, the performance of the
LA techniques strongly depends on the quality of the estimated channel coefficients. Im-
perfection in the estimation of the channel coefficient could lead to degradation in the
performance of any MIMO system. We study the impact of the time-varying channel, as
the only source of such imperfection, on the MIMO system performance. An expression
of the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) quantifying the effect of time-varying
channel on the spatial multiplexing MIMO system is derived. It is shown that for a channel
varying with time, increasing the transmitted power does not really help in improving the
performance of a MIMO system. As a remedy for this problem, a precoder/decoder predic-
tion scheme for the time-varying frequency flat MIMO channel is proposed and evaluated.
Using the prediction scheme in a slowly time-varying narrowband channel, improvement
of the MIMO system performance by a factor of two is shown to be possible.
In a wideband transmission, the frequency selective fading causing the inter symbol
interference (ISI) remains a big challenge for point to point wireless communication in
general. Moreover, interferences caused by other users in the multi-user environment also
degrade the system performance significantly. It is especially true for MEA systems where
the received signals are not only mixed in space but also in time. The last part of the
project is devoted to the investigation of the performance of the time reversal technique
(TR) in wireless communications. The feasibility of applying TR in MEA wireless systems
to combat the effect of time dispersion and interference is illustrated. The results show
that TR is a very promising solution for interference reduction and time dispersion in
multi-user MISO system.

Dansk resume
Der har i den senere tid været meget fokus p̊a ”Multiple Input, Multiple Output (MIMO)”
systemer, hvor der er opstillet en række antenner i begge ender af transmissionsforbindelsen.
Grunden til at denne interesse er først og fremmest at MIMO systemer har mulighed for at
yde en højere spektral virkningsgrad og en bedre transmissionskvalitet. Der er s̊aledes mu-
lighed for at tilbyde flere tjenester, som kræver et højere datahastighed end det oprindelige
formål med at sende og modtage tale
Første del af projektet beskriver m̊alinger af MIMO radiokanalen i forskellige udbre-
delsesmiljøer. Der er uddraget flere forskellige parametre af MIMO radiokanalen, og sys-
temkapaciteten er blevet undersøgt. Der er foretaget en evaluering af hvilken indflydelse
udbredelsesforholdene og visse former for dagligdags brug har p̊a kanalkapaciteten. Med
udgangspunkt i disse m̊alinger er der foresl̊aet brug af en simpel stokastisk model af en
rum-tid MIMO kanal. Der er foretaget en vurdering af modellens evne til at gendanne
den rumlige og tidsmæssige karakteristik af den målte kanal.
Anden del af projektet har til hensigt at analysere og evaluere resultatet af flere
link adapteringer (LA) til multiantenne systemer (MEA). Forudsat at kanaloplysningerne
er tilgængelige i begge ender af transmissionslinket, foretages der en evaluering af LA
teknikkernes ydeevne i forbindelse med enkeltbruger smalb̊ands-MIMO systemer. Det
har vist sig, at hvis man bruger kanal informationerne rationelt og effektivt, s̊a vil sys-
temets ydeevne forbedres væsentligt. Dog afhænger LA teknikkernes ydeevne i høj grad af
kvaliteten af de estimerede kanal koefficienter. Ukorrekt estimering af kanal koefficienter
kan føre til en forringet ydeevne i ethvert MIMO system. Der er undersøgt betydnin-
gen af den tidsvarierende kanal som den eneste kilde til uregelmæssigheder i forhold til
MIMO systemets ydeevne. Der er udledt et udtryk for forholdet mellem signal og sum-
men af interferens og støj (SINR), der udtrykker indflydelsen af den tids-varierende kanal
p̊a den rumligt multipleksede MIMO kanal. Med hensyn til den tidsvarierende kanal har
det vist sig, at selvom man øger sendestyrken har dette ikke nogen forbedrende effekt p̊a
MIMO systemets ydeevne. Som en afhjælpende foranstaltning p̊a dette problem er der
foresl̊aet og undersøgt brug af et prekodet system for den tidsvarierende smalb̊ands MIMO
kanal. Det har vist sig muligt at benytte det prekodede skema i en langsomt tidsvarierende
smalb̊andskanal MIMO system med en forbedringsfaktor p̊a to.
I bredb̊andstransmission er frekvensselektiv fading, der leder til inter-symbol-interferens
stadig en stor udfordring for punkt-til-punkt tr̊adløs kommunikation. Desuden er forstyrrelser
for̊arsaget af andre brugere i multi-bruger omgivelserne ogs̊a med til i væsentlig grad at
forringe systemets ydeevne. Dette gælder især for MEA systemer, hvor de signaler der
bliver modtaget ikke kun er forskellige med hensyn til rum men ogs̊a med hensyn til tid.
Den sidste del af projektet er en undersøgelse af tidsinversionsteknikkens (TR) ydeevne
i tr̊adløs kommunikation. Muligheden for at benytte TR til at bekæmpe eller eliminere
effekten af tidsdispersion og interferens i et MEA tr̊adløst system er behandlet. Resul-
taterne viser, at TR er en lovende løsning p̊a at reducere interferens og tidsdispersion i et
multi-bruger MIMO system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Objective
The goals of this PhD project are to do research in the multiple antennas systems for
wireless communications with focus on mobile terminals. In this thesis, we intend to
address the two key issues as follows.
• Performance evaluation and characterization of MIMO radio channels in various
real-life usage scenarios. Based on the measurement data of a MIMO system, with
eight antenna output at the base station and four antennas at the small terminal in
different propagation environments the measured channels are characterized. Cru-
cial factors those significantly affect the MIMO performance in some real-life usage
scenarios are indicated.
• Study and propose suitable transmitting/receiving techniques which are capable of
reducing the complexity of antenna system and signal processing algorithm at the
mobile terminal. The main drawback of deploying multiple antennas in small termi-
nals is the need for extra hardware cost and higher power consumption. Therefore,
focus is put on to decrease complexity handset without performance degradation.
1.2 Outline
In chapter 2 we present some background on the working principle of the wireless systems
which use multiple antennas either at the transmitter, the receiver or at both sides. It
starts with a brief overview of the smart antennas system and numerous diversity tech-
niques to reduce the multipath fading effect. The second part of the chapter focuses on
the MIMO techniques. Numerous metrics, parameters and basic concepts which are often
used in the MIMO techniques are presented. This chapter provides a good background on
MEA systems and is useful for the understanding of the chapters that follow.
Chapter 3 to chapter 5 are the summary and discussion based on a number of pub-
lished/submitted papers. Each chapter is constituted by a number of small but related
topics. In each topic, the problem definition, motivation and obtained results are orga-
nized in terms of a paper. These chapters are organized in such a way that the flow of the
thesis is retained.
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Chapter 3 describes major findings in the channel characterization of the measured
MIMO radio channel for both outdoor and indoor scenarios. The measurement setup
was done to mimic some real-life usage scenarios where the antennas and the channel
propagation are integral parts of the MIMO systems. These findings area taken from the
three following papers
[P1 ] H.T.Nguyen, J.B.Andersen and G.F.Pedersen, Characterization of the indoor/outdoor
to indoor MIMO radio channel at 2.140GHz accepted to Wireless Personal Commu-
nication, An International Journal, 2005.
[P2 ] H.T.Nguyen, J.B.Andersen and G.F.Pedersen, The influence of outdoor environment
on MIMO system performance, WPMC 2005, Aalborg, Denmark.
[P3 ] H.T.Nguyen, J.B.Andersen and G.F.Pedersen, A stochastic model of spatio-temporally
correlated narrowband MIMO channel based on indoor measurement, 15th IEEE In-
ternational symposium on Personal, Indoor and Mobile Communications Barcelona
Spain, September, 2004, Vol 3, 1827-1831.
Chapter 4 focuses on the link adaptation techniques for narrowband MIMO systems
when the channel state information is assumed to be known at both ends of the trans-
mission link. It also discusses one of the major issues in MIMO systems applying spatial
multiplexing, that is the performance degradation due to the time-varying channel. A
prediction scheme for the precoder/decoder of the spatial multiplexing MIMO system op-
erating in a time-varying channel is presented in the same chapter. The chapter is the
summarization of the three papers
[P4 ] H.T.Nguyen, J.B.Andersen and G.F.Pedersen, On the performance of link adapta-
tion technique in MIMO systems, submitted to Wireless Personal Communication,
An International Journal, 2005.
[P5 ] H.T.Nguyen, J.B.Andersen and G.F.Pedersen, Capacity and performance of MIMO
system under the impact of feedback delay, 15th IEEE International symposium on
Personal, Indoor and Mobile Communications Barcelona Spain, September, 2004,
Vol 1, 53-57.
[P6 ] H.T.Nguyen, G.Leus and N.Khaled, Prediction of the eigenvectors for spatial multi-
plexing MIMO systems in time-varying channels, The 5th IEEE International Sym-
posium on Signal Processing and Information Technology December 18-21, 2005,
Athens, Greece.
Chapter 5 is devoted to a recently hot topic: the time reversal technique (TR) for
wireless communications. Experimental and analytical studies on the performance of TR
in RF wireless communications from wideband to ultra-wideband are performed. The
results from the following three papers are summarized in this chapter.
[P7 ] H.T.Nguyen, J.B.Andersen and G.F.Pedersen, The potential use of time reversal
technique in multiple elements antenna system, IEEE Communications Letters, Jan-
uary, 2005, vol 9, no 1, 40-42.
1.2. Outline 3
[P8 ] H.T.Nguyen, J.B.Andersen, G.F.Pedersen, P. Kyritsi, P. Eggers, Time Reversal in
Wireless Communications: a Measurement Based Investigation, accepted to IEEE
Transactions on Wireless Communications, 2005.
[P9 ] H.T.Nguyen, I.Z.Kovács and P.C.F.Eggers, A Time Reversal Transmission Ap-
proach for Multi-user UWB Communications, submitted to IEEE Transaction on
Antennas and Propagation, 2005.
Chapter 6 is for conclusions and remarks. Major results and findings of the thesis
are summarized in this chapter. Some discussions and directions for future work are also
introduced.
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Chapter 2
Smart antenna systems in wireless
communications
2.1 Adaptive antennas in mobile communications
Major impairments such as multipath fading, delay spread, Doppler spread and co-channel
interference make the wireless channel a hostile medium for mobile communications.
Degradation in the system performance is inevitable if only a single omnidirectional an-
tenna is used for communication. To reduce the above mentioned impairment, one can
use a directional antenna with the main beam pointed toward the direction where most of
the signal energy is expected to come from. However, this approach is only suitable for a
point to point fixed wireless communication and the system performance is very sensitive
to the variations of the channel.
With extra antenna elements and complex signal processing algorithm, the impairment
factors mentioned above can be reduced or even mitigated. As long as the signal at different
antenna elements undergoes independent fading, all of these signals probably will not go in
deep fade simultaneously. In the transmit mode, by changing the weight at each antenna
array port, the radiation pattern of the antenna array is dynamically adapted to the
channel variations. The whole antenna array can be considered as a single antenna with
an adjustable radiation pattern both in phase (direction) and magnitude (pattern shape).
The transmitted signal is focused on the intended user, and the interference from other
users in the same cell as well as in other cells is thus limited. Because the beam is formed in
certain directions and nulls in others, some delayed arrivals can also be cancelled. Thereby,
the inter symbol interference is alleviated. In the receive mode, by using proper weight
factors, it is possible to steer the main beam of the antenna array to the intended user
and at the same time steering nulls to interference sources. In this way, the co-channel
interference is suppressed. In all, the transmission range, the capacity and the data rate
of the wireless communications can be improved by the use of adaptive antennas systems
[1, 2, 3, 4].
There is a number of definitions in literature about the ”adaptive antennas system”.
The simplest definition could be a system with multiple antennas and a signal processing
unit to adapt to the variations of the channel. This definition highlights the important of
both the antennas elements as well as the signal processing unit in an adaptive antenna
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system. The degree of intelligent in an adaptive (smart) antenna system is defined in [5] as
in the order of Switched lobe, Dynamically phased array and Adaptive array. In a Switched
lobe system, the antenna array comprises of several directive antenna elements. A basic
switching function is used to select an active antenna element. The radiation pattern of this
element will determine the radiation pattern of the whole array. The Direction of Arrival
(DoA) information of the received signal from the user is included in the Dynamically
phased array system, whereby continuous tracking can be achieved. In the Adaptive array
system, the DoA information of the desired signal as well as interference signal is used
in order to form nulls towards the interference and a main lobe to the intended signal
sources.
In the receiving mode, to steer the antenna array main lobe to the direction that
maximum gain would appear, one can change the phase or both the phase and the gain of
the signal at each antenna output. In the first approach, the phase of the received signal is
adjusted such that the signals are coherently added in phase. The second approach gives
an optimal performance because the signal at each antenna elements is adjusted both in
gain and phase. With this approach, not only is the signal strength increased but also the
interference is suppressed. Optimum signal to noise ratio (SNR) and maximum signal to
interference plus noise ratio (SINR) can be obtained by properly adjusting the gain and
phase of each antenna element. This is also called the optimum combining techniques in
literature and some of them will be discussed in more detail in the section 2.3.
2.2 Diversity dimensions
From the antenna and propagation point of view, the basic principle to achieve diversity
gain is to configure the antenna elements in such a way that each element can capture
independent or at least partly uncorrelated versions of the signal. Moreover, in order to
obtain a good diversity performance the mean branch power differences should be limited.
If the branch power difference is significant, the strongest branch will dominate and the di-
versity performance will degrade even though the correlation between the branches signals
is still low. Space, polarization and angle domain are the three diversity dimensions which
are often employed in wireless communications systems nowadays. It should be noted that
the performance of each diversity scheme is heavily dependent on the conditions of the
propagation channel.
Spatial diversity: By separating the antenna elements in space it is possible to get
independent versions of the signal because the electromagnetic waves often travel through
unique paths before reaching a certain antenna element. As a rule of thumb, for a rich
multipath environment and omnidirectional antennas only a quarter wavelength separation
is required for low multipath fading correlation [6]. Due to the space limitation, employing
spatial diversity on a small handset can be difficult. However, when operating at a higher
frequency regime (i.e. 2.1GHz for UMTS, 5.1GHz for Wireless LAN), since the electric
size of the handset becomes larger, it is still possible to enhance the performance by the
use of multiple antennas at the handset. Employing spatial diversity at the BS seems to be
feasible because the constraint on the size of the antenna array is not too strict. However,
normally the angular spread of the signals arriving at the BS is narrower than that at the
handset. Therefore, separation between BS’s antennas elements must be higher in order
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to get the same performance improvement as achieved at the handset.
Polarization diversity: The electromagnetic wave contains two vertical and hori-
zontal polarization components. They are orthogonal to each other and perpendicular to
the propagation path. Even if the transmitting antenna emits a well defined polarization
wave, after some reflections, and diffractions the polarization of the wave is totally random.
Moreover, these two vertical and horizontal components fade independently. Therefore,
it is possible to use both vertical and horizontal polarizations to obtain dual diversity
without spatial separation. Since polarization only provides two branches of diversity,
combination with other forms of diversity is often used when more diversity branches is
required. It was shown that the correlation coefficient of the combined space and polar-
ization diversity is equivalent to the product of the spatial correlation coefficient and the
polarized correlation coefficient [7].
In general, the two polarizations are mutually uncorrelated and the average power
ratio is set to unity for convenient. However, experiment results show that it is not
always the case. The ratio of the average powers of the two polarizations is denoted as
the cross polarization discrimination (XPD). For urban environment it ranges from 0dB
to 18dB, [8]. It was found that in an indoor environments along the corridor horizontal
polarization attenuates faster than the vertical polarization [9], meanwhile the opposite
is true for outdoor environment due to the large opening volume in the horizontal plane.
Therefore care must be taken in deploying polarization diversity so that the influence of
branches power difference to the diversity performance is not severe. For example, dual
polarization slanted at 45o is used in outdoor environment to avoid the above mentioned
problem [10].
Angle (pattern) diversity: Using the same principle, if the radiation pattern of
each antenna element can point toward different directions there is a potential that the
captured signals becomes mutually uncorrelated. This is the main argument for using
angle diversity. Maximum diversity performance is obtained only when the radiation
pattern of the antenna elements is separated well enough. Moreover, the scatterers or in
other words the signal sources must be uniformly distributed over a wide angular spread.
By fulfilling this condition, we can avoid the case that the pattern of the antenna element
is pointed toward a direction with weak or even no signal.
From a signal space point of view, there are other ways to obtain diversity gain. They
are the temporal diversity, the frequency diversity and the path diversity.
Temporal diversity: By transmitting copies of signal at different instants, the vari-
ation of the propagation channel will give rise to the temporal diversity. In order to
assure that different copies of the transmitted symbol will undergo independent fading,
the intervals between transmissions of the same symbol should be at least equivalent to
the coherence time of the channel. The temporal diversity finds its application in error
control coding with repetition code and interleaving techniques.
Frequency diversity: The frequency diversity technique works also in the same man-
ner. When the same signal is simultaneously transmitted over two or more independent
frequencies separated from the each other by at least a coherence bandwidth, they will fade
independently. Thereby, a diversity gain can be obtained. It should be noted that in both
temporal and frequency diversities there is a trade off between the diversity gain and the
redundancy. For temporal diversity the redundancy will reduce the actual transmission
rate. Meanwhile, for using frequency diversity extra spectrum is required.
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Path diversity: The delayed version of the transmitted signal in an environment
with a larger delay spread can also be used to improve the performance of the system.
By coherently combining the signal received in the delay domain more signal energy is
collected. Moreover, because the signal at each delayed tap is normally uncorrelated (i.e.
uncorrelated scattering) achieving diversity in the delay domain is possible. The Rake
receiver is one example of a system that exploits this type of diversity. However, in a
system applying path diversity, the interval between two consecutive transmitted signal
symbols must be larger than the delay spread of the system to avoid the interference
caused by the neighboring symbols. The advantage of the path diversity scheme is that
no explicit expansion of the bandwidth is required.
2.3 Diversity combining
Diversity combining is used to combat the mutipath fading problem in wireless commu-
nications. It exploits the diversity (i.e. one of the dimensions mentioned above or the
combination of these) of the signals received at multiple antenna ports. The signals in-
duced on different antennas are combined in one of many ways to avoid the deep fade and
in some case to null out the interference. The average received signal power is improved
and it can be used to increase the capacity or transmission quality of the system. Because
of its simplicity, yet effective, a diversity combining technique is often deployed in the user
terminal.
The simplest form of the diversity combining technique is the switched combining tech-
nique. The principle of this technique is simple; when the signal quality of the currently
used branch is good (i.e. the signal strength, SNR value or the average BER meet certain
requirements) there is no need to use other branch. This will reduce the complexity of the
receiver as only one RF chain is required. A more advance form of the switched combining
technique is the selection combining technique. The quality of the currently used branch
is examined and compared with those of the other branches continuously (i.e. at the
end of each received frame or even during the communication reception/detection process
[11]). The performance of this scheme is better than the switched combining technique,
yet requiring only a single RF chain. However, a system using the selection combining
technique is more prone to the error caused by the discontinuities in the combined signal
amplitude and phase than the simple switched combining technique. Nevertheless, utiliz-
ing these two techniques one could get a good compromise between the system complexity
and performance.
Other form of the diversity combining techniques is the equal gain combining (EGC).
The phase of the signal at each antenna output is adjusted. After being equally weighted
the signals are combined in-phase. The combined signals can be described by
r =
Nr∑
i=1
e−jθiri = x
Nr∑
i=1
Ai +
Nr∑
i=1
e−jθini (2.1)
where Ai, θi and ni are the gain, the phase shift and the additive noise of the ith branch;
ri is the received signal before combining ri = xAiejθi + ni, x is the transmitted symbol;
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and Nr is the number of receiving branches. The SNR of the EGC technique is given by
SNREGC =
(
Nr∑
i=1
Ai
)2
SNRo
Nr
(2.2)
where SNRo is the average signal to noise value of one receiving branch.
The EGC is a simple version of the maximal ratio combining technique (MRC). For
the MRC, the signal at each antenna port is first weighted proportional to the SNR at
this port. The weighted signals are then combined in-phase. The SNR of the system using
MRC is
SNRMRC =
(
Nr∑
i=1
A2i
)
SNRo (2.3)
Figure 2.1 illustrates the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the gains obtained by
different combining techniques. It is observed that when the number of diversity branches
Nr is small the performance differences among the SC, EGC and MRC techniques is
negligible. When Nr is large there is a significant difference between the performance of
the SC and MRC technique. However, the performance of the EGC is still very close to
that of the MRC technique.
It should be noted that when the signals at the receiving antenna outputs are correlated
or there is considerable difference in the received branch power, the performance of these
diversity combining techniques mentioned above will degrade.
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Figure 2.1: Dependence of the diversity gain on the combining methods and number of
receiving antennas
2.4 MIMO
The beamforming and diversity combining techniques discussed above exploit the avail-
ability of multiple antennas or antenna array at one side of the transmission link. The
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beamforming technique often involves the use of an array antenna at the transmit side and
a single antenna at the receive side. On the other hand, diversity combining techniques
require multiple antennas at the receiver and a single antenna at the transmitter. Mul-
tiple input single output (MISO) and single input multiple output (SIMO) are the two
terms describing the antenna setting for beamforming and diversity combining techniques,
respectively. It has been shown in numerous research works that the performance of a sys-
tem using multiple antennas with proper signal processing algorithm can be significantly
improved. However, the potential use of antenna arrays at both ends of the transmission
link, the so called multiple input multiple output (MIMO) system, was not mentioned
until recently by the work of Telatar and Foschini [12, 13, 14].
A MIMO system involves multiplexing of the input data stream between the trans-
mitting antennas. It exploits the independence of channels to achieve very high spectral
efficiency [14, 15, 16]. It has been shown in [12] that under certain assumptions the channel
capacity increases linearly with the number of used antennas without increasing premium
bandwidth or transmitted power. The physical MIMO channel can be considered as the
combination of the multiple MISO or SIMO channels. In this sense, MIMO systems can
be considered as an extension of the adaptive antenna system described in section 2.1.
In fact, the traditional use of array antennas in MISO or SIMO systems where the
signals at all antenna outputs are combined into one port is often called a one-port array,
[8]. At one instance, the same signal information is transmitted or received. The weight
vector is adjusted to optimize under some criteria, such as maximizing the received signal
power or maximizing the SINR. For a multi-port array, which is often observed in MIMO
systems, several independent symbols are treated at the same time. Therefore, the signal
is not only mixed in space, like that of the one-port array, but also mixed in time. For this
type of transmission, signal processing is used to demultiplex the received signals. Ex-
amples are the spatial multiplexing or the Space Time Block Code (STBC) transmissions
applied in MIMO systems. Self interference is a problem in a multi-port array system and
it can be thought of as the co-channel interference in one-port multi-user systems.
2.4.1 MIMO system and the parallel sub-channels transmission
Let us consider a wireless system where there are Nt transmitting antennas and Nr receiv-
ing antennas. The channel matrix H can be realized as an Nt×Nr matrix. Each entry of
H denoted as hntnr is the channel state coefficient between the ntht transmitting antenna
and the nthr receiving antenna.
h11 h12 · · · h1Nr
h21 h22 · · · h2Nr
...
...
. . .
...
hnt1 hnt2 · · · hNtNr
 (2.4)
This is the channel description of the MIMO system when the channel is frequency flat
(i.e. the bandwidth-delay spread product of the channel is smaller than 0.1, Wστ < 0.1).
The frequency selective MIMO channel can be described by a number of frequency flat
MIMO channels.
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The channel transfer matrix H can be diagonalized using the Singular Value Decom-
position (SVD) technique
H = UDVH (2.5)
where U and V are unitary matrices; D is the Nt×Nr diagonal matrix containing the real
and non-negative singular values; (.)H means complex conjugate transpose. By applying
the matrix UH at the transmit side and the V matrix at the receive side, K = min(Nt, Nr)
orthogonal channels can be realized. Each channel has a channel gain denoted as λk, which
is the square of the singular value in the diagonal matrix D.
λk = ukHvk (2.6)
The square of the singular values are the eigenvalues. They could also be obtained by
SVD of the matrix G
G = HHH = UDDTUH (2.7)
where (.)T denotes transpose operator. The realization of the K parallel channels is
achieved by processing significant uncorrelated multi-path components. To study in more
detail the realization of these parallel channels, the discrete time baseband interpretation
of a single transmitted vector of symbols is preferred. In the baseband, it is assumed that
the frequency synchronization and sampling are perfectly achieved. The received symbol
vector has the form
y = xUDVH + n (2.8)
where x is the vector of transmitted symbols, and nis the vector of noise at the receiving
RF chains. By using the weight matrix UH at the transmit side and the weight matrix
VH at the receive side the received symbol vector becomes
y = xUHUDVHV + VHn = xD + ñ (2.9)
After being weighted by V, the variance of the noise vector n is the same since V is
an unitary matrix. This equation implies that the power put into K parallel channels is
amplified by the eigenvalues; power put into channel(s) which have indices larger than K
will be lost.
By applying the singular vectors uk and vk, at the transmit side and receive side, the
transmitted and received signals are matched with the channel. In essence, these singular
vectors are the solutions of a joint optimization problem. As the weight vectors at the
antenna ports, they form the transmitting and receiving eigenpatterns. In this context,
parallel transmission of the sub-channels is also called the eigen beamforming technique.
The relation between the eigenpatterns and the propagation scenario has been dis-
cussed in, for example, [17, 18]. In general, the singular vector will shape the eigenpatterns
in an effort to maximize the channel gain. When the number of the main clusters is small
compared with the number of antenna elements, the antenna arrays at the transmitter
and receiver can resolve the multipath signals in space. In that case, the shape of the
eigenpattern is directly related to the physical distribution of the clusters in space. When
the number of clusters increases, the multipath signals cannot be resolved by the antenna
array. Since there is no preferred direction, the eigenpattern is shaped so that maximal
signal power can be obtained.
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As an example, the formulation of the eigenpatterns and how it can be adjusted accord-
ing to the propagation scenario will be shown as follows. For simplicity, single reflection
of the signal waves is assumed. The transmitting and receiving antenna elements radiate
isotropically in the horizontal plane, Figure 2.2. The distance between antenna elements
is half wave length. Given Ns scatterers in the horizontal plane, the channel matrix H
Figure 2.2: MIMO channel model with single reflection
can be described by
[
wt,1 · · · wt,Ns
]  a1 · · · 0... . . . ...
0 . . . aNs
 [ wr,1 · · · wr,Ns ]T (2.10)
where ans is the fading gain of the nths path. The array direction vector at the transmitter
and receiver can be defined as
wt,ns =

1
e−j
2πd
λ
cos θt,ns
...
e−j
2πd(Nt−1)
λ
cos θt,ns
wr,ns =

1
e−j
2πd
λ
cos θr,ns
...
e−j
2πd(Nr−1)
λ
cos θr,ns
 (2.11)
where d is the distance between two closest antenna elements, λ denotes a wave length,
θt,ns and θr,ns are the angle of departure and angle of arrival respectively of the nths path.
Let us consider a specific MIMO system with 8 transmitting antennas and 4 receiving
antennas. The multipath scattering environment contains three main clusters in the hori-
zontal plane at the angle of 30o, 60o and 120o. The field strength of each cluster is 30dB,
20dB and 5dB respectively. In each cluster, there were 10 scatterers uniformly distributed
with an angular spread of 5o. The distribution of the scatterers and the corresponding
field strength level are plotted in Figure 2.3.
Using this information together with the model described in (2.10), the channel matrix
H is obtained. The unitary matrices and therefore the weight vectors corresponding to
each eigenmode can be found by the SVD of the channel matrix H. Based on these weight
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Figure 2.3: Angle of Departure and Angle of Arrival at the transmitter and the receiver
vectors the eigenpatterns at the transmit side and receive side are calculated and plotted
in Figure 2.4 and 2.5.
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Figure 2.4: Eigenpatterns at the transmitter
One common thing which can be observed from Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 is that the
eigenpattern does have a maximum lobe pointed toward the direction where the cluster
locates. The maximum lobe of the eigenpattern corresponding to the highest eigenvalue
points toward the cluster that brings about the highest signal power and so on. The
directivity of the eigenpattern and its 3dB beamwidth depend strongly on the number
of antenna elements, the number of the clusters and the relative strength of the signals
emerging from the clusters. Having more antenna elements, the eigenpatterns observed at
the transmitting antenna array are more related to the distribution of the clusters than
those at the receiving antenna array.
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Figure 2.5: Eigenpatterns at the receiver
2.4.2 MIMO channel capacity
It is well known that by increasing the received SNR by 3dB, the Shannon capacity nor-
malized to the signal bandwidth for an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel
increases by 1bit/s/Hz, [19]
C = log2(1 + SNR) (2.12)
Because it is very difficult to get rid of the thermal noise, increasing the transmitted power
is the only solution to enhance the channel capacity. Although in principle it might be
possible for wired communications, in wireless communications, due to the electromagnetic
exposition regulation, there is a restriction on the total transmitted power level. Moreover,
because of the signal fading, either in space, time or frequency, the capacity of a wireless
channel will also fade accordingly. If we denote the gain of a wireless channel at one
instant as h, the channel capacity at this instant can be written as
C = log2(1 + |h|SNR) (2.13)
The absolute value of h fades according to some distribution i.e. Rayleigh, Ricean, or
Nakagami. Therefore, the channel capacity of a single wireless channel is also a random
variable. Increasing the channel capacity in wireless communication thus becomes a very
challenging problem.
Recently, it has been shown by Telatar and Foschini [12, 13] that by using multiple
antennas at both the transmitter and receiver one can significantly increase the channel
capacity. Because of the mathematic nature of the MIMO environment, the performance
of MIMO systems can go well beyond that of the conventional adaptive/smart antenna
systems [20]. For a narrowband MIMO system, when the channel is known at the receiver
only the channel capacity can be calculated as
C = log2
(
det(I +
SNR
Nt
HHH)
)
=
min(Nt,Nr)∑
k=1
log2(1 +
SNR
Nt
λk) (2.14)
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Increasing the number of antennas elements reduces the randomness of the channel capac-
ity because the probability that all channels are in deep fade is vanishing. At the same
time, the array gain is increased which gives rise to an enhancement in the channel capac-
ity. In an extreme case, when the number of transmit or receiving antenna is infinitely
large, the capacity of an uncorrelated MIMO channel can be approximated by
C =
min(Nt,Nr)∑
k=1
log2(1 +
SNR
Nt
λk) = Ntlog2(1 +
SNR
Nt
λmax) = Ntlog2(1 + SNR) (2.15)
This illustrates an interesting fact that by the use of multiple antennas at both link ends,
the channel capacity in the limit will increase linearly with the number of used antenna
elements at each end. The advantage of using MIMO becomes two fold: i) increase the
channel capacity, ii) reduce the impact of fading in wireless communications. In Figure 2.6,
we show the channel capacity gain of MIMO systems over that of SISO (single channel),
MISO or SIMO (used of multiple antenna elements at one end, beamforming or diversity
combining) systems. Rayleigh fading, fully uncorrelated channels and a reference SNR
of 20dB are assumed in the simulation. Because of the fading, the median capacity of
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Figure 2.6: Capacity of the MIMO systems with different setups
the wireless SISO channel is about 3.5bit/s/Hz. For the AWGN channel, the channel
capacity using equation (2.12) is 4.4 bit/s/Hz. Increasing the number of antenna elements
does increase the channel capacity, however at a slow rate. Keeping the total number
of used antenna elements at both sides constant, the channel capacity of MIMO systems
(i.e. 2×2, 2×4) are always greater than that of a MISO system (i.e. 4×1, 8×1). For an
asymmetric setting system, swapping the roles of the transmitter and receiver results in
a difference in the channel capacity at each mode. More specifically, the channel capacity
of the Nt×Nr MIMO system with Nt greater than Nr (i.e. 4×2, 8×4) is less than that of
the Nr×Nt MIMO system (i.e. 2×4, 4×8). The fact that any Nt×Nr MIMO can support
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up to min(Nt, Nr) sub-channels is the explanation for this phenomena. For an Nt × Nr
MIMO system with Nt greater than Nr, the transmitted power is equally distributed over
Nt ports. Since there are only Nr nonzero eigenvalues, the power distributed to the rest
Nt−Nr ports is lost. Meanwhile all transmitted power is received in a MIMO system with
Nr ×Nt setting (note that the roles of the transmitter and receiver have been changed).
This gives rise to an increment in the channel capacity of the Nr ×Nt MIMO system over
that of the Nt ×Nr MIMO system.
So far we have considered the channel capacity of the MIMO systems with the assump-
tion that the channel information is known at the receiver only. Since the transmitter does
not know the channel, equal power distribution over all transmitting antenna port seems
to be an optimal solution. By having the channel information at both ends of the trans-
mission link, it is possible to distribute the transmitted power in the most efficient way,
such that the channel capacity is enhanced. At the same time, the above mentioned
phenomena can be avoided. When the transmitted power level is kept constant, optimal
power allocation is found iteratively using the water filling method [21]
γk = max(µ−
1
λk
, 0) (2.16)
where the parameter µ is chosen such that
∑K
k=1 γk = SNR. The channel capacity then
becomes
C =
min(Nt,Nr)∑
k=1
log2(1 + γkλk) (2.17)
The essence of the water filling algorithm is to allocate more transmitted power to the
sub-channel with high eigenvalue and less power to the sub-channel with low eigenvalue.
The capacity gain at the sub-channels with high eigenvalues is well traded for the capacity
loss at the sub-channels with low eigenvalues. As a result, the overall MIMO channel
capacity which is the sum of the capacities of the sub-channels is enhanced.
Equation (2.14) expresses the channel capacity of a narrowband MIMO channel. For a
frequency selective channel, the capacity is calculated by integrating the channel capacity
over the bandwidth W of interest
C =
1
W
∫ fc+W/2
fc−W/2
log2
(
det(I +
SNR
Nt
HfHHf )
)
df
=
1
W
min(Nt,Nr)∑
k=1
∫ fc+W/2
fc−W/2
log2(1 +
SNR
Nt
λkf )df (2.18)
where fc is the carrier frequency. When the frequency step df = ∆f between the adjacent
frequency samples is small enough so that the channel is frequency flat in that step, the
channel capacity can be expressed in the discrete form as
C =
1
L
L∑
l=1
log2
(
det(I +
SNR
Nt
HflH
H
fl
)
)
(2.19)
where L is the number of frequency spots.
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Using an additional diversity dimension, it is expected that there should be an en-
hancement in the channel capacity of a frequency selective MIMO channel. Measurement
results showed that the frequency selective of the channel significantly increases the outage
probability of the capacity (increasing the slope of the distribution curve), while hardly
changes the mean capacity [22]. The joint space-frequency water filling algorithm could
be used to improve the channel capacity when knowledge of the channel is available both
at the transmitter and the receiver [23]. However, it was experimentally shown that the
largest gain comes from the spatial domain and that the gain from the frequency domain
is negligible [24].
2.4.3 MIMO under certain operation scenario
The performance of a MIMO system depends on both the setup/configuration of the an-
tenna elements and the characteristics of the environment in which the MIMO system
is operated. Depending on the operating environment and antenna setting, the channel
coefficients in the matrix H can be fully uncorrelated with high rank (i.e. identical in-
dependently distributed (IID) components), fully uncorrelated with low rank or keyhole
effect, partly uncorrelated (observed in most of the cases) or even fully correlated (strong
LOS environment).
Channel with wide angular spread at both ends, Rayleigh fading
Also named as uncorrelated high rank, this type of channel can be found in an environment
with rich scattering such as indoor to indoor or even outdoor micro cell scenarios. Each
element of the channel matrix H is a complex number with the real and imaginary part
having a Gaussian distribution. For a MIMO system with widely separated antenna
elements, the channel coefficients can be taken to be a complex IID with zero mean and
unit variance variable. Because full diversity order is available i.e. NtNr, this type of
channel yields the highest capacity.
There is a situation that although there is a rich scattering environment around the
transmitter and the receiver, the channel matrix H yet still has a rank one. The so called
”key hole” effect happens when the signal waves stemming from the scatterers around the
transmitter go through a pine or a wave guide before reaching the scatterers surrounding
the receiver. There is in fact only one propagation path between the transmitter and the
receiver. Everything becomes a point source and one thus can obtain only array gain.
This phenomenon was theoretically studied in [25, 26]. However, it is difficult to have a
key hole effect in practice and one has to control the propagation of the waves in order to
observe this effect [27].
Channel with LOS characteristic, Ricean fading
The antenna element still radiates isotropically, however due to the LOS characteristic
of the environment, the received signals become correlated. Assuming that the signal
strength is unchanged compared with the uncorrelated case mentioned above, this leads
to the reduction of the channel capacity and system performance of the MIMO system.
The channel can be modelled as two parts, one corresponds to the LOS component and
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the other corresponds to the diffuse (Rayleigh fading) component.
HRicean =
√
K
K + 1
HLOS +
√
1
K + 1
HIID (2.20)
where K is the Ricean factor, HLOS is a matrix with all entries equal to 1 and HIID is a
matrix with IID entries.
Recently, it was demonstrated that even the channel capacity is affected by the corre-
lated LOS component, the signal strength is so large that it can easy compensate for this
reduction. With the same amount of transmitted power a higher channel capacity in the
LOS case than in the uncorrelated case is observed [28, 29]. This highlights the fact that
together with the multipath richness characteristics, the amount of received power is also
an important factor that determines the performance of MIMO systems.
Figure 2.7 shows the influence of the LOS component in terms of the K factor on the
capacity of a 2×2 MIMO channel. In all cases the SNR is kept constant. In fact, the LOS
component changes the distribution of the eigenvalue of the channel matrix H. As the K
factor increases, the channel gain will be concentrated on the largest eigenvalue. The other
eigenvalues become less and less significant. In an extreme when K is infinitively large, the
channel matrix becomes a rank one matrix and there is only a single non-zero eigenvalue.
It is observed that the capacity gain obtained by using the water filling method in the
Ricean fading channel is higher than in the Rayleigh fading channel.
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Figure 2.7: Effect of LOS component on the MIMO capacity
Correlated channel
The correlated channel is caused by the lack of scatterers around the transmitting anten-
nas and/or the receiving antennas. Insufficient separation between antenna elements or
high cross polarization coupling among antenna elements could also make the channels
correlated. As for the LOS scenario, correlated fading increases the gain of the maximum
eigenmode and lowers the gain of the minimum eigenmode. The antenna array again is
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still the same but the diversity gain is reduced. However, the channels need not to be
fully decorrelated in order to benefit from the capacity gain. In fact, it was shown that
the return by having the fading correlation goes below 0.5 is diminishing [30]. In practice,
we aim at having the fading correlation coefficient lower than 0.7.
The correlated channel matrix may be described by the multiplicative product of the
fading correlation matrices seen at the transmitter and the receiver and an IID entries
matrix.
Hcorr = R
1/2
Tx HIIDR
T/2
Rx (2.21)
where RTx and RRx are the two fading correlation Hermitian matrices seen at the trans-
mitter and receiver respectively, ()1/2 is the matrix square root operator. These two
matrices can be obtained from measurements of real MIMO systems or available measure-
ment/analytical results of the MISO and SIMO systems.
The effect of the correlated fading on the channel capacity can be evaluated numeri-
cally by using a certain correlation model, simulation or measurement. Using the above
mentioned model and further assume that Nt is equal to Nr , at high SNR values the
capacity of the MIMO channel can be expressed as [31, 32]
Ccorr = log2
(
det(I +
SNR
Nt
HcorrHHcorr)
)
= log2
(
det(I +
SNR
Nt
R1/2Tx HIIDRRxH
H
IIDR
H/2
Tx )
)
≈ log2
(
det(I +
SNR
Nt
HIIDHHIID)
)
+ log2(det(RTx)) + log2(det(RRx))
(2.22)
Since the sum of the eigenvalues of RTx or RRx is equal to Nt, log2(det(RTx)) is smaller
or equal to zero. At a high SNR value the capacity loss due to the correlated channel can
be estimated as
Closs ≈ log2(det(RTx)) + log2(det(RRx)) (2.23)
Figure 2.8 shows the capacity loss due to the correlated fading for a 2×2 MIMO setting
with different values of the fading correlation. It indeed shows that when the fading
correlation is bellows 0.3, the capacity loss due to the increase in the fading correlation is
negligible.
2.4.4 Transmission techniques
Transmission techniques for a MIMO system vary depending on the usage purposes and
requirements. Beamforming can be used for increasing the transmission range or the
transmission quality. In the beamforming approach, a single data stream is transmitted
through multiple antennas and the receiver combines the received signals from multiple
receiving antennas. Because both the transmitted and received signals are matched to
the channel, full diversity gain and significant array gain can be obtained. Normally,
the maximum eigen beamforming solution is used. The channel gain in the beamforming
method is equivalent to the maximum eigenvalues of the channel matrix H. As long as
the channel is reciprocal, the weigh vectors at the transmitter and receiver can be found
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Figure 2.8: Capacity loss due to the correlated channel for a 2x2 MIMO system
by iterate transmitting and receiving a random vector [33, 34]. After some iterations or
”ping pong transmissions”, one could obtain transmitting and receiving weigh vectors at
the transmitter and receiver respectively.
Spatial multiplexing is used to increase the spectral efficiency of the MIMO system.
Up to min(Nt, Nr) independent data streams can be transmitted simultaneously from Nt
transmitting antennas. Each data stream is transmitted over an eigenmode that may
relate to a specific propagation scenario as illustrated in section 2.4.3. When the chan-
nel matrix has a full rank, spatial multiplexing is an optimum strategy in terms of the
channel capacity. However, in this scheme in order to find the proper eigenvectors the
channel matrix need to be diagonalized. Information on the channel should be available
both at the transmitter and the receiver. This requirement, in principle can be met in a
reciprocal channel and the channel information obtained from the uplink can be used for
the downlink. For non-reciprocal channel, the downlink channel must be estimated at the
receiver and feedback to the transmitter through a dedicated feedback channel. To reduce
the overhead, the eigenvectors (also called the precoders) are quantized and a codebook is
built at the transmitter. At the receiver, the downlink channel matrix is diagonalized, and
only the index of the precoder is transmitted back to the transmitter. It was shown that
using this approach significant overhead reduction can be achieved without losing system
performance [35].
Spatial multiplexing can also be obtained if the channel information is available at the
receiver only. There are a number of schemes to decouple the MIMO system into a set
of parallel sub-channels. Depending on the complexity of each scheme, its performance
varies accordingly. These schemes ordered according to the increment in their complexity
are: Zero Forcing (ZF), Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE), Vertical-Bell Labs Space
Time (VBLAST) [15], Diagonal-Bell Labs Space Time (DBLAST) [14] and Maximum
Likelihood Receiver (ML).
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Parallel sub-streams are detected at the ZF receiver by
x̂ = yHH
(
HHH
)−1
(2.24)
where y = xH is the received vector at the Nr ports, x and x̂ is the transmitted
and detected symbol vector respectively. Because the noise is enhanced by a factor of(
HHH
)−1
H , the performance of the ZF is degraded at low SNR. However, ZR is a linear
receiver with low computation complexity.
The signal at MMSE receiver is detected by applying
x̂ = yHH
(
HHH + σoINt
)−1
(2.25)
where σo is the noise variance at one receiver branch. At high SNR, the performance of
the MMSE scheme is the same as that of the ZF and it is equivalent to a matched filter
at low SNR. In general the performance of the MMSE outperforms that of ZF.
VBLAST is an ordered successive cancellation receiver where the sub-stream with
the highest SNR is detected first. The contribution of the detected symbol in the received
signal vector is removed and the symbol of the next stream is detected in the same manner.
The procedure is repeated until the received symbol of the last stream with the lowest
SNR value is detected. Since the symbol in each stream is detected according to its SNR
value, VBLAST outperforms the successive interference cancellation receiver. However,
it is still influenced from error propagation when a symbol at one of the decoding step is
incorrectly detected.
In DBLAST, the data stream is spread over all transmitting antennas through a di-
agonal layer structure. Although no layer ordering is needed, DBLAST is considered
impractical due to its decoding complexity and space time wastage where no transmission
takes place [31].
ML receiver detects the received symbol streams according to
x̂ = argminx|y− xH| (2.26)
Because it searches for every possible solution, the ML obtains an optimum performance.
The computation complexity increases exponentially according to the modulation constel-
lation order and the number of sub-streams.
Space time block code (STBC) is another transmission scheme which aims at improv-
ing the communication reliability when the channel information is only available at the
receiver. In 1998, Alamouti [36] proposed a simple transmit diversity scheme by a simple
processing across two transmitting antennas. The scheme is further extended for the case
of 2 transmitting antennas and more than 2 receiving antennas. It has been shown that
the scheme can provide a diversity order of 2Nr and a loss of 3dB as compared to the case
of MRC.
Tarokh et.al. later generalized the Alamouti transmit diversity scheme to an arbitrary
number of transmit antennas [37, 38, 39]. In essence, the STBC is a linear combination
of the symbols and theirs complex conjugate. One dimension of the block code is the
transmitting antenna indexes and time is the other dimension. The code is designed such
that the vectors expanding the time dimension are pairwise orthogonal. In fact, it makes
the effective channel matrix become orthogonal regardless of its realization. Thereby,
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STBC requires only a simple linear processing at the receiver to decouple the transmitted
symbols and the complex ML vector detection problem can be avoided. Redundancy is
introduced in the STBC in order to achieve transmit diversity, and therefore the rate of
STBC is always smaller or equal to one.
The design of the STBC is divided into real orthogonal criteria and complex orthogonal
criteria. For the real orthogonal coding the codewords can be designed for a system with
arbitrarily number of transmitting antennas Nt. For complex orthogonal coding, it has
been shown that there is a codeword for any number of transmitting antenna as long as
the rate is less than 12 . For a rate greater than
1
2 , there are codewords for three or four
transmitting antennas only. For more information and detail description of the STBC and
ST trellis code the reader is referred to [37, 38, 39, 40, 41].
Chapter 3
Characteristics and modelling of
MIMO channels
As described in the previous chapter, MIMO has a great potential in enhancing the trans-
mission rates, the transmission quality and the outage capacity of the system. In parallel
to the theoretical works, MIMO channel measurement and characterization are required.
The results from the channel measurements and characterization are very useful for jus-
tifying the consistency between theoretical and empirical findings. Unknown phenomena
and observations are identified which act as a general background for the development
and invention of new, more efficient transmission algorithms. Since the first introduction
of the MIMO technique by Telatar and Forshini, there have been a number of published
works on the measurement and channel characterization of the MIMO channel. However
in most of the works, the measurement settings were made such that the characteristics of
the multipath environments are highlighted. The antennas configurations and measure-
ments scenarios therefore, sometime are impractical for a normal usage purpose. There is
a lack of measurements especially for MIMO channels where proper attention is put into
the practical usage aspect.
In an effort to fill in this gap, the work presented in this chapter is devoted to evaluate
the performance of a MIMO system designed for small terminals with different antenna
configurations in different propagation environments. The study is unique in the sense
that it is based on measurements of MIMO systems in some real-life settings, where space
and antenna design constraints are taken into account. Due to the practical constraints,
in the analyses we aimed at investing the characteristics of the MIMO radio channel
where both the antennas and the propagation channel are integral parts. Based on the
results, the performance of the MIMO system as a whole in some real-life scenarios can be
evaluated and compared. A spatio-temporal correlated MIMO model for a narrowband
indoor environment is proposed and assessed. As we shall see in the following, despite its
simplicity the model is fairly good at retaining the spatial and temporal characteristics of
the measured channel.
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3.1 Indoor to Indoor, Outdoor to Indoor microcell
In paper [P1], we have evaluated the performance of the 8x4 measured narrowband MIMO
channel for indoor-indoor and outdoor-indoor scenarios. To mimic a real MIMO system,
a prototype of a base station (BS) with eight outputs and prototypes of small terminals
such as the mobile handset and the laptop with four patch antennas were deployed in the
measurement. The measurements were conducted in different offices located at the same
floor of a two story building. For each type of receiver, there were one Indoor-Indoor and
two Outdoor -Indoor measurement scenarios.
General properties of the measured MIMO radio channel as well as its distinct charac-
teristics those adhere to the measurement environment and scenarios have been analyzed
and discussed. The mean received power decreases steadily as the distance between the
transmitting antennas and the receiving antennas increases. At the same measured lo-
cation, the power level is dependent on the orientation of the receiving antenna. It was
verified that a major part of the signal energy comes from large openings, such as windows
or entrance doors. The multipath richness characteristics of the measured radio channel
are almost independent of the measured locations, measurement scenario (indoor-indoor
or outdoor-indoor) as well as the type of the receiver (either handset or laptop). The
distributions of the eigenvalues or the gains of the sub-channels observed from the mea-
surement data were spread over a larger range than that of the theoretical channels with
identical independently distributed (IID) complex Rayleigh fading components, Figure
3.1.
It is shown that when there are perfect amplifiers and/or attenuators so that the mean
SNR remains constant, i.e. 20dB, the median capacity of the measured MIMO channel is
accountable for at least 80% of the system with IID components. This indicates that for
the purpose of obtaining full diversity gain and diversity order, it is still makes sense to
deploy multiple antennas in a small terminal. The gain in channel capacity which results
from knowing the channel at the transmitter is significant for low SNR value. At the SNR
value of 20dB, using the measured data we show that by knowing the channel at both ends
of the transmission link it is possible to obtain up to 20% increase in the channel capacity
as compared with the case where the channel is known at the receive side only. However,
the gain gradually reduces at a higher received power or a higher SNR value, Figure 3.2.
We estimate the channel capacity where both the change in the mean received power
and the change in the MIMO radio channel multipath characteristics are included. The
analysis shows that the variation in the mean received power can have greater influence on
the overall system performance than the change in the multipath scattering property. This
highlights the fact that in the design of MIMO systems, above a certain multipath richness
threshold one might want to optimize the received power level other than the uncorrelated
channel in order to get a better performance enhancement. The performance gain due to
the increase in the received power level may well compensate for the performance reduction
due to high correlated fading.
3.2 Outdoor macrocell
In paper [P2], we presented initial analyses of a MIMO system performance in terms of
the channel capacity and environment scattering richness. The assessments are based on
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Figure 3.1: The distribution of the eigenvalues at three BS positions, straight line: BS1,
dot line: BS2, broken line: BS3. For each BS position the data collected at all receiver’s
location are used. Thick dash lines are the distribution of eigenvalues in the IID case
acquisition data from extensive outdoor measurement campaign of an 8x4 MIMO system
at 2140MHz, in downtown Aalborg. The measurement bandwidth was about 10MHz and
the data collected from two measured routes was used for the analyses. Several positions
of a prototype mobile handset were considered in order to evaluate the effect of local
shadowing and absorption on system performance (i.e on a wooden pole in a trolley, on a
phantom head in a trolley pulled by a car, on a pole inside a car and on the phantom head
inside a car). It was found that the outdoor MIMO system with 4 patch antennas handset
and 8 antennas array at the BS can provide up to 80% median capacity according to that of
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Figure 3.2: The advantage of having knowledge of the channel at the transmitter as a
function of the SNR, in percentage
the IID case for a SNR=20dB. Strong correlation between the normalized capacity (using
a reference SNR) and the mean received power level has been observed. The correlations
of the normalized channel capacity and the mean received power are presented in Table
3.1.
Route Trolley - Pole Trolley - Phantom In car - Pole In car - Phantom
1 -0.72 -0.62 -0.76 -0.82
2 -0.81 -0.83 -0.81 -0.88
Table 3.1: Correlation coefficient between the channel capacity and the mean received
power at the system SNR of 20dB
The results presented in Table 3.1 indicate that the location with low signal strength
will give higher channel capacity than the location with high signal strength. High mean
path loss or equivalently low received signal level could suggest that there is a richer
scattering environment. This in turn, gives rise to an enhancement in the diversity gain
as of richer multipath environment.
Analysis on the normalized capacity shows that local scattering (car, phantom) does
not enrich the multipath scattering of the radio channel. In fact, local scattering may
increase the angle spread seen from the mobile and therefore reduce the spatial correlation.
However, for outdoor environment, the major paths arriving at the mobile often contain the
same information. Scattering this correlated arrival paths certainly increase the multipath
richness of the local environment in the vicinity of the mobile but not the multipath channel
from the transmitter to the receiver. This means local scattering is related to the concept
of the ”keyhole” channel.
Although the local scattering does not change the multipath richness of the channel,
it does influence the received power level. It was found that the shadowing and power
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absorption of the phantom and car can lead to a reduction of the received power level
by 2dB and 4dB respectively. By including the information of the mean path loss in the
formulation of the channel capacity, it is possible to evaluate the impact of the scattering
very near to the mobile (car, phantom) on the MIMO true channel capacity. Table 3.2
shows the degradation in the channel capacity due to the local absorption and shadowing.
Route Trolley-Phantom In car-Pole In car-Phantom
1 10% 26% 45%
2 16% 33% 48%
Table 3.2: Median capacity lost with the best case scenario ”Trolley-Pole” as reference
3.3 Spatial and temporal correlated channel modelling
In order to evaluate and study the data transmission algorithms at higher layers of the
MIMO system, we normally need a model for modelling the behavior of the radio chan-
nel. Here we will concentrate on the measurement-based model. The advantage of the
measurement-based model is that only from a few extracted parameters from the measure-
ment it is possible to reconstruct the MIMO radio channel with the essential characteristics
as the measured ones. Moreover, verification of the model thus becomes very simple since
we have the measured channel information as a reference. The measurement-based model
is classified into two approaches. In the first approach, the use of double directional in-
formation in the modelling process (i.e. AoA, AoD) is emphasized [42, 43]. In the second
approach, which is normally called the correlation based model, the complex correlation
coefficients of the transmitted and received signals observed at the transmitter and receiver
are the crucial parameters for modelling the MIMO channel [44, 45, 46].
However, there is a lack of MIMO models that can retain both the spatial and temporal
characteristics of the radio channel. In paper [P3] we propose a spatio-temporal model
for narrowband indoor non line of sight (NLOS) MIMO channels. The model is based on
parameterizations from the measured 8×4 MIMO radio channels in an indoor environment.
The model can be briefly described as follows
H(to + t) = ρ(t)H(to) +
√
1− ρ(t)2E (3.1)
where ρ(t) is the temporal correlation coefficient obtained from the measured channel;
H(to + t) and H(to) are the channel current and past channel matrices respectively; H(to)
and E are the spatially correlated matrices which are independently generated from the
Kronecker model as mentioned in (2.20).
The validation of the model performance is made by comparing the capacity and the
temporal characteristics of the synthetic channels with those obtained from measurements.
Figure 3.3 shows the capacity of the measured channel and the synthetic channel at two
locations. The temporal correlation of the measured channel and the synthetic channel are
shown in Figure 3.4. With the 5% median relative error in the channel capacity and a very
close match in the temporal correlations, it has been proved that our model is capable of
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capturing the essential characteristics of a temporally correlated multipath MIMO radio
channel.
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Figure 3.3: Measured and estimated capacity at SNR=20dB and the average relative error
at two measured locations
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Figure 3.4: Measured and estimated temporal correlation at two measured locations, the
velocity of the handset is 23.4 mm/s
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Chapter 4
Link adaptation techniques in
MIMO systems
In this chapter, with the assumption that the channel is narrowband and the channel
coefficients are known at both link ends, we propose and evaluate some link adaptation
(LA) algorithms applied to spatial multiplexing MIMO systems. The performance of these
LA techniques in time-varying channels is also investigated. In an attempt to reduce
the impact of the time-varying channel on the spatial multiplexing MIMO systems, an
eigenvectors prediction scheme is introduced at the end of the chapter.
4.1 Adaptation techniques for spatial multiplexing MIMO
systems
In paper [P4] we have investigated several link adaptation algorithms for spatial multiplex-
ing MIMO system with the assumption on the availability of the instantaneous channel
coefficients at both link ends. Depending on the requirement either at the target aver-
age bit rate or the BER, the transmitted power is optimally distributed to each parallel
sub-channel according to its associated eigenvalue. Based on the approximated calcula-
tions of the BER for M-QAM and M-PSK modulations presented in [47] and the Gallager
multiplier procedure, optimum power distribution solutions can be derived.
For a spatial multiplexing MIMO system in which keeping a constant total bit rate is
desirable, it can be shown that the overall BER of the system using either M-QAM or
M-PSK is minimized if the distributed power satisfies
γk = max(
1
βλk
(ln(λk)− µ), 0)
β =
{
1.6
σ2(2rk−1) for M-QAM
6
σ2(21.9rk−1) for M-PSK
(4.1)
where µ is chosen such that
∑K
k=1 γk = Pt; Pt is the transmitted power level; σ is the
noise variance; and rk is the modulation order assigned to the kth sub-channel. For a
system that aims at increasing the bit rate while keeping the BER constant the overall
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throughput can be shown to be maximized if the following power distribution is met
γk = max(µ−
1
Γλk
, 0)
Γ =
{ −1.6
σ2ln(5BERtarget)
for M-QAM
−6
σ2ln(20BERtarget)
for M-PSK
(4.2)
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Figure 4.1: BER of MIMO system with and without optimum power distribution
Figure 4.1 shows the improvement in the BER of the 8x4 MIMO system using optimum
power distribution. At a BER of 10−4, a gain of 4dB in the SNR can be observed for
both M-QAM and M-PSK modulation. However, at low SNR values the improvement in
the BER comes at the cost of a lower number of activated sub-channels. In Figure 4.1,
this fact is manifested itself as the stair case shape of the BER curves, where each step
corresponds to an increase in the number of activated sub-channels. This violates the
condition that we would like to keep the system throughput constant while minimizing
the overall BER. Lower transmission rate is traded for better transmission quality. In
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other words, it is not possible to improve the overall BER in such low SNR values and/or
eigenvalues without reducing the number of used sub-channels. In this scenario, using an
equal power distribution seems to be the only solution in order to keep the total bit rate
constant.
Based on the distributed power level, the modulation order or the number of bits per
transmitted symbol of the kth sub-channel can be estimated as
rk =
{
log2(1 + Γγkλk) for M-QAM
1
1.9 log2(1 + Γγkλk) for M-PSK
(4.3)
where Gamma is defined in 4.2. Figure 4.2 illustrates the achievable transmission rate as
a function of the SNR values for two types of modulation. The results are obtained from
100000 synthetic channel matrices with IID entries for 4x4 and 8x4 MIMO setups. The
results indicate that at low SNR values, the algorithm does not work, illustrated by low
spectral efficiency (e.g. 0 or 1 bit/s/Hz). It is expected, since the gain of each sub-channel
is not high enough to support either types of modulation with the target BER. At high
SNR values, M-QAM has better performance than M-PSK for the same system setup and
the target BER. The reason could be that M-PSK modulation, by its constellation setup,
has higher average BER than M-QAM modulation for the same modulation order. This
forces the algorithm to select a lower modulation order to fulfill the target BER. However,
the M-PSK modulation does not require the gain of each sub-channel to be exactly known
at the receiver as does the M-QAM modulation. Therefore M-PSK modulation has an
advantage of low demodulation complexity.
4.2 The maximum eigen beamforming approach
To reduce the system complexity, one can use a maximum eigen beamforming technique.
In paper [P5] we showed that this technique can provide a higher array gain and not very
sensitive to the time-varying environment as compared to the case where all sub-channels
are used. Although only a single data stream is transmitted in this scheme, due to the
array gain advantage one can increase the system throughput by using a higher modulation
order. In some cases, at the same throughput the BER of the system using the maximum
eigen beamforming can be lower than the spatial multiplexing system, Figure 4.3. As
studied in section 2.4.1 the eigenvectors act as the steering vectors which steer the beam
pattern toward the direction radiating maximum energy. Therefore, the maximum eigen
beamforming creates some sort of spatial focusing with the resolution and the signal to
interference ratio (SIR) depending on the number of supported users and the degree of
correlation between them. For a multi-user MIMO system with Nu users, Nt transmitting
antennas, Nr receiving antennas, the SIR can be estimated as
SIR =
λmax
Nu − 1
(4.4)
With a target SIR value, the number of simultaneous users which the MIMO system can
support is lower and upper bounded by
1 +
max(Nt, Nr)
SIR
< Nu < 1 +
(
√
Nt +
√
Nr)2
SIR
(4.5)
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Figure 4.2: The obtainable throughput at different targeted BER values for M-QAM and
M-PSK modulations in spatial multiplexing MIMO systems
Figure 4.4 illustrates the bound of the number supported users for MIMO systems with
up to 20 antennas at each ends. The target SIR was 10dB as it is a reasonable number
for achieving a BER of 10−3 in Gaussian channels with BPSK modulation.
4.3 The influence of the time-varying channel to the spatial
multiplexing MIMO systems
A time-varying channel causes the channel information available at the transmitter or
receiver to be outdated. The performance of the system is degraded since it is adapted
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Figure 4.3: Average BER of MIMO systems using maximum eigen beamforming and
spatial multiplexing approaches with the same throughput
to the past channel condition. For a MIMO system applying the spatial multiplexing the
performance degradation manifests itself as the increment in the co-channel interference
level. The orthogonality of the used unitary matrices U and V with the true ones is
perturbed. The signal from one channel leaks to the other causing an irreducible BER.
In paper [P5], using the Markov chain model the degradation is quantified by the Signal
to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR). The average SINR of the kth sub-channel can be
estimated as
SINRk =
|ρ
√
λk +
√
1− ρ2qkk|2Pk
(1− ρ2)
∑i=K
i6=k,i=1 Pi|qik|2 + σ2
=
|ρ
√
λk +
√
1− ρ2qkk|2SNRk
(1− ρ2)
∑i=K
i6=k,i=1 SNRi|qik|2 + 1
(4.6)
where ρ is the channel time-varying correlation coefficient, qik, qkk can be chosen as a
complex Gaussian variable with zero mean and unit variance, σ2 denotes the noise variance,
Pk and SNRk is the received power and the SNR of the kth sub-channel. In a multipath
channel where the scatterers are uniformly distributed in the horizontal plane the channel
time-varying correlation coefficient is related to the relative maximum Doppler frequency
fd and the updated time t as
ρ(t) = Jo(2πfdt) (4.7)
The scattering model is another approach, which gives more physical insight into the
evolution of the channel state of the moving terminal. This simple model assumes that the
received signal is a superposition of a number of waves emitted from random scattering
objects. For a narrowband MIMO system the discrete time CSI at time to + t can be
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Figure 4.4: Lower and upper bound of the number of simultaneous users with a target
SIR of 10dB
described in the baseband by
[H](nt,nr)(t + to) =
1√
Ns
Ns∑
ns=1
anse
−j2πfd(t+to)cosθns (4.8)
where θns is uniformly distributed over (0, 2π], ans is a random complex Gaussian number
with zero mean and variance 1, fd is the maximum Doppler frequency and Ns is the
number of scatterers.
However, from this model we may not be able to derive a closed form of the average
SINR. Hence, the model lacks of explanation why the time-varying channel effect degrades
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the system capacity and BER performance. Nevertheless the scattering model can act as
a reference to verify the results obtained from the Markov chain model. The influence of
the time-varying channel to the channel capacity and BER is illustrated in Figure 4.5 and
Figure 4.6. The system capacities and BER obtained from the two models are visually
inline with each other. The result shows that delay in the feedback of the channel state
information can degrade the capacity and performance of a MIMO system significantly.
Increasing the transmitted power does not help in such case, above a certain value the
capacity curve reaches a ceiling and the BER curve reaches a BER floor.
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Figure 4.5: Capacity of 4x4 and 8x4 MIMO systems in a time-varying channel
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Figure 4.6: The BER performance of 4x4 and 8x4 MIMO systems in a time-varying channel
4.4 Precoder/decoder prediction
In an effort to alleviate the impact of time-varying channel to the MIMO system perfor-
mance, paper [P6] presents a prediction scheme for the precoder and decoder (e.g. the
unitary matrix UH and V) in spatial multiplexing MIMO systems. The precoder and
decoder are obtained from the SVD of the channel matrix. Because of the time-varying
channel, the precoder/decoder gradually becomes out of date and it causes system per-
formance degradation as investigated in section 4.3. One way to reduce the time-varying
channel impact is to predict the channel matrix based on the past ones. Then, the fu-
ture precoder and decoder are estimated by the SVD of the predicted channel matrix.
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However, predicting all the components of the channel matrix at both ends appears to be
cumbersome. Moreover, the precoder and decoder obtained from the SVD of the predicted
channel matrix are more prone to estimation errors. We aim at predicting the precoder
and decoder directly without going through the prediction of the channel matrix. The pre-
diction is done in the Stiefel manifold where the precoder/decoder (V/UH) is a unitary
matrix and can be expressed as the matrix exponential of a skew Hermitian matrix.∣∣∣∣ V=AΞA−1S=Aln(Ξ)A−1
〉
V = expm(S) (4.9)
where expm() is the matrix exponential operator. The prediction is done based on the
Q past decoders. However, since the precoders/decoders as a solution of the SVD of
the channel matrix are not unique, they have to be transformed in a way to reduce the
ambiguity
VnN → I = VTrn,o = expm(Sn,0)
V(n−1)N → V−1nNV(n−1)NΘn,−1 =
VTrn,−1 = expm(Sn,−1)
...
V(n−Q+1)N → V−1nNV(n−Q+1)NΘn,−Q+1 =
VTrn,−Q+1 = expm(Sn,−Q+1) (4.10)
where n is the frame index, N is the number of symbols within a frame. The orientation
matrix Θn,q, q ⊂ {−Q+1, ..,−1, 0} is the orientation matrix that makes the two matrices
VnN and V(n+q)NΘn,q as close as possible in Euclidean distance
Θn,q = diag(V−1(n−q+1)NVnN )/|diag(V
−1
(n−q+1)NVnN )| (4.11)
Through these Q skew-Hermitian matrices (Sn,−Q+1,Sn,−Q+2, ...,Sn,0) we try to fit a P th
order polynomial. When P + 1 is equal to Q, for matrix Sn,q we have P + 1 unknown
matrix coefficients that can be solved by a set of Q linear matrix equations:
Sn,q =
P∑
p=0
Cn,p ((n + q)N)
p (4.12)
Based on the Q coefficients, the future skew-Hermitian matrix ŜnN+m is estimated by
ŜnN+m =
P∑
p=0
Cn,p(nN + m)p (4.13)
where m ∈ {1..N − 1} The corresponding future precoders/decoders for the (Q + 1)th
frame can thus be constructed as
V̂nN+m = VnNexpm(ŜnN+m) (4.14)
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To evaluate the prediction performance two metrics were defined, namely the square root
error (SRE) and the leakage level. The square root error is the Euclidean distance between
the predicted precoder/decoder and the true ones. On the other hand the leakage level is
defined as
||ÛHHV̂−D||F (4.15)
where D is a diagonal matrix which contains the singular values of the true channel matrix
in the diagonal.
In the prediction of the precoder/decoder we aim at a slowly time-varying channel
with a maximum Doppler spread ranging from a couple of Hz to tens of Hz. This type of
channel can occur in an indoor environment. The time required to transmit a data frame
is 10−3s. The channel matrices were generated using the Jakes model. We consider 1000
channel realizations and 1000 simulated frames.
In general, based on the two metrics presented above the proposed precoder/decoder
prediction scheme always outperforms the scheme with no prediction (i.e. only using a
delayed version of the precoder/decoder). A reduction in the leakage level by a factor of
two is observed for most MIMO settings and time-varying channel conditions. Despite of
using only two past samples for the prediction, linear prediction of the precoder/decoder
shows a reasonable performance improvement.
Chapter 5
Time reversal in wireless
communications
Time reversal techniques (TR) have been used in acoustic and medical application for
quite some time. TR is known for being able to focus the signal both in space and in time.
In the acoustic frequency range, TR has been shown to work very well in a rich scattering
environment. In papers [P7,P8,P9] the applicability of the time reversal technique in wire-
less communication which often operates at a high frequency regime (GHz) is investigated.
From a wireless communication viewpoint these two distinct characteristics of the TR can
help to reduce the inter symbol interference (ISI) effect in a wideband transmission and
the co-channel interference in a multi-user environment.
The essence of the TR is to convolve the transmitted signal with the complex conjugate
of the time reversed version of the measured impulse response (IR). If the channel is slowly
varying, the received signal will be equal to a convolution of the transmitted symbol with
the autocorrelation of the IR as
yj(t) = xj(t) ? hij(−t)∗ ? hij(t) + nj(t) = xj(t) ? Rautoij (t) + nj(t) (5.1)
where x(t) denotes the transmitted signal and y(t) indicates the received signal; ? denotes
the convolution operator; ()∗ is the complex conjugate operator; i and j are the indices of
the transmitting antenna and receiving antenna respectively; nj(t) is the noise component;
Rauto(t) is the autocorrelation of the channel IR hij(t). The received signal at an off-target
point has the form
xj(t) ? hij(−t)∗ ? hik(t) + nk = xj(t) ? Rcrossijk (t) + nk(t) (5.2)
where hik(t) denotes the IR of the channel from the transmitting point to the off-target
point and Rcrossijk (t) is the cross correlation of the channel IR hik(t) to the target point and
the IR hij(t).
Although a TR-SISO system can offer a limit spatial focusing, it can be shown that it
is not possible to obtain temporal focusing. In a TR-MISO system, the autocorrelations
are added coherently at their peaks as a sum of real numbers, whereas sidelobes add up
randomly. The composite sidelobes are suppressed and the temporal focusing therefore is
possible. For a multi-user MISO system applying TR the received signal of the jth user
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Table 5.1: Mean RMS delay spread of the IRs and of the equivalent time reversal channel
IRs
Route
no
στ
IRs, hij Equivalent channel IR, h
eq
j
1 0.2 µs 0.1 µs
2 0.6 µs 0.3 µs
becomes
yj(t) = xj(t) ?
Nt∑
i=1
Rautoij (t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
S(t)
+
Nt∑
i=1
Nu∑
k=1;k 6=j
xk(t) ? Rcrossikj (t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
IF (t)
+nj(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Noise
(5.3)
where S(t) is the signal of interest and IF (t) is the interfering signal, Nt is the number of
transmitting antennas, Nu is the number of users.
The spatial focusing property of TR is qualified by the SIR which can be calculated as
SIR =
|S(t)peak|2
|IF (t)peak|2
=
PS
PIF
(5.4)
where PS and PIF are the signal and the interference power respectively. To avoid branch
power difference the time-reversed IR is normalized so that it has a unit wideband power.
In paper [P7], the average SIR of an uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channel with the power
delay profile having an exponential decay can be analytically calculated as
SIR ≈ 1
(Nu − 1)
(
1 + Nt
(
1 +
2exp(− ∆τσ∆τ )
1− exp(− τστ )
))
(5.5)
where στ is the RMS delay spread, and ∆τ is the tap resolution. For example, in a 8×1
TR-MISO system supporting two users with ∆tστ = 0.82 the estimated SIR value is 18.8dB.
In [P7], based on the measured IR of an 8x1 MISO system centered at 2.14GHz the SIR
of 2 users TR-MISO system are calculated as a function of the separation distance between
them. The results are presented in Figure 5.1. The spatial focusing capability of the TR in
wireless communication is illustrated by a SIR values of 18dB when the separation distance
between the two users is 300m. These empirical results are also inline with the analytical
estimations presented in (5.5). The temporal focusing of TR is illustrated as a reduction
of the RMS delay spread. The RMS delay spread of an 8×1 TR-MISO system is reduced
by a factor of 2 as compared with that of the SISO system. Table 5.1 shows the mean
RMS delay spread obtained from the IR of the SISO system and the equivalent IR of the
TR-MISO system. Other way of evaluating the temporal focusing of TR is to compare the
BER of the system with and without the use of TR. Improvement in the BER will indicate
the temporal focusing performance. In Figure 5.2 we show the simulated BER of a pure
single user SISO system and a single user TR-MISO system at different guard intervals or
symbol rates. To highlight the temporal focusing property of TR, no equalizer was used
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Figure 5.1: Maximum, Mean and Minimum value of the SIR vs the separation distance
for 2 routes
at the receiver. Both the channel IR of the SISO system and the equivalent channel IR of
the TR-MISO system were normalized so that they have unit wideband power. In general,
the BER floor of the TR-MISO system is always lower than that of the SISO system by
at least an order of magnitude. For a lower transmission rate (e.g. smaller than 2Mbps),
while the BER of the SISO system reaches a floor at some SNR values, no BER floor
is observed for the MISO-TR system in the SNR range of 0dB to 20dB. As observed in
RMS delay spread results, the highly frequency selective characteristic of the environment
in route 2 leads to a significant difference in the BER of these two SISO and TR-MISO
systems.
The expectation of the simultaneous transmission of independent data streams to
multi-user requires that the time-reversed IRs should be aligned at their maximal peak/or
the first arrival path, so that one can transmit Nu independent symbols simultaneously.
Because of the time alignment, even though the channel IRs are uncorrelated, the mag-
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Figure 5.2: BER comparison between the SISO and the TR-MISO systems at different
transmission rates
nitude of the IRs cross-correlation Rcross(t) is still an order of magnitude smaller than
that of the IR autocorrelation, Rauto(t) . In general, the interference at the peak of the
signal also increases linearly according to the number of simultaneous transmissions. Low
transmission quality, i.e. low SIR is traded for more users. In [P7], we proposed an in-
terference suppression scheme which involves an offsetting in time the time-reversed IRs
intended for each user, called TR&S. The transmitted signal intended for the jth user at
the ith transmitting antenna can be described as
circshift(sjhij(−t)∗,4TR(j − 1))
4TR = 4lδt (5.6)
where circshift(.) denotes the circular shift operation, 4l is the shifted unit calculated
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as the number of taps and δt is the tap resolution. Figure 5.3 illustrates the signals
transmitted at one transmitting antenna before and after shifting the time-reversed IRs’
main peaks by4TR = 5 taps relative to each other. In this way the taps in the propagation
N
r
*5 taps
10 taps
5 taps
Aligned time−reverded IRs  Shifted time−reverded IRs
User 1
User 2
User 3
User N
r
Time Time
Figure 5.3: Signal applied at one antenna for MISO TR-UWB multiple-user scenario:
normal TR case (left), proposed shifted TR (TR&S ) scheme (right)
channel containing significant energy are multiplied by taps of the transmitted signal with
low energy and vice versa. The peak to peak multiplication can be avoided and the
interference power is significantly suppressed. Depending on the amount of the time offset
4TR, the system capacity is reduced as it requires a longer interval for all symbols to be
transmitted. On the other hand, the communication quality is improved as the interference
is decreased.
In paper [P9], the SIR was calculated from the measured IRs in an ultra wideband
regime with the effective IR length of 100 taps (40ns). The results for both aligned time-
reversed IRs and TR&S schemes are shown in Figure 5.4. It is observed that by shifting
the transmitted time-reversed IRs intended for each user by 2ns ( 4l = 5 taps), significant
improvement in the SIR can be obtained i.e. the median SIR increases to 23dB from 12dB
for 5 simultaneous users.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and remarks
Several topics within the antenna propagation and signal processing domain have been
studied in this thesis. The emphasis was put on studying, investigating and evaluating
the performance of multiple antenna systems for mobile terminals. The thesis was divided
into two major parts. The first part is for experiment data processing and characterization
of the measured MIMO radio channel. In Chapter 3 the characteristics of the radio channel
in different operating environment and usage scenario were investigated. Applying spatial
diversity at a small terminal was shown to be feasible despite the space constraint. In
general, the measured channels have a good multipah richness property which leads to a
channel capacity accountable for 80% of the ideal IID case. The scattering very near to the
mobile was shown to be of little influence on the overall multipath richness of the measured
radio channel. In the contrary, it has a significant impact on the received power level
which is essentially a single antenna problem. Therefore, when taking both the multipath
richness and received power level information into account the capacity of a MIMO system
is very sensitive to body shadowing and absorption loss. Based on indoor narrowband
measurement data, a non-physical model for MIMO radio channels was proposed. A
multiplication structure of the channel covariance matrix and the temporal correlations
information has been exploited to model the spatio-temporally correlated MIMO channel.
Simulations have shown a good agreement between the capacity and temporal correlation
of the measurement data and those from the statistical MIMO channel model.
Knowledge of the radio channel in multipath environment is crucial for the develop-
ment, evaluation of the transmission technique in future wireless communication systems.
In Chapter 4, several link adaptation schemes for narrowband MIMO systems applying the
spatial multiplexing transmission are presented. The performance of the link adaptation
schemes in time-varying channel is also investigated. It was shown that due to the delay in
the update of the channel information the transmitted signals cannot be properly decou-
pled. Leakage among the sub-channels causes an irreducible BER at high SNR values. In
an attempt to reduce the impact of time-varying channels a precoder/decoder prediction
scheme was proposed. Without increasing the overhead signalling it was illustrated that
using the prediction scheme, improvement in the system performance by a factor of two
is possible.
Application of the time reversal technique to wireless communication and the simulta-
neous investigation of temporal and spatial effects were presented in Chapter 5. Because
in TR, the design complexity burden is moved from the receiver to the transmitter, TR
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is very suitable for wireless systems which require a very low complexity receiver. Actual
channel measurements were used to quantify the benefit of time reversal in the context of
wideband and ultra wideband applications. A promising spatial focusing characteristic of
the TR has been illustrated with 17dB signal isolation for two simultaneous users in an
outdoor environment. As for the temporal focusing, a reduction in the root mean square
delay spread of the ”equivalent” as compared to that of the true channel impulse response
by a factor of three was shown to be possible. It is illustrated that the performance of the
TR in wireless communication is determined by the frequency selective characteristic of
the radio channel as well as the differences in the scattering medium in which the signals
experience.
In conclusion, the ultimate goal of this PhD project is to study and verify several
aspects relating to the design and implementation of the multiple antennas wireless com-
munication systems in which small terminals are the receiver. It is hoped that the thesis
not only gives some insight to the defined problems but also raises some new problems
that may be of interest for future researchers.
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Department of Communication Technology, Niels Jernes Vej 12, DK-9220 Aalborg , Denmark
Abstract. In this paper the radio channel characteristics of the 8x4 MIMO system consisting of a
base station and a small terminal equipped with multiple antennas for indoor-indoor and outdoor-indoor
scenarios are presented. We study the large-scale variation and small-scale characteristics of the measured
channel coefficients. Although the mean received power is very much dependent on the measured location,
the channel capacity seems to be unchanged when the receiver’s location is altered. The data collected from
different scenarios (e.g. measurement locations, antenna setting) were used to investigate the advantage of
having the knowledge of the channel at both ends of the transmission link. It is shown that using the water
filling algorithm there is indeed an increase in the channel capacity. At low SNR, the benefit of knowing the
channel at both link ends observed in the measurement data is much higher than which can be obtained
in the channel matrix with usual assumption on identical independently distributed components. Using
the small-scale and large-scale information in the formulation of the channel capacity we show that in our
measurement, the variation of the mean received power has a greater influence on the change of the overall
system performance than the change in the environmental multipath scattering property.
Keywords: MIMO, measurements, antenna configuration, mobile terminal antennas
1. Introduction
Applying multiple antennas at both the transmit and receive side have emerged as a
new approach that promises a huge capacity gain and performance improvement. In
these Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) systems, the inherent multipath fading
components in wireless communication are processed in a smart way such that the small-
scale fading is mitigated and parallel channels created. Because of its potential, enormous
amount of work has been carried out in order to understand the behavior of MIMO channel
propagation. Channel measurements become very crucial for such understanding as well
as for the derivation of models that can be used for system design and simulation.
Based on the measurement results, the MIMO channel can be characterized by analyz-
ing the scattering richness or more specifically the direction of the multipath components
at both link ends of the propagation channel. In this research approach, emphasis is put
onto the investigation of the double directional description of the propagation channel.
The antennas therefore, become independent of the analyzed results. The Time Delay of
Arrival (TDoA), the Angle of Arrival (DoA), the Angle of Departure (DoD) and the Angle
Power Spectrum (APS) are very important metrics in extracting the double directional
information of the channel, see for example (Steinbauer, 2002), (Thoma, 2002), (Medbo,
2001) and (Fugen, 2002).
On the other hand, studies on the characteristics of the MIMO systems with the
transmitting and receiving antennas taken as integral parts of the radio channel also
gains a lot of interest. The results obtained from this research direction are very useful for
evaluating the performance of the MIMO system as a whole. Most of the existing research
is focused on the small-scale variation (multipath richness) of the MIMO radio channel
in terms of the channel correlation coefficients and/or the channel capacity. There are a
number of indoor to indoor or outdoor to outdoor channel characteristics results reported
in the literature such as (Kermoal, 2000), (Yu, 2001), (Kivinen, 2002), (Kyritsi1, 2002)
and (Chizhik, 2003). Only recently, McNamara et.al. (McNamara, 2002), Wallace et.al.
(Wallace, 2002) and Svantesson et.al (Svantesson, 2003) have investigated the influence of
∗ This work is partly supported by Aalborg University under the Phd Fellowship grant.
c© 2005 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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the large-scale variation (mean received power) on the performance of the MIMO system.
However, there is a lack of measurement results for outdoor to indoor, the scenario in which
it is expected to have most applications in 3G systems. Moreover, not many measurement
results of real MIMO systems have been published. Knowledge on the influences of the
practical constraint to the performance of the real MIMO systems is therefore limited.
One of the main objectives of this paper is to assess the performance of a real MIMO
system consisting of a base station (BS) and small receiving terminal operating in some
real life measurement scenarios. Based on the measurements of indoor to indoor and
outdoor to indoor of an 8x4 MIMO system we investigate the multipath richness of the
radio channel and the variation of the mean received power. The two parameters are first
separately evaluated and later their joint contributions to the overall MIMO performance
in terms of the channel capacity are assessed. Throughout the paper, we highlight the
importance of including both small-scale variation and large-scale variation in evaluating
the performances of MIMO systems. Using the measured data the advantage of having
the knowledge of the channel at both ends of the transmission link is discussed. We
estimate the improvement or the gain in the channel capacity when the channel is known
at the transmitter as compared with the case where it is unknown. A simple formula
approximating this gain is also derived.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. Firstly, the measurement
environment and equipments setup are described in section 2. Having the measured data
collected from different scenarios such as receiver’s location, receiving antenna setting, we
investigate the variation of the mean received power in section 3. Next, the multipath rich-
ness of the measured radio channel is assessed by means of the theoretical channel capacity
in section 4. The advantage of knowing the channel at both ends of the transmission link
is also investigated in this section. In section 5, including both small-scale and large-scale
information of the measured radio channel in the formulation of the channel capacity we
then evaluate the performance of the measured MIMO system. In the last section we wrap
up the paper by some conclusions and remarks.
2. Measurement environment and system set-up
Center for Personal Kommunication’s (CPK) sounder system is built on post-processing
and real antenna array technology. A code phase offsetting technique with the use of
pseudo noise sequence (PN) is applied. In our measurement campaign a PN sequence of
length 511 bits with the chip rate 7.665MHz was transmitted at a frequency of 2140MHz.
It was then sampled at the rate of 15.36 MHz and the sampled data was stored in a hard
disk. There, the data can be further processed in order to get the complex channel impulse
responses (IR). The obtained channel data was compensated for all system components.
We note that the center frequency and the measurement bandwidth are comparable to
the standard center frequency and bandwidth of 3G WCDMA systems.
At the transmit side, we used 8 outputs antenna array, a BS antenna prototype made
by ALLGON in Sweden. In this BS antenna both polarization and space diversity are
applied. At the receive side, prototypes of the handset and the laptop were deployed. The
setup of the handset, laptop and BS’s position are illustrated in figure 1. The handset
is equipped with 4 patch antennas at the four corners. The distance between the vertical
antennas (A1-B1, A2-B2) in the handset is 0.5 wavelength and it is 0.25 wavelength for the
horizontal antennas (A1-A2, B1-B2). Meanwhile four patch antennas were arranged as a
linear array with an equal distance of 0.5 wavelength. They were mounted at the top edge
of the open lid of a prototype laptop. The conducting cable was replaced by optical fibre
to avoid radiation disturbance. The handset and laptop were mounted on a sledge capable
of moving them linearly in a track over a distance of 1.64m (≈ 11 wavelengths) with a
speed of 23.4 mm/s. The influence of the user was not considered in the measurement
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campaign as both the handset and laptop are mounted on a wooden stick in free space.
The sampling distance was 7mm which made up 20 samples per wavelength. This gives a
total number of 32x234 channel impulse responses at one measured location.
The layout of the measured site was an office building with number of rooms on the same
floor. Each room is surrounded by walls made of plasterboard with glass windows. Inside
the room, there were several tables chairs and metal furniture (cabinets, measurement
equipment, and trolleys) which made a fairly rich scattering environment around the
receiver. Three placements of the BS that form an indoor-indoor and two outdoor-indoor
measurement scenarios were considered. The total transmitted power for the indoor-indoor
and outdoor-outdoor scenario were -16dBm and +14dBm respectively. During the mea-
surements, except the 4th location, the laptop was mounted so that the main beams of
the antennas were perpendicular to the corridor’s axis. They were faced toward the main
entrance door of the room, which was left open during the measurement campaign. The
handset antennas’ main radiation patterns were always parallel to the corridor’s axis (see
figure 2).
a. Setup of the Handset & Laptop
b. Floor plan of the measurement site
Figure 1. Setup and the location of the handset and base station in the measurement
In all measurement locations the distance from the center of the handset and laptop to
the floor was 1.69m. For indoor-indoor measurement the height of the BS was 1.75m and
it was 5.7m for outdoor to indoor measurement.
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Figure 2. Orientation of the handset and laptop in the measurement campaign
3. Large-scale variation or mean received power characteristics
The mean received power at one measured location is calculated as
Preceived =
1
NNtNr
N∑
n=1
Nt∑
i=1
Nr∑
j=1
L∑
l=1
|IRij(l)|2 (1)
where L = 60 is the number of taps of the IR, Nt = 8 is the number of transmitting
antennas, Nr = 4 is the number of receiving antennas, and N = 234 is the number of
measurement snapshots at one location, IRij is the measured channel impulse response
between ith transmitting antenna and jth receiving antenna. The mean received power at
each measured location for both the handset and laptop are illustrated in figure 3. Note
that this is also the mean received power of one SISO link.
The mean received power is obviously site dependent. For indoor-indoor measurements
(BS1) the amount of received power tends to decrease along the corridor. At the same
measured location, higher mean received power was observed at the laptop rather than at
the handset. The difference in the antenna orientations as mentioned in section 2 might be
the main source of the 4dB increase in the mean received power at the laptop as compared
to that at the handset.
For outdoor-indoor environment it has been previously confirmed that the major part
of the signal energy comes through the openings in the building such as windows and main
door entrance (Knudsen, 2002). Those measured positions where the main beams of the
receiving antennas are oriented toward to the openings will receive the most energy. In
our outdoor-indoor measurement scenarios (BS2 and BS3), the fact that antennas at the
handset have wider radiation patterns (almost omnidirectional) than those in the laptop
(more directional) together with their perpendicular orientations could be the reasons for
a higher mean received power observed at the handset than that at the laptop (in the
order of 5dB).
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Figure 3. The mean received power of the handset and laptop at different measured locations
4. Radio multipath richness or the small-scale variation characteristics
4.1. Channel coefficients characteristics
To quantify the time dispersion of the channel, we have assessed the root mean square
(RMS) delay spread in all measured locations. To avoid the quantization and the cor-
relation noise a threshold of 30dB is used for the power delay profile (PDP). We found
that for indoor-indoor scenario in all measured locations, around 80% to 90% of the RMS
delay spread is lower than the excess delay resolution of 0.135µs which is an inversion
of the PN chip rate. For the outdoor-indoor case, only 30% of all the paths have the
time dispersion larger than the excess delay resolution. Therefore we decided to use the
narrowband information of the channel for the following analysis. The channel coefficient
is derived by summing up all L = 60 taps out of 90 available taps of the measured IR as
the remaining taps often contain the quantization and correlation noise other than useful
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multipath information.
hij =
1
L
l=L∑
l=1
IRij(l) (2)
To assess the multipath richness of the measured MIMO radio channel we need to
normalize the measured channel matrix. In the normalization process we simply ignore
the path loss effect or specifically the amount of received power so that the multipath
richness property of the radio channel is highlighted. Herein the channel matrix will be
normalized such that
H =
Hmeasured√
1
NtNr
∑Nt
i=1
∑Nr
j=1 |hij |2
(3)
This normalization implicitly indicates that the square of the Frobenius norm of the
normalized matrix H will be equal to Nt ×Nr.
Having the channel coefficients it is now possible to study the marginal distribution
of their phase and magnitude. From the floor plan of the measurement site (figure 1.b.),
it is clear that the channel coefficients must not contain a strong line of sight (LOS)
characteristics. We use the data collected from two measurement scenarios namely the
indoor-indoor measurement (BS1) with the laptop as the receiver at location 8 and the
outdoor-indoor measurement (BS3) with the handset as the receiver at location 1 to study
their magnitude and phase distribution. The reason for selecting these two measurement
scenarios is that they are, from the ray tracing point of view, most likely having a strong
LOS property. The results are shown in figure 4. The distribution of the magnitude of
the channel coefficients for the indoor-indoor shows a weak LOS characteristics with the
best fit Ricean K-factor of 3.5dB. As it can be seen the empirical PDF almost follows
the analytical Rayleigh distribution for the outdoor-indoor scenario. The phases of the
channel coefficients, although not illustrated here appear to be uniformly distributed over
[0..2π].
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Figure 4. Cumulative distribution function of the magnitude of the 8x4 MIMO channel coefficients
One motivation for deploying the MIMO technique is to obtain orthogonal subchannels
and therefore increasing the channel throughput at the same transmitted power and
bandwidth by utilizing the radio multipath richness. Hereafter we use the eigenvalue
decomposition technique as a tool to study the distribution of the subchannels’ gains
as well as the multipath richness property of the measured MIMO channel. In order to
gather enough samples for statistical analysis, for each placement of the BS we use the data
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collected from all measured locations of the receiver. The distributions of the eigenvalues
or subchannels’ gains are illustrated in figure 5.
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Figure 5. The distribution of the eigenvalues at three BS’s positions, solid lines: BS1, dot lines: BS2, thin
dash lines: BS3. For each BS’s position the data collected at all receiver’s locations are used. Thick dash
lines are the distribution of eigenvalues in the IID case
In the same figure the distributions of the eigenvalues in the case where the channel
coefficient is identical independently distributed (IID) with zero mean and unit variance
are also plotted for reference. It is obvious from the figure that the distribution of the
eigenvalues based on the measured data spread over larger range than those of the IID case.
The spreads of the eigenvalues calculated as the difference in dB between the median value
of the largest and smallest eigenvalues changes from 9dB to 23dB for the IID case and the
measurement respectively. Interestingly the largest eigenvalue obtained from measurement
has higher value than that of the IID case. This situation might be resulted from one of
these main reasons:
i) A non line of sight (NLOS) environment with correlated channel that increases the
largest eigenvalue.
ii) A environment that has strong LOS property (high K-factor) that reduces the
number of non zero eigenvalues.
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iii) A environment with correlated channel and a slight LOS characteristics that in-
creases the largest eigenvalue.
In our measurement, the channel coefficients are expected to be partly correlated be-
cause of the limit in the separated distance and poor cross polarization discrimination of
the transmitting antennas, lack of scattering environment around the transmitter when
the BS was outdoor as well as closely placed antennas at the receiver. On the other hand,
as has been studied above the measured environment has more NLOS characteristics than
LOS. Therefore the third reason seems to be reasonable explanation for the increase in
the spread of the measured eigenvalues.
In a MIMO system we would like to have the channels to be decorrelated as much as
possible so that full diversity gain can be achieved. The decorrelation degree depends
on a number of factors such as the multipath environment, the configuration of the
transmitting-receiving antennas, interaction of the antenna elements etc. Here we are
interested in assessing the decorrealtion of the channels observed from antenna array at
the receiver. From these correlation characteristics be it uncorrelated, partly correlated or
correlated the benefit of using multiple antennas at a small terminal could be assessed.
Based on that it is also possible to compare the correlation of the measured data with the
theoretical results. For simplicity we only consider the complex correlation coefficient in
the following analysis. The complex correlation coefficient between jth and kth receiving
antenna is given by
κ(j, k) =
1
Nt
Nt∑
i=1
E
(
(hij − hij)(hik − hik)∗
)
√
E
(
(hij − hij)(hij − hij)∗
)√
E
(
(hik − hik)(hik − hik)∗
) (4)
where E(.) is the expectation operator, (.)∗ denotes complex conjugate and (.) denotes
the mean value.
In order to gather enough spatial statistic, for each measured location we used all
the 32x234 IRs to calculate receiving spatial correlation coefficient. The variations of the
magnitude of the complex spatial correlation coefficient at the receivers along the corridor
for different placement of the BS are illustrated in figure 6. Note that the order of the
receiver’s location has been reversed in the third row so that the x axis reflects the relative
distance from the BS to the handset or to the laptop. It is observed that the highest value
of the spatial correlation coefficient is 0.85 and the lowest value is 0.05. The analytical
correlation coefficient obtained from a widely used Jake model Jo(2πdλ ), are 0.47, 0.30 and
0.26 for a antennas separated distance of 0.25λ, 0.5λ and 0.75λ respectively. In general,
the measured spatial correlation coefficient between receiving antenna elements hardly
reflects the separation between them. Mutual coupling, differences in the antenna radiation
patterns which can be expected from real life scenario must be the main reason for the
disagreement in the measured and theoretical results.
4.2. Channel capacity
As mentioned in the previous chapter it is possible to transmit up to min(Nt, Nr) subchan-
nels in a MIMO system consisting of Nt transmitting antenna and Nr receiving antennas.
Therefore there is a significant increase in the channel spectral efficiency or the channel
capacity. The theoretical amount of information or capacity the MIMO system can convey
is defined as (Telatar, 1999).
C = log2
(
det(I +
SNR
Nt
H ∗HH)
)
=
K∑
k=1
log2(1 +
SNR
Nt
λk) (5)
where ()H denotes the Hermitian transpose operator; K = min(Nt, Nr) and λk is the kth
non zero eigenvalue derived from the eigenvalue decomposition of the normalized matrix
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Figure 6. Spatial correlation at the handset and the laptop along the corridor for indoor-indoor and
outdoor-indoor setup
H. This formula is applied to the case where the channel state information (CSI) is only
known at the receive side, and therefore the most reasonable way of distributing the
transmitted power is to distribute it equally to each transmitting antennas.
It has been demonstrated in (Andersen1, 2000) that for a MIMO system with wide
angular spread at both ends a diversity order of NtNr can be obtained. Basically, by only
knowing the CSI at the receive side it is possible to obtain the diversity gain at the receive
side and full diversity order. But the mean gain is degraded because the transmitted
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signal is not matched with the channel. However, in order to have full gain, knowledge
of the channel must be available at both the transmitter and receiver. It has been shown
that when the CSI is known at both ends of the transmission link, and with the total
transmitted power constraint the maximum channel capacity can be achieved by using
the waterfilling algorithm. Assuming that the noise variances are the same for all receive
branches and the noise at each branches are mutually uncorrelated, the MIMO channel
capacity using the waterfilling method can be described by
C =
K∑
k=1
log2(1 + λkγk) (6)
where γk = max(µ− 1λk , 0) and the water level µ is chosen such that
∑K
k=1 γk = SNR.
When the number of the transmitting antennas is greater than the number of the
receiving antennas, the advantage of having the CSI at the transmit side becomes more
significant. This is because the transmitted power can be focused into the channels which
have non zero eigenvalues. Meanwhile for the case where the CSI is only available at the
receive side, the transmitted power is equally distributed over all channels, including the
channel with zero eigenvalues. This leads to a loss in the received power and as a result
reduction in the capacity.
The combination of the normalization process and the use of the fixed reference SNR
imply that at the receiver we have a perfect power amplifier and attenuator so that the
average SNR is always kept constant. Therefore the effect of path loss caused by the
separation between the transmitter and receiver and the measured environment is always
circumvented.
It should be noted that there is distinct difference in the reference SNR and the signal to
noise ratio in the measurement SNRm. In our measurement the system noise is mainly due
to the quantization noise and the correlation noise. Even though the system noise somehow
correlated with the input power, in most of the measured locations the measured SNRm is
guaranteed to be well more than 40dB. Depending of its relative power as compared with
the input signal power, the noise could make the channel matrix become more uncorrelated
as it actually is. Therefore, we want to have a system with high SNRm so that the effect
of noise is limited. Low value of the SNRm could introduce erroneous eigenvalues and
therefore erroneously high value of the channel capacity especially with high reference
SNR (see (Gans, 2002)). Aware of this problem we use a reference SNR value of 20dB.
In the following, we will consider both scenarios where the CSI is assumed to be known
perfectly only at the receiver and at both ends on the transmission link. For each placement
of the BS, the measured data collected from all measured locations of the handset and
laptop were used to calculate the distribution of the channel capacity. This will give an
overview picture on the effect of the measurement scenario e.g. indoor-indoor, outdoor-
indoor and the laptop/handset on the theoretical capacity (figure 7).
From this figure, it is observed that the indoor-indoor scenarios with the handset as
a receiver shows the largest capacity. The median capacity is accountable for at least
80% of the one obtained from the channel matrix with complex Gaussian IID entries. The
availability of CSI at the transmit side leads to a significant improvement in the achievable
capacity. An increase of 20% in the median capacity as compared to the case where the
CSI only known at the receiver is observed. To illustrate the advantage of having the
channel knowledge at the transmitter as a function of the reference SNR we calculated
the improvement or gain in the channel capacity where the CSI is known at both sides
as compared to the case it is only known at the receiver figure (8). At lower SNR level
there is a considerable increase in the capacity of up to 240%. The advantage decreases
gradually as the reference SNR value increases. It is interesting to see that the capacity
gain in the IID case is always lower than the one obtained from the measured data. The
reason behind it is that the waterfilling method tries to distributed more power into the
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Figure 7. Distribution of the channel capacity with the handset and laptop as receiver obtained from all
measured sites at the with the system SNR=20dB
channels with high gains or high eigenvalues. Together with the fact that the eigenvalues
achieved from the measurement distribute over a larger range than those in the IID case,
the largest eigenvalue also has a higher value. Therefore the effect of using the waterfilling
method becomes more prominent in the measured data than in the IID case.
Without going into the actual numerical calculations of the channel capacity the ad-
vantage of having the CSI at the transmitter can be estimated for the IID case when the
number of transmitting antennas Nt is much larger than the number of receiving antennas
Nr. The approximation of the MIMO channel capacity for this case can be found in
(Andersen2, 2000). When the CSI is not known at the transmit side the channel capacity
can be approximated as
C = Nrlog2(1 + SNR) (7)
and when the CSI is known at the transmitter
C = Nrlog2(1 + SNR
Nt
Nr
) (8)
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Figure 8. The advantage of having the knowledge of the channel at the transmitter as a function of the
SNR, in percentage
It can be seen that under such circumstances the capacity of the MIMO channel increases
linearly with the number of receiving antennas regardless of whether the channel is known
at the transmitter or not. It follows that the advantage of knowing the CSI at the transmit
side or the gain in the channel capacity for Nt  Nr can be estimated as
G =
Nrlog2(1 + SNR NtNr )
Nrlog2(1 + SNR)
− 1 =
log2(1 + SNR NtNr )
log2(1 + SNR)
− 1 ≈
3log2 NtNr
SNR(dB)
(9)
The approximation sign is for the case the value of SNR is much greater than 1. In the
same figure 8 we plot the approximation of the capacity gain for the SNR values ranging
from 10dB to 20dB with the 8x4 MIMO setup. The result matches with the numerical
calculation for the IID data and the measured data quite well.
To highlight the site dependency of the multipath richness of the measured MIMO radio
channel, we calculate the mean capacity at each measured location. The mean values of the
capacity corresponding to the measured locations, the BS’s placement and the receiver’s
types laptop/handset are plotted in figure 9.a and 9.b.
It is observed that at the same measured location the mean channel capacity does
not change significantly by switching the receiver from the handset to the laptop. In some
cases, having the handset as the receiver other than the laptop could lead to a higher mean
channel capacity (i.e. location 5 BS1, location 6 BS2 and location 2 BS3). This can be
explained by the fact that the handset and laptop’s antennas are oriented on perpendicular
directions. The main beams of the antenna elements at the laptop are faced toward the
open door, the place where the signals with high energy are expected to arrive. Therefore
the laptop has a higher chance of capturing correlated multipath components. Other thing
could be contributed is that the antenna in the laptop has narrower beamwidth (more
directional), which can be the result of larger ground plane, than the handset’s (almost
omnidirectional). Narrower radiation pattern will result in fewer multipath components
being received and an increment in the correlation of the received signals at the receiving
antennas. Consequently less uncorrelated multipath components impinging on the receiv-
ing antennas are captured, even though the distance between antenna elements at the
laptop is slightly larger. This will give rise to the reduction of the channel capacity when
the laptop is the receiver.
As also investigated in (Kyritsi1, 2002) and (Kyritsi2, 2002) for measured MIMO radio
channel along the corridor, it is expected that those locations with high path loss or
equivalently lower received power also have a poor multipath scattering characteristics.
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Figure 9. The dependency of the mean channel capacity with the handset and laptop as the receiver along
the corridor for indoor-indoor and outdoor-indoor setup, SNR=20dB, symbol with solid line: Channel is
known at Tx, symbol only: Channel is unknown at Tx. Order of the receiver’s location has been reversed
in the third row
The corridor forming a wave guide will limit the angular spread and the propagation
is dominated by a deterministic effect. As a result only components which have enough
energy are able to arrive at the receiving antennas. The lack of multiple uncorrelated paths
with approximately equal energy will reduce the multipath richness of the environment
experienced by the receiving antennas. However, a modest decrement of the capacity along
the measured location is only observed in the indoor-indoor scenario with the laptop as a
receiver. Roughly speaking the channel multipath richness is independent of the measured
locations as well as the type of receiver (either the handset or the laptop).
5. Influence of large-scale variation to the channel capacity
The multipath richness of the radio channel or more specifically the amount of information
which can be conveyed is important for any MIMO system. However, for any wireless
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system to work properly the fundamental requirement on energy per bit symbol over the
noise level must be fulfilled. Therefore, in a thorough assessment of the performance of any
MIMO system these two fundamental characteristics: the radio channel multipath richness
and the amount of received power should not be separated. It should be mentioned that
having both the multipath richness and the averaged received power information is one of
the advantage of measuring the MIMO radio channel.
Combining both the received power and multipath richness in the assessment of MIMO
performance have been mentioned in (Wallace, 2002), (Svantesson, 2003) and (Mcnamara,
2003). In (Wallace, 2002) and (Svantesson, 2003) the measured channel matrices is nor-
malized by a normalization factor which is the average power of the channel coefficients
calculated from the entire measured data set. The channel capacity was then calculated
using the normalized channel matrixes and a reference SNR. In (Mcnamara, 2003), the
capacity is calculated by directly using the measured channel matrix and very high ref-
erence SNR such that after compensating for the path loss we still have positive received
power in dB for all measured data set. However, the reference SNR should be chosen with
care as the overall SNR (i.e. after compensating for the power loss) cannot be much larger
than the actual SNRm at the receiver.
Herein we use another approach where the reference SNR is not used, instead the SNR
calculated as the ratio of the mean received power and a reference noise level, is used
directly in the calculation of the MIMO ergodic capacity, that is
SNR ≈ Preceived
σ2noise
(10)
Note that we neglect the noise power which is inherently contained in the mean received
power. This explains the ≈ sign in equation (10).
The capacity of the MIMO channel using this approach can be described by
C =
K∑
k=1
log2(1 +
SNR
Nt
λk) (11)
And when the CSI in known at both link ends and the waterfilling is used
C =
K∑
k=1
log2(1 + λkγk) (12)
where γk = max(µ− 1λk , 0) and the water level µ is chosen such that
∑K
k=1 γk = SNR.
In the equations above we use the mean received power for one SISO link as the total
transmitted power for the MIMO system under consideration. Thereby the significant
increase in the channel capacity of the MIMO system over the SISO system is highlighted.
As illustrated in (Amitay, 2001) the influence of the high measurement noise level or
low measurement signal to noise ratio SNRm to the estimated channel capacity becomes
significant when:
i) The channel is correlated or in an extreme case a reflectiveness far field free space
wave propagation.
ii) Using rather high reference SNR value as compared to the SNRm thereby the effect
of erroneous eigevalues to the channel capacity is exaggerated.
In order to calculate the SNR stated in equation (10) care must be taken in choosing
the noise level so that with this SNR the channel capacity value can be estimated with
high reliability. At the same time, the variation of the mean received power is also reflected
in the channel capacity. Taking these requirements into consideration and with the note
that our measurement MIMO channel is partly correlated and it is measured with high
SNRm, we decided to chose a noise level of -95dBW for all receive branches and all measured
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data. As a result, the average SNR value as calculated in equation (10) ranges from -3dB
to 40dB. Using this noise level, we calculate the capacity of the MIMO system for two
cases where the CSI is assumed to be known at both link ends and at the receiver only. The
distribution of the capacity of all measured locations for the indoor to indoor measurement
and outdoor to indoor measurement are illustrated in figure 10.
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Figure 10. Distribution of the capacity of the handset and laptop, using the average SNR for three
measurement scenario, Dot lines: Channel is unknown at Tx, Solid lines: Channel is known at Tx
In general, we are interested in the relative change of the MIMO system capacity
from one receiver’s location to another where both the mean received power and the
environmental multipath richness are included. The results of the site dependency of the
MIMO capacity calculated in this way are illustrated in figure 11. Note that the mean
capacity at one measured location is obtained by averaging the ergodic capacities at
all measured snapshots. Because the mean received power at one measured location is
retained, there is a larger spread in the MIMO capacity along the corridor.
By comparing figure 9 and figure 11 significant difference in the trend of the capacity
along the measurement location can be noted. On one hand, when there are perfect
amplifier and attenuator at the receiver so that the SNR for one SISO link is unchanged
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regardless of the receiver’s location, the capacity or the multipath richness of the measured
environment along the corridor almost remains the same. On the other hand, when the
capability of the amplifier and/or attenuator at the receiver is limited, which is common
in practice, the variation in the mean received power has greater influence on the change
of the channel capacity than variation in the multipath richness properties of the MIMO
radio channel does.
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Figure 11. The mean channel capacity with the handset and laptop as the receiver along the corridor,
using the average SNR, symbol with solid line: Channel is known at Tx, symbol only: Channel is unknown
at Tx
The advantage of having the CSI at the transmitter over the case it is unknown in terms
of the gain in the mean capacity is also illustrated. As expected the ergodic capacity when
the channel is known to the transmitter is always higher than the ergodic capacity when the
channel is unknown. However, the general trend is that the gain decreases as the received
power increases. This indicates the fact that the advantage of knowing the channel at the
transmitter reduces at higher SNR values.
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6. Conclusion
In this paper, using a narrowband analysis we have evaluated the performance of the
8x4 measured MIMO system for indoor-indoor and outdoor-indoor scenarios. To mimic
a real MIMO system, a prototype of a BS with eight outputs and prototypes of small
terminals such as mobile handset and laptop with four patch antennas were deployed in
the measurement. General properties of the measured MIMO radio channel as well as
its distinct characteristics those adhere to the measurement environment and scenarios
have been analyzed and discussed. The mean received power decreases steadily as the
distance between the transmitting antennas and the receiving antennas increases. The
multipath richness characteristics of the measured radio channel is almost independent
of the measured locations as well as the type of the receiver (either handset or laptop).
The distributions of the eigenvalues or the gains of the subchannels observed from the
measurement data were spread over a larger range than that of the theoretical channels
with identical independently distributed (IID) complex Rayleigh fading components. It
is shown that when there are perfect amplifier and/or attenuator so that the mean
SNR remains constant i.e. 20dB, the median capacity of the measured MIMO channel
is accountable for at least 80% that of system with IID components. This indicates that
in order to obtain full diversity gain and diversity order it is still make sense to deploy
multiple antennas in a small terminal. The gain in channel capacity which is resulted from
knowing the channel at the transmitter is significant for low SNR. At the SNR value of
20dB, using the measured data we show that by knowing the channel at both ends of the
transmission link it is possible to obtain up to 20% increase in the channel capacity as
compared with the case where the channel is known at the receive side only. However, the
gain gradually reduces at higher received power or higher SNR value. We estimate the
channel capacity where both the change in the mean received power and the change in
the MIMO radio channel multipath characteristics are included. The analysis show that
the variation in the mean received power can have greater influence on the overall system
performance than the change in the multipath scattering property.
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Abstract— In this paper, initial analyses on the performance
of a MIMO system in terms of the channel capacity and the
environment scattering richness are presented. The assessments
are based on the wideband outdoor measurement data of an 8x4
MIMO system. Several mounted positions of a prototype mobile
handset were considered in order to evaluate the influence of local
scattering, shadowing and absorption on the system performance.
While the multipath richness is almost the same for different local
environments, the variation of the power loss is significant. We
showed that it still makes sense to implement MIMO in outdoor
environment and the relation between the channel multipath
richness and the mean path loss could be of interest for system
implementation and evaluation.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems have a
potential of offering higher capacity than a traditional Sin-
gle input single output (SISO) systems by utilizing space,
polarization or pattern diversity [1], [2]. The gain obtained by
MIMO system, however, depends on the scattering richness
of the environment it is operated in. The assumption of iden-
tical independently distributed (IID) of the channel matrix’s
components only holds true for certain scenarios. Therefore,
in order to judge the claimed potential performance, extensive
measurements should be carried out.
In general, with a fixed received power level the per-
formance of a MIMO system is heavily dependent on the
decorrelation of the channels. The more uncorrelated the
channels the more diversity gain can be obtained. Since the
capacity of the MIMO system is a function of the eigen values
of the channel matrix, channel decorrelation in return gives
rise to the enhancement of the channel capacity. Hence the
theoretical capacity is normally used as a metric for evaluating
the performance of the MIMO system which is composed of
the transmit-receive antennas and the environment under inves-
tigation. Analysis on channel capacity for outdoor environment
with a fixed reference SNR can be found in [3],[4] among
others.
Besides the channel decorrelation, the overall performance
of a MIMO system channel, like that of any SISO system,
is also determined by the received power level. While the
first parameter is decided by the environmental multipath
richness the second parameter depends on the radio channel
characteristics such as the distance between the base station
and the mobile handset, the line of sight (LOS) and non
line of sight (NLOS) components, the height of transmit,
receive antenna and the antenna radiation pattern. Accessing
the overall performance of MIMO systems, therefore, should
include both features of the propagation channels namely the
multipath richness and the amount of received power into
account. For indoor measurement, evaluation on the tradeoffs
between multipath richness and received power levels can be
found in [5], [6] and [7].
In this paper, we used both aforementioned approaches
to evaluate the performance of a measured MIMO system.
The analyses base on data acquired from extensive outdoor
measurement campaign in downtown Aalborg. Transmitted
antenna of 8 elements mounted at rooftop level and a prototype
of 4 elements antenna handset on a moving car, forming a real
cellular MIMO system were deployed. In order to estimate the
effects of real case scenario on the channel capacity, several
mounted positions of the mobile handset were deployed such
as in freespace, near a phantom’s head and inside a car.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section
II system set up and measurement environment is described.
Characterizations of the measured channel are presented in
section III. The capacity of the measured MIMO system with
normalization of the channel transfer function and the cor-
r lation between the channel capacity and the mean received
power level are investigated in section IV. Effects of the mean
path loss on the channel capacity are treated in section V
where influence of local absorption and shadowing caused by
phantom’s head and car are also investigated. The paper ends
with conclusions and remarks in section VI.
II. SYSTEM SET UP AND MEASUREMENT ENVIRONMENT
In our measurement campaign we used code phase offsetting
technique to obtain the complex channel impulse response.
A PN sequence of length 511 bits with the chip rate 7.665
MHz transmitted at the center frequency of 2140MHz was
implemented. At the receive side, the signal was sampled
at a rate of 15.36 MHz. An antenna array with 8 outputs,
a BS antenna prototype made by ALLGON in Sweden was
d ployed at the transmit side. The total transmitted power was
set to 7W or equivalently 8.45 dBW during the measurement.
A prototype of commercial mobile handset was used at the
receive side. This handset was equipped with 4 patch antennas
(labelled as A1,A2, B1, B2 in figure 1(a)) at the four corners
and the conducting cables were replaced by optical fibres
to avoid disturbance of the radiation pattern. The distance
between the vertical patch antennas was 0.5 wavelength. It
was 0.25 wavelength for the horizontal patch antennas. The
(a) Optical handset and the BS setup (b) Setting of the handset in measurement
Fig. 1. Measurement setup, handset and measurement scenario (top), BS and view point from the BS(bottom)
consuming power at the handset was supplied by an embedded
battery.
With these setting, the measurement signal to noise ratio
SNRm was well beyond 40dB from most of the measured
routes. In our measurement campaign, a sampling distance of
2.04m was followed by a travelled distance of 8.07m. During
the active distance of 2.04 m, 44 IR(s) of 32 channels (44
snapshots) were collected. The total number of measurement
snapshots was 4400 which made up a route distance of around
1 km. The following analyses are based on the data collected
from two routes with four different mounted positions of the
handset. Figure 1 shows the setup of the transmitting and
receiving antennas during the measurement campaign.
III. C HANNEL PARAMETERIZATIONS FROM THE
MEASUREMENT DATA
A. Root mean square delay spread
Root mean square (RMS) delay spread is a useful parameter
to reveal the time dispersion of the channel. The RMS can be
calculated from the first and second moment of the average
power delay profile (PDP ). The PDP is calculated from
the 44 IRs measured in a distance of 2 meters. To avoid
quantization noise and correlation noise a threshold of 30dB
was applied to thePDP . Those components of thePDP
which are lower than 30dB from thePDP ’s main peak are set
to zero. In the estimation of RMS delay spread, all 32 channels
and 70 out of 98 available IR’s taps were used. To evaluate
the frequency selective characteristics of the measured radio
channel we used the data collected from the measurement
where the handset was mounted on the wooden pole on a
trolley. The median RMS delay spread for two routes were
0.28µ and 0.6µ, respectively. The range of the spread is typical
for outdoor, urban environment. As the chip rate of the PN
sequence in our measurement was 7.665MHz, the theoretical
delay resolution was 0.1305µs. These median RMS delay
spread values are higher than the measured delay resolution
(a factor 2 for the first route and factor of 5 for the second
route). Therefore in the following the analysis of the measured
MIMO channel is based on its wideband information.
B. Average received power
The instantaneous received power at one measured snapshot
is calculated as the sum of the PDP’s taps. After averaging the
received power over the number of SISO channels, which is
32 in our case, we have the average received power
Preceived =
 1
NtNr
i=Nt∑
i=1
j=Nr∑
j=1
l=L∑
l=1
PDPij(l)
 (1)
whereNt is the number of transmitting antennas,Nr is the
number of receiving antennas andL is the number of used
taps. In figure 3 we show the change in the average received
power along the two measured routes. Notice that for particular
route, the average received power decreases as in the order of
”Trolley-Pole”, ”Trolley-Phantom”, ”In car-Pole” and ”In car-
Phantom”. The decreases in the average received power are
illustrated as curves with the same shape along the route but
offset from each other by a certain amount depending on the
mounted position of the handset. Obviously the power absorp-
tion by the phantom’s head and body shadowing of the car
are the main reasons for the reduction in the average received
power. Table I shows the relative power loss caused by local
absorption and shadowing with the free space ”Trolley-Pole”
scenario as a reference for the two measured routes. We note
TABLE I
MEAN RELATIVE POWER LOSS CAUSED BY LOCAL ABSORPTION AND
SHADOWING
Route Trolley-Phantom In car-Pole In car-Phantom
1 2.1 dB 4.2 dB 6.7 dB
2 2.3 dB 5.0 dB 6.6 dB
that the average absorption loss of the order of 2dB caused
by the phantom’s head is fairly close to the 3dB body loss
measured for patch antennas reported in [8].
IV. CAPACITY OF NORMALIZED CHANNEL MATRIX
Calculating the channel capacity from a reference SNR and
normalized channel matrix is a common way of evaluating
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Fig. 2. Average received power along the two routes
the performance of a measured MIMO channel. The capacity
reveals the capability of the measured MIMO system in
capturing enough multipath components and more importantly
the amount of information it can theoretically convey.
Because the wideband information is used, analysis of
the channel coefficients characteristics is carried out in the
frequency domain. The IR(s) of 32 transmitting-receiving pairs
are first converted to the frequency domain by FFT. Again,
to avoid the unwanted noise we only use 70 out of 98
available taps in each measured IR. Moreover, of those 70
channel coefficients we decided to use 50 components whose
corresponding frequencies are nearest to the center frequency.
This corresponds to a bandwidth of 10.95 MHz. The measured
channel matrix at frequencyfl is normalized such that the
Frobenius norm of the normalizedHfl is equal to
√
Nt ×Nr.
Thereby the channel gain is ignored or removed through the
normalization process.
In the calculation of the channel capacity, we assume that
the channel matrix is only known at the receive side. With
the knowledge of the channel only at the receiver, equally
distributed power seems to be the most reasonable scheme for
distributing the transmitted power. For a wideband channel, if
the frequency step is small enough such that we can consider
the spectrum to be flat in that step, the channel capacity can
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be calculated as
C =
1
L
L∑
l=1
(log2(det(I +
SNR
Nt
Hfl ∗HHfl ))) (2)
Using this way of calculation, the capacity of the measured
MIMO channel is evaluated at a referenceSNR of 20dB.
Figure 3 demonstrates the CDF of the channel capacity along
both the measured routes with different mounted positions of
the handset. In general, the 8x4 outdoor MIMO system has a
median capacity of about 20 bit/s/Hz. This number accounts
for 80% of the capacity obtained in an 8x4 MIMO system with
IID components. But it is observed that as long as the refer-
ence SNR is fixed, the distributions of the channel capacity
are independent from the mounted positions of the handset,
whether it is in a metal cage (inside a car) or on an open
platform (on a trolley). This observation may indicate that in
an outdoor environment the immediate surroundings such as
human, car etc. do not significantly enrich the environmental
multipath richness. The environmental characteristics of the
route in which numerous strong, uncorrelated multipaths were
created have greater influence on the channel capacity. The
median capacity of the system increases from 18 bit/s/Hz in
the first route to 21 bit/s/Hz in the second route.
Because of the short range measurement distance (approxi-
mately 1 km) and dense urban environments, the contribution
of the free space path loss to the variation of the overall
mean path loss is negligible. The maximum variation of the
free space path loss in the measured routes was found in the
order of 5dB by using a well known free space path loss
formula. Instead, path loss caused by the shadowing and power
absorption of major obstacles such as buildings, trees as well
as the surrounding objects must be the main reason. These
objects in turn contribute to the scattering richness of the
environment, which the channel capacity is entirely dependent
of. Hence, the dependence of the channel capacity on the
path loss could be explained by the relationship between the
number of equivalently strong and uncorrelated components
and the mean path loss. Note that the path loss has a direct
influence on the amount of power that could be received. High
mean path loss or equivalently low average received power
could suggest that there is richer scattering environment. This
in turn, give rises to an enhancement in the diversity gain as of
richer multipath environment. Of course, this argument only
holds true as long as the measured SNRm is above a certain
threshold so that the system noise could not significantly
contribute to the randomness of each channel coefficient.
Having the average received power and the channel capacity
associated with a specific position along the route it is now
possible to find their dependence. The results shown in figure
4 demonstrate a strong correlation between the MIMO system
capacity and the received power the same location. In order
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Fig. 4. Dependence of the channel capacity and the mean received power
of two measured routes
to give a sense of how correlated they are, the correlation
coefficient between the channel capacity and the average
received power is calculated and shown in table II. In fact,
the environment in the second route which is composed of
blocks of building giving denser scatterers environment than
in the first route, does give lower correlation. Therefore it
can be concluded that for a fixed reference SNR values the
location which has higher average received power will have
lower capacity and vice versa.
TABLE II
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN THE CHANNEL CAPACITY AND THE
MEAN RECEIVED POWER AT THE SYSTEMSNR=20DB
Route Trolley - Trolley - In car - In car -
Pole Phantom Pole Phantom
1 -0.72 -0.62 -0.76 -0.82
2 -0.81 -0.83 -0.81 -0.88
V. DEPENDENCE OF THE CHANNEL CAPACITY ON THE
POWER LOSS
In the evaluation of the MIMO system capacity presented
in section IV the average received power has been deliberately
ignored by means of normalization thereby the scattering
characteristics of the environment is highlighted. Analysis
on the channel capacity with fixed reference SNR showed
that the scattering richness of the measured radio channel is
independent of the mounted position of the handset. How-
ever as has been studied in section III the local absorption
and shadowing caused by car and phantom’s head on the
other hand has certain impact on the received power levels.
Thus, these changes in the received power level, which often
result from real-life usage, have a greater influence on the
true capacity of a MIMO system than the changes in the
scattering richness do. Hence, practically, in order to compare
the performance of the MIMO systems with difference settings
and fixed transmitted power two important properties of the
measured MIMO channel must be taken into account namely
the multipath richness and the path loss.
Assuming that each receive branch has the same white noise
level, one way to assess the effect of power loss on the chan-
nel capacity is to use additional received power information
instead of the reference transmitted power in the formulation
of the channel capacity. Thereby the averageSNR at one
measurement snapshot is given by
SNR ≈ Preceived
σ2noise
(3)
is directly used in the channel capacity formula. Note that
the averageSNR is also the averageSNR for one SISO
link. In fact the average received power contains the inherent
measurement noise, this explains the approximation sign in
the equation.
In our measurement campaign, the source of the noise
is mainly the correlation noise and quantization noise and
therefore the measured signal to noise ratio, SNRm is fairly
constant. Nevertheless, the measurement noise will add more
scattering richness to the measured channel matrix, causing
errors in the eigenvalues (see [9]). To restraint the effect of
the erroneous eigenvalues to the channel capacity the reference
SNR should be smaller than the SNRm value. Herein, for
each measured route we chose a noise level such that the
maximum SNR as calculated in equation (3) is lower than
35dB. In doing that the effect of measurement noise causing
erroneously high channel capacities is somehow limited. At the
same time the effect of path loss, shadowing and absorption
loss are included in the calculation of the channel capacity. The
channel capacity can be calculated as in equation 2 with the
reference SNR replaced by the averageSNR. The variation
of the channel capacity along the two measured routes is
illustrated in figure 5. Capacity degradations resulting from
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Fig. 5. Variation of the capacity along two measured route when the average
received power is taken into account
the mounted positions of the handset can clearly be seen.
As expected the ”In car-Phantom” scenario gives the lowest
capacity due to the lowerSNR values associated with this
setting. In general, the channel capacity spreads over a large
range and closely follows the change in the average received
power.
It is interesting to compare the change in system perfor-
mance obtained in one mounted position of the handset relative
to the other positions where both the multipath richness
property and the power loss information of the measured
radio channel are included. From these relative values we can
estimate the penalties imposed by absorption and shadowing
on the systems’ performance. Using the free space scenario
”Trolley-Pole” as reference, the mean capacity degradations of
the ”Trolley-Phantom”, ”In car-Pole” and ”In car- Phantom”,
over the ”Trolley - Pole” scenarios are calculated and listed
in table III. By only changing the mounted position of the
handset, significant degradation in the channel capacity can be
TABLE III
MEDIAN CAPACITY LOST WITH THE BEST CASE SCENARIO
”T ROLLEY-POLE” AS A REFERENCE
Route Trolley-Phantom In car-Pole In car-Phantom
1 10% 26% 45%
2 16% 33% 48%
observed. When the handset is used inside the car and close
to the phantom’s head the channel capacity decreases by up
to 45% as compared to that in free space scenario.
VI. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS
In this work the capacity of measured outdoor MIMO sys-
tem has been evaluated. It was found that the outdoor MIMO
system with 4 patch antennas handset and 8 antennas array at
the BS can provide up to 80% median capacity according to
that of IID case for SNR=20dB. Strong correlations between
the normalized capacity and mean receiver power level have
been observed. This phenomenon could be explained by the
fact that the mean path loss is dependent upon the degree of
multipath richness in outdoor urban environment. By including
the effect of mean path loss, it is possible to compare the
performance of MIMO system where local absorption and
shadowing such as car, phantom are presented. The absorption
and shadowing body of the phantom’s head could lead to a
reduction of 12% in capacity. Meanwhile, shadowing of the
car alone could reduce the channel capacity by 30%.
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Abstract - In this work we propose a spatio-temporal model
for narrowband indoor non line of sight (NLOS) MIMO
channel. The model bases on the parameterization from
measured 8x4 MIMO radio channel. Validation of the model
performance is made by comparing the estimated capacity
and the temporal characteristic with these obtained from
measurement. The results show that our model is capable
of capturing the essential characteristics of a temporally
correlated multipath MIMO radio channel.
Keywords - MIMO, indoor measurement, spatial-temporal
correlation, stochastic model
I. I NTRODUCTION
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems have ap-
peared as a new method for high capacity in wireless com-
munication. In order to be able to evaluate the algorithm/air-
interface performance at higher layer of the MIMO system,
we need a model to establish the behavior of channel prop-
agation and antennas. Although numerous channel models
have been proposed for the MIMO radio channel, most of
them only concentrated on the spatial domain to highlight
the potential of MIMO system in providing high data rate
without requiring extra bandwidth and power. The temporal
variation of the channel is often ignored in these models.
However, in order to make a full use of the diversity gain the
channel coefficients must be appropriately known at least at
the receiver. Not being able to update the channel coefficient
timely could lead to system performance degradation. Be-
cause of its importance, a number of works has been devoted
to the study of the temporal variation of the MIMO radio
channel characteristic. Analysis on the variation in time of
the measured MIMO radio channel may be found in (e.g.
[1] and [2]) among others.
The main objective of this paper is to establish a stochastic
model in both spatial and temporal domain based on data
collected from the 8x4 MIMO system indoor measurement
campaign. Here, the spatial domain refers to the small-
scale spatial variation of the received signal responsible for
the correlation of the closely space antennas. Meanwhile
temporal domain refers to the evolution of the channel
coefficients in time, which is caused by the movements
of the transmitting/receiving antennas and/or movements of
surrounding objects. By doing that not only the spatial char-
acteristic but also the temporal behaviors of the measured
radio channel are retained. We show that the model is able
of capturing the major MIMO channel characteristics both
in time and space.
The paper is organized as follows. We first present the
measurement environment and set-up. After that the pro-
posed model is described. Next, a method for extracting
the temporal and spatial parameters from the measured data
is presented. Based on these measured parameterizations,
the model’s performance is evaluated separately in spatial
and temporal domain. The paper ends with conclusion and
remarks.
II. M EASUREMENT ENVIRONMENT AND SYSTEM SET-UP
Center for Personal Kommunication’s (CPK) sounder
system is built on post-processing and real antenna array
technology. A code phase offsetting technique with the use
of pseudo noise sequence (PN) is applied. In our indoor
measurement campaign a PN sequence of length 511 bits
with the chip rate of 7.665MHz was transmitted at the
center frequency of 2140MHz. At the transmit side we
use 8 outputs antenna array, a base station (BS) antenna
prototype made by ALLGON. The handset is equipped with
4 patch antennas at the four corners and conducting cable is
replaced by optical fibre to avoid radiation disturbance. In
the campaign the handset was mounted on a stick which is in
turn carried by a sledge. The sledge was capable of moving
the handset linearly over a distance of 1.638m (11.4λ) with
a speed of 23.4 mm/s. The sampling distance was 7mm
which made up 20 samples per wavelength. This gives a total
number of 32x234 channel impulse responses (IR) at one
measured location. The height of the antennas at the BS and
the handset were 1.75m and 1.69m respectively. The layout
of the measured site was an office building with different
offices on the same floor, figure 1. The arrows in this figure
illustrate the direction of displacement of the handset and the
BS. The setup of the handset and BS during the measurement
is illustrated in figure 2.
III. D ISCRETE TIME STOCHASTIC CHANNEL MODEL
A. Spatially correlated model
Let us consider the narrowband MIMO system with
Nt transmitting antennas andNr receiving antennas. The
stochastic model based on the measured data of indoor
Fig. 1. Top view layout of the measurement site.
Fig. 2. Measurement’s setup.
narrowband MIMO system has been thoroughly study in
[3], [4] and [5] among others. In the model, NLOS is as-
sumed and more importantly the independency of the spatial
correlation seen from the transmitter and the receiver must
be fulfilled. With this assumption, the channel covariance
matrix can be approximated as the Knonecker product of
the spatial correlation matrices at the transmitter and receiver
respectively, that is
R = E(vec(H)vec(H)H) ≈ RRx ⊗RTx (1)
In this equationE(.) denotes the expectation operator;(.)H
denotes the the complex transpose operator and⊗ denotes
the Knonecker product.
The correlated MIMO channel,̃H may be modelled by
vec(H̃) = R1/2vec(Hiid) (2)
where R1/2 is the square root ofR which satisfies
R1/2(R1/2)H = R. The matrixHiid is of sizeNt×Nr and
it has identical independently distributed complex entries,
with zero mean and unit variance (denoted asCN (0, 1)).
Furthermore, suppose that the channel coefficients are
complex Gaussian the synthetic channel matrix can be
generated by filtering the complex Gaussian matrixHiid with
the two spatial correlation matrixR1/2Rx , andR
T/2
Tx
H̃ = R1/2Tx HiidR
T/2
Rx (3)
where(.)T denotes the the transpose operator.
It is noteworthy that the spatial correlation matricesRTx
and RRx are determined by the the transmitting-receiving
antennas setting and the environment the MIMO system
operates in. However, when the synthetic channel matrix
H̃ is generated, only the spatial correlation matrices and a
Hiid matrix get involved. Hence, there is almost no temporal
correlation between the generated synthetic matrices as it
is expected in real-life. In other words, the well-known
Kronecker model only concentrates on modelling the spatial
characteristic of measured MIMO radio channel. The time
variation aspect of the channel caused by the movement
of the transmitting/receiving antennas themselves or the
surrounding objects, which is also important, is ignored in
this model.
B. Spatio-temporally correlated model
In a temporal correlated channel, the relationship of the
two channel coefficients in the past and at present is normally
described by the correlation coefficientρ. A widely-used
model for a time-varying narrowband channel is the Jakes
model with the channel correlation coefficient given by
ρ(t) =
E
(
hij(to)h∗ij(to + t)
)√
E(|hij(to)|2)
√
E(|hij(to + t)|2)
= Jo(2πfdt)
(4)
where(.)∗ denotes the complex conjugate operator. As seen
from the equation the correlation coefficient is a zeroth
order Bessel function of the first kind with the time delay
t and the maximum Doppler frequencyfd as parameters.
However, normally the assumption used in the model that
the scatterers are horizontal isotropically distributed does not
hold. Hence, in practice the correlation coefficient may not
follow the Jakes model. A more precise value of the temporal
correlation coefficient should be derived from the channel
measurement.
The temporal correlation coefficient is a useful parameter
for estimating the relation between the channel coefficients
along the time axis. Based on this parameter, the decision on
how frequently the channel should be probed can be made.
This parameter is, however, not enough for modelling the
variation of the channel with time. In [6] a simple Markov
chain model of the channel state evolution is presented
whereby the current channel coefficient is related to the past
channel coefficient as
hij(to + t) = ρ(t)hij(to) +
√
1− ρ(t)2eij , eij ∼ CN (0, 1)
(5)
Now, the spatio-temporally correlated narrowband model for
a MIMO channel can be readily derived
H̃(to + t) = ρ(t)H̃(to) +
√
1− ρ(t)2Ẽ (6)
In this equationH̃(to) and Ẽ are the spatially correlated
channel matrices. They are both independently generated by
using the model presented in equation (3).
IV. PARAMETERIZATION FROM MEASURED CHANNEL
AND MODEL VALIDATION
A. Measured parameters
Root mean square (RMS) delay spread is a useful param-
eter to reveal the dispersion or the multipath propagation
of the channel. In order to decide whether narrowband or
wideband information will be used we have assessed the
RMS delay spread of the channel in all measured locations.
To avoid the thermal and the correlation noise a threshold
of 30 dB is used for the power delay profile (PDP). Those
PDP components which are lower than 30 dB from the PDP’s
peak will be set to zero. We found that in all measured lo-
cations, 80% of the RMS delay is lower than 0.135µs which
is an inversion of the PN chip rate. Therefore the channel
under investigation could be considered as narrowband. The
channel coefficient is derived by summing up all 60 bins out
of 98 bins of the measured IR. The remaining bins are not
used because for our indoor measurement they often contain
the thermal and correlation noise rather than useful multipath
information.
During the measurement, aside from the movement of
the receiving antennas, the movements of other objects are
limited so that the channel can be assumed to be static.
Therefore, the handset’s movement is the main source of
the temporal variation of the channel coefficients. However
the scattering richness property of the channel is expected
to remain the same because in each measured location the
MIMO radio channel was probed in a fairly short distance
of 1.64 meters. To gather enough spatial statistic, for each
measured location we use all the 32x234 IRs to calculate the
transmitting and receiving spatial correlation matrices. By
doing that, the correlation in time of the measured channel
matrices has been somehow embedded in these two spatial
correlation matrices through the calculation process. As a
result, the temporal correlation of the channel coefficients is
simply ignored.
An example of the magnitude of the Kronecker product
of the transmitting and receiving spatial correlation matrices
and the magnitude of the channel covariance matrix from
one measured location are shown in figure 3. Basically, the
major components (those with high values) of the channel
covariance matrix and the Kronecker product matrix are
almost equal. However, it is observed that at the same index
the component’s magnitude at the channel covariance matrix
has a slightly larger value.
The time variation of the measured radio channel is
assessed via the temporal correlation. Of all 234 measured
IRs, 210 snapshots are used. They are divided into 14 groups
with 15 IRs each. The average temporal correlation at one
measured location is given as
ρ(t) =
1
NtNr
Nt∑
i=1
Nr∑
j=1
E
(
hij(to)h∗ij(to + t)
)√
E(|hij(to)|2)
√
E(|hij(to + t)|2)
(7)
where t ∈ (0 · · · 15∆t) and ∆t ≈ 0.3s is the interval
between two samples.
B. Validation of the model
1) Spatial domain:One way to evaluate the performance
of the stochastic model in spatial domain is to compare
the measured capacity with the one obtained from synthetic
channel matrix using equation (3) or (6). In order to calculate
the measured system capacity the measured channel matrix
is normalized such that
‖ H ‖2F = Nt ×Nr (8)
where‖ . ‖F denotes Frobenius norm. The channel theoret-
ical capacity is calculated by well known formula
C = log2
(
det(I +
SNR
Nt
H ×HH)
)
(9)
whereI is the identity matrix. Since the spatial-temporally
correlated stochastic model is built on top of the spatial
correlated stochastic model, there should not be any differ-
ence in the synthetic capacity generated by the two models
presented in (3) and (6). We have tried to generate the
channel matrix using both models and found that statistically
they give the same results in terms of the channel capacity.
However, to this end we only use equation (6) so that
the performance of the model in both spatial and temporal
domain can be assessed. The correlation coefficients were
extracted from the measured data using equation (7). In
all, 1000x210 channel matrices were generated using (6).
Then the synthetic channel capacity was compared with
the measured capacity at 210 snapshots. The relative error
between them is defined as
Cerror(n, k) =
|Cestimated(n, k)− Cmeasured(k)|
Cmeasured(k)
n ∈ [1..1000], k ∈ [1..210] (10)
It can be observed in figure 4 that in general the stochastic
model is able to capture the spatial characteristic of the
MIMO radio channel accurately. The median relative error
between capacity from synthetic channel matrices and the
measured one is around 5% which is a reasonable number.
From a viewpoint of assessing the environmental multi-
path richness and transmitting-receiving antenna setup the
measured median capacity is around 22 bit/s/Hz which is
accountable for 88% of the MIMO channel with complex
Gaussian independently distributed entries. This number
highlights a very promising potential of the MIMO systems
in indoor environment, even though the separated distances
between the receiving antennas are small (0.25-0.5 wave-
length).
In [7] the authors showed that the capacity of a MIMO
system obtained from the Kronecker model always lower
than the measured one especially at high spatial resolution.
Their works base on the data collected from the NLOS
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Fig. 3. Comparison of Kronecker product of the transmit-receive spatial correlation and the measured covariance matrix
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Fig. 4. Measured and estimated capacity at SNR=20dB and the average relative error at four locations
indoor measurement at 5.2 GHz. Although a good reason
was given, their conclusion is not verified in our case as
from our results the capacity of the synthetic channel matrix
is either larger or smaller than the one calculated from
measurement data with the median relative error of 5%.
2) Temporal domain:Because the handset was moved
with constant velocity during the measurement, there is cer-
tain degree of correlation between the neighboring samples
of the channel coefficient. In the evaluation of the model’s
performance in the temporal domain, we utilized the same
1000x210 synthetic matrices as described above. For each
bunch of 210 matrix realizations, the temporal correlation
is calculated as in equation (7). The averaged temporal
correlations for four measured locations generated from our
model together with the measured temporal correlations
are plotted in figure 5. A temporal correlation generated
from Jakes model is also plotted in the same figure for
reference. It can be seen that the temporal correlations
from the synthetic matrices are perfectly inline with those
obtained from the measured data. In the first few seconds,
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Fig. 5. Measured and estimated temporal correlation at four locations, the velocity of the handset is 23.4 mm/s
the temporal correlation changes rapidly and it follows the
shape of that derived from Jakes model to a certain degree.
We found that the time interval for the correlation coefficient
goes below 0.9 is around 0.6s with assumably static envi-
ronment. As handset’s velocity is 23.4 mm/s the equivalent
distance thereby the correlation coefficient goes below this
level is 0.1 wavelength. This is important as it provides
some insight into the required training period for MIMO
adaptive modulation and coding technology which use the
channel state information. However, the temporal correlation
coefficient seems to flatten out along the time axis. Due
to the lack of measured data, our observed window is too
short for us to observe the temporal correlation coefficient
gradually decreases to zero as expected.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a stochastic model for
spatio-temporraly correlated indoor MIMO channel based on
measured data. We showed that the model can reproduce
the essential characteristic of the MIMO radio channel
both spatially and temporally. The results could be used to
generate adequate channel matrices with predefined channel
characteristic in time and space for evaluating the MIMO
system performance at higher level.
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Abstract. Recent researches on multiple antennas system namely the multiple input multiple output
(MIMO) system show that huge potential be it the spectral efficiency or the enhancement in transmission
quality can be achieved. In this paper, with the assumption that the channel is narrowband and the channel
coefficients are known at both link ends, we propose and evaluate several link adaptation (LA) algorithms
applied to the spatial multiplexing MIMO systems. Depending on the requirements, the LA technique is
designed to optimize either the system spectral efficiency or the BER. We also consider the potential use
of the maximum eigen beamforming in supporting concurrent users. The results show that efficient use of
the channel information could lead to a significant improvement in the system performance.
1. Introduction
Unlike wired communications the channel variation of wireless communications makes it
a big engineering challenge. Multipath fading, path loss, time-selective fading, frequency-
selective fading among others are the main obstacles in wireless communications. Recently
MIMO technique (Telatar, 1999), where both the transmitter and receiver are equipped
with multiple antennas has emerged as a cure for the very first phenomenal: the multipath
fading. MIMO technique does not try to repair the multipath fading channel. However, it
tries to utilize the multipath richness environment in a smart way such that the received
signal in probability cannot be in deep fade. The reliability and spectral efficiency of the
wireless communication are therefore substantially improved.
Like SISO systems, MIMO systems need a set of algorithm, coding, and transmission
parameters to adapt the system to the variation of the environment. Such sets are often
refereed to as Link Adaptation (LA) techniques (Catreux, 1999). The main motivation of
any LA scheme is to get the best possible system performance based on some knowledge of
the wireless channel. The channel knowledge could be the absolute instantaneous channel
information (i.e. the channel impulse response) or in an average form (i.e. the average
SNR, BER per transmitted frame, average channel covariance matrix or the statistical
information of the channel coefficients). In this paper, we investigate the LA techniques for
narrowband MIMO systems with the assumption that the channel state information (CSI)
is instantaneously known at the both ends of the transmission link. The performance of
the LA techniques adhere to different system requirements such as transmission reliability,
spectral efficiency and implementation complexity is investigated.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. First the model for a narrowband
MIMO system is described in section 2. The algorithm for optimally distributing the
transmitted power to minimize the overall BER while keeping the total bit rate constant
is addressed in section 3. Under a certain requirement on the transmission reliability, an
algorithm which is capable of enhancing the system spectral efficiency is covered in the
same section. With respect to the implementation complexity, we change the focus to
the maximum eigen beamforming technique in section 4. In this section, several perfor-
mance advantages of the maximum eigen beamforming technique are highlighted. Further,
the potential use of this technique in a multi-user environment for the downlink is also
investigated. The paper ends with conclusion and remark in section 5.
∗ This work is partly supported by Aalborg University under the Phd Fellowship grant.
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2. System model
Let us consider the scenario where there are Nt transmitting antennas and Nr receiving
antennas. A wide angular spread at both ends of the transmission link is assumed. The
channel transfer matrix H can be realized as a NtxNr matrix in which each element is a
complex Gaussian independent identically distributed (IID) number with zero mean and
unit variance. The channel transfer matrix H can be diagonalized using the Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) technique
H = UDVH (1)
In this equation U and V are unitary matrices; D is a Nt×Nr diagonal matrix contain-
ing the singular values which are real and non-negative; (.)H means complex conjugate
transpose operator. By applying the transmitting weight matrix UH at the transmit side
and the V receiving weight matrix at the receive side the K = min(Nt, Nr) orthogonal
channels can be realized. Each sub-channel has a channel gain of λi, which is the square
of the singular value. To study in more detail the realization of these, the discrete time
baseband interpretation of a single transmitted symbol vector is preferred. The received
symbol vector has the form
y = xUDVH + n (2)
where x is the transmitted symbol vector and n is the additive noise. By using the weight
matrix UH at the transmit side and weight matrix V at the receive side the received
symbol vector becomes
ỹ = xD + ñ (3)
Since the U matrix is unitary, the variance of the noise in (2) and in (3) is the same.
Equation 4 also implies that the power put into K parallel channels will be amplified by
the eigen values; power put into channel(s) which have index larger than K will be lost.
3. Link adaptation in MIMO system using parallel sub-channels
As described in the previous section when the CSI is known at the both link ends it
is possible to obtain up to K = min(Nt, Nr) independent sub-channels. However, with
the knowledge of the channel coefficient we can dynamically adapt the modulation and
transmission parameters (i.e. transmitted power for each sub-channel). The results out of
that would be a significant improvement in the system performance. Depending on the
requirements be it maximizing the system throughput at a certain BER or minimizing
the over all BER while keeping the data rate unchanged, the transmission parameters can
be optimally adjusted to meet these goals. In the sequence, we will consider these two
optimization problems.
3.1. Minimizing the overall BER with fixed spectral efficiency
We restrict ourselves to the narrowband MIMO system where the modulation is purely M-
QAM or M-PSK and further assume that the phase and frequency synchronization are well
established so that a coherent detection could be performed. Because of the differences
in the eigenvalues, equally distributed power is not an optimum solution. Instead, the
transmitted power must be distributed optimally to get an overall improvement in the
average BER.
Basically, for an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, at a certain SNR value
the BER of the system using either M-QAM or M-PSK modulation is known. However,
the BER expression is rather complicated and difficult to interpret. In (Chung, 2001),
approximations of the BERs for both modulation types with a very simple expression are
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presented. The approximations have an error of up to 1.5dB for a BER of less than 10−3.
In a spatial multiplexing MIMO system, each sub-channel can be considered as an AWGN
channel with a specific channel gain associated with it. Applying the BER approximations
presented in (Chung, 2001), the BER of each sub-channel can be calculated as
M −QAM : BERk ≈ 0.2exp
( −1.6λkγk
σ2(2rk − 1)
)
M − PSK : BERk ≈ 0.05exp
( −6λkγk
σ2(21.9rk − 1)
)
1 ≤ k ≤ min(Nt, Nr) = K (4)
where γk is the transmitted power allocated for the kth sub-channel, σ2 is the noise
variance, rk is the modulation order and λk is the sub-channel gain. The easily invert-
ible relation between the approximated BER, the transmitted power and the modulation
order makes it more convenient to obtain an optimal solution for a LA scheme. Using
this approximation and Gallager’s multiplier procedure, it can be shown that the overall
BER of a particular spatial multiplexing MIMO system using either M-QAM or M-PSK
modulation will be minimized if the distributed power is satisfied
γk = max(
1
βλk
(ln(λk)− µ), 0)
where β =
{ 1.6
σ2(2rk−1) for M-QAM
6
σ2(21.9rk−1) for M-PSK
µ is chosen such that
K∑
k=1
γk = Pt (5)
Here we assume that all sub-channels use the same type of modulation and the same
modulation order i.e. rk = r = const. In case the BPSK modulation is of interest, the
optimal power distribution solution for QAM or QPSK can be applied since BPSK, QAM
and QPSK have the same BER expression. Note that because the power distribution algo-
rithm presented in (5) is for any modulation type and order, it generalizes the exiting one
reported in (Nguyen, 2004) and (Betu, 2004) where only BPSK modulation is considered.
The numerical BER using the optimally distributed power scheme is illustrated in
Figure 1 for M-QAM and M-PSK modulation with 4x4 and 8x4 MIMO setup. The results
are obtained from 10000 realizations of the channel matrix H with IID, zero mean and unit
variance components. After having the optimally distributed power for each sub-channel
γk, we use an exact expression of the BER to calculate the BER. The overall BER of the
spatial multiplexing MIMO system can thus be expressed as
BER = E(
1
T
T∑
k=1
BERk) (6)
where T is the number of sub-channel with the assigned transmit power greater than zero
and E(.) is the expectation operator.
There are two important conclusions which could be drawn from the results. Firstly,
the optimum distribution of the power does indeed give a better performance as compared
to the equal distribution scheme especially at high SNR values. Secondly, for low SNR
values, when the eigenvalues are not large enough or not evenly distributed (i.e. in 4x4
setup), the proposed scheme does give a better BER. However, it comes the cost of lower
number of activated sub-channels. In Figure 1, this fact is manifested itself as the stair
case shape of the BER curves, where each step corresponds to an increase in the number
of activated sub-channels. This violates the premise condition that we would like to keep
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Figure 1. BER of MIMO system with and without optimum power distribution
the system throughput constant while minimizing the overall BER. Lower transmission
rate is traded for a better system transmission quality. In other words, it is not possible
to improve the overall BER in such low SNR values and/or eigenvalues without reducing
the number of activated sub-channels. In such case, using equal power distribution seems
to be the only solution to keep the total bit rates constant.
3.2. Maximizing the system spectral efficiency with fixed BER
The above mentioned algorithm aims at minimizing the overall BER while keeping the
transmission rate to be constant. The complexity of the system using this approach is
reduced as only one type of modulation is used. In the contrary, there are systems which
have a stringent requirement on the target BER. For such systems the available channel
state information can be utilized to maximize the transmission rate. The complexity of
these systems, however, will increase since a higher order modulation is required. In this
section, we will investigate the feasibility and performance of the adaptive modulation
scheme which focuses on maximizing the transmission rate at a target BER. For sim-
plicity we only consider one type of modulation either M-PSK or M-QAM with different
modulation orders. Without going into the detail of the algorithm one could deduce that
the distribution of the transmitted power in this scheme must be similar to that of the
water filling method. More power should be put into the sub-channel with higher gain.
Consequently, the effective received power level of this sub-channel might be large enough
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to support higher modulation order. This leads to a maximization of the overall data rate
while the target BER is met.
The algorithm for optimal allocation of the modulation order and transmitted power
level at each sub-channel is described in (7). Again this optimization solution stems from
the useful approximation of BER in (4) and a Lagranger’s multiplier procedure. Note
that the same algorithm, but only for M-QAM case was also independently reported in
(Wennstrom, 2003).
γk = max(µ−
1
Γλk
, 0)
where Γ =
{ −1.6
σ2ln(5BERtarget)
for M-QAM
−6
σ2ln(20BERtarget)
for M-PSK
µ is chosen such that
K∑
k=1
γk = Pt (7)
The modulation order or in other words the number of bits per transmitted symbol of
each sub-channel can be indirectly estimated as
rk =
{
log2(1 + Γγkλk) for M-QAM
1
1.9 log2(1 + Γγkλk) for M-PSK
(8)
It is interesting to see that the optimum distribution of the transmitted power for each
sub-channel has the same form as that of the water filling method. The only different is a
constant value Γ, which is a function of the target BER and modulation type (M-QAM or
M-PSK). This constant number together with the distributed power level determine the
modulation order that should be applied in each sub-channel. The essence of this algorithm
can be summarized as follows. First, depending on the target BER the constant value Γ is
derived. Next, the distributed power for each sub-channel is found by iterative searching
as expressed in (7). Then, depending on the modulation type, M-QAM or M-PSK the
modulation order is estimated as in (8). However, it should be noted that rk in (8) is only
an approximation. In practice, because of the constraint in the constellation setting, rk is
calculated as the greatest even number (for M-QAM) or the greatest integer number (for
M-PSK) which is less than or equal to the one estimated in (8). Figure 2 illustrates the
achievable transmission rate as a function of SNR vaules for two types of modulation with
the target BER of 10−3 and 10−5. The results are obtained from 100000 synthetic channel
matrices with IID components for 4x4 and 8x4 MIMO settings.
The results indicate that at low SNR values, the algorithm does not work, illustrated
by low spectral efficiency (e.g. 0 or 1 bit/s/Hz). It is as expected since the gain of each
sub-channel is not high enough to support either types of modulation with the target
BER. At high SNR region, M-QAM has better performance than than M-PSK for the
same system setup and required BER. The reason could be that M-PSK modulation, by
its constellation setting, has higher average BER than M-QAM modulation for the same
modulation order. This forces the algorithm to select lower modulation order to fulfill
the target BER. However, the M-PSK modulation does not require the gain of each sub-
channel to be exactly known at the receiver as does the M-QAM modulation. Therefore
M-PSK modulation has lower demodulation complexity.
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Figure 2. The obtainable throughput at different targeted BER values for M-QAM and M-PSK
modulations in spatial multiplexing MIMO systems
4. Maximum eigen beamforming transmission
4.1. Motivation and performance comparison
In section 3 we have considered two schemes which utilize the available channel state
information in an optimal way. However, the substantial performance gain can only be
guaranteed if the instantaneous channel information is available at both link ends. Al-
though the implementation complexity of the first approach could be released as only
one type of modulation is considered, dense power amplification steps together with a
large dynamic range could be a challenge for the design of a low noise amplifier. Signalling
overhead required to inform the receiver about the modulation order and power gain of each
sub-channel could also be an issue. The optimal use of the channel information turns out
to be a compromise between the practical implementation issues and the achievable per-
formance gain. In this section, we will investigate a third approach which also utilizes the
instantaneous channel information, a maximum eigen beamforming scheme. Because only
one sub-channel with maximum gain is used, we can get rid of several practical problems.
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In this scheme, we propose that only one type of modulation with a fixed modulation order
is implemented. Therefore, the complexity of the power amplifiers and signalling overhead
can be significantly reduced. In a reciprocal channel, the eigen beamforming vector can be
known at the transmitter by using iterative algorithm as reported in (Andersen, 2000) and
(Dahl, 2002). In case the channel is not reciprocal, feedback of the eigenvector could also
be possible as we only need to transmit Nt complex components back to the transmitter.
In the sequence, we will evaluate the advantages of the proposed transmission scheme in
terms of the array gain, robust against time-varying channel and LOS condition.
4.1.1. Array gain advantage
When only one maximum eigenmode is activated the array gain of the channel will be
the maximum eigenvalue. In case all sub-channels are combined as one channel, this gain
would be the sum of all the eigenvalues. The nominal array gain of the maximum eigen
beamforming method, therefore, would be at least min(Nt, Nr) times larger than that of
the system when all sub-channels are activated. This is because, in a spatial multiplexing
MIMO system, the transmitted power must be divided among min(Nt, Nr) sub-channels.
On the other hand, all of the transmitted power is located for a single channel in a MIMO
system deploying the maximum eigen beamforming approach.
Ptλmax >
Pt
min(Nt, Nr)
K∑
k=1
λk (9)
The array gain advantage of maximum eigen beamforming technique could be used to
support higher modulation order. In fact, we can restrict the modulation order such that
the bit rates of both eigen beamforming and multiple parallel sub-channels transmission
schemes are equal. In doing that, the requirement on the system spectral efficiency could
be satisfied. Moreover, in some cases, the average BER of the system with one maxi-
mum eigen channel could be lower than that of the system using all sub-channels. As an
example we make the BER simulations for both the spatial multiplexing and maximum
eigen beamforming MIMO systems. Two MIMO system with 4x4 and 8x4 setting were
considered. For the spatial multiplexing transmission BPSK modulation was used for all
sub-channel and the optimum power distribution algorithm proposed in section 3 is used.
To ensure that the overall throughput of the two transmission schemes is the same, in
the maximum eigen transmission we used a 16-QAM modulation. The results in Figure
3 show that even with the same throughput, the maximum eigen beamforming technique
does give a considerable improvement in terms of the BER. At the BER of 10−3 it gives
3dB and 17.5dB gain for the 4x4 and 8x4 setup respectively.
It should be noted here that the outcome of the example presented above is not, by any
means, a general conclusion. The purpose of this example is merely to show that thorough
investigation in the design of a link adaptation for MIMO system could leads to significant
improvement in system performance and in reducing the system complexity.
When the average BER is required to be lower than a certain value, using the max-
imum eigen beamforming technique it is possible to adapt the modulation order of the
transmitted symbol according to the channel gain and the SNR so that the throughput of
the system is maximized. In Figure 4 the throughput of 4x4 and 8x4 MIMO setup with
different required BER values. By comparing the results with those illustrated in Figure
2 we can see that the performance of the maximum eigenbeam forming method is inferior
to that of the link adaptation technique applied to spatial multiplexing MIMO systems.
However, the complexity of the system using the maximum eigen beamforming technique
has been significantly reduced.
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Figure 3. Average BER of MIMO systems using maximum eigen beamforming and spatial multiplexing
approaches with the same throughput
4.1.2. Robust against time-selective environment
For mobile wireless communications, because of the time varying channel those LA tech-
niques which are heavily dependent on the instantaneous channel information might suffer
considerable performance degradation. In MIMO system, the time-varying characteristic
of the channel makes the orthogonality of the weight vectors no longer holds true. This is
because of the power leakage among the sub-channels generated by the out of date unitary
matrices applied at both ends. The leakage would be substantially lower in case we use
only one maximum eigen beamforming to communicate. As in (Nguyen, 2004) the received
signal in time-varying channel is of the form
Preceived = |ρ
√
λmax +
√
1− ρ2e|2Pt + σ2noise
(10)
where e is a complex IID number with mean zero and unit variance; ρ is the channel time-
varying correlation coefficient. Since only one channel is involved in the transmission, the
self interference power level caused by cross talk is lower than that of the case where all
sub-channels are activated. To estimate the effect of time-varying environment, we use the
same simulation setup for illustrating the gain advantage as above. The results are shown
in Figure 5 with different values of ρ.
It is clearly seen that the effect of feedback delay on the average BER is much lower for
the maximum eigen beamforming technique. It is justified by the fact that only at very
high value of ρ does the average BER approach the BER floor.
4.1.3. Robust against LOS or correlated multipath fading
The K parallel sub-channels in MIMO system can only be realized in rich multipath
environment where the received signals at each antenna element become uncorrelated. If
the received signal is correlated such as in a narrow angular spread or LOS scenario the
rank of the channel matrix will be reduced. In the extreme case when the received signal
is totally correlated the channel matrix be come a rank one matrix and only one sub-
channel can be used for data transmission. Practically, partial correlated channel matrix
is a general scenario. The full K sub-channels could also be obtainable in such case.
However, correlated signals make the sub-channels with low gains (i.e. eigenvalues) become
practically obsolete. Therefore being able to switch between multiple sub-channel mode
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Figure 4. The obtainable throughput at different targeted BER for M-QAM and M-PSK modulations in
maximum eigen beamforming MIMO systems
to maximum eigen beamforming mode according to the environment the MIMO system
operated in might lead to a substantial benefit. We use the theoretical capacity as a metric
to compare the performance of maximum eigen beamforming and spatial multiplexing
schemes in LOS environment. Figure 6 shows the capacity of 4x4 and 8x4 MIMO systems
with the Ricean factors of 10dB and 20dB.
It is observed that at a low SNR value the capacity of the maximum eigenmode is equal
to that of multi sub-channels scheme using water filling method. As the Ricean factor
increases, the capacities of these two transmission scheme asymptotically approaching
each other. It is interesting to see that for such a high Ricean factor (K ≥ 10dB) the
capacity of the maximum eigen beaforming approach does not change as K increases. This
is illustrated in Figure 6 by the overlap of the capacity curves at the two values of the
Ricean factor.
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Figure 5. Effect of time-varying environment to the MIMO average BER, straight line: maximum
eigenmode with 16-QAM, dot line: parallel sub-channels mode with BPSK
4.2. Potential of maximum eigen beamforming in multi-user environment
Obviously, by using multi-antennas at both link ends the wireless system spectral efficiency
and transmission quality will be substantially improved. So far we have only investigated
the adaptation link performance of a single user scenario. However it is often expected
that the improvement in performance will be shared among users and single user MIMO
system is hard to find for cost effective reason. Apparently, when multi-user environment
is considered the result from analysis of the MIMO system implementing link adaptation
above mentioned provides only an upper limit of the achievable system performance. The
multi-user scenario adds complexity to the analysis of the system performance especially
in MIMO system and it is out of the scope of this paper.
In this part we consider the potential of the maximum eigen beamforming technique in
supporting concurrent transmissions from the transmit side to Nu users with desired SIR
value. The eigenvectors applied at both transmitter and receiver act as steering vectors
to focus the signal to the intended users. Apparently, the focusing resolution depends on
the degree of correlation among the targeted users. Here we assume that the channels
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Figure 6. Capacity of MIMO system using maximum eigenmode and spatial multiplexing transmissions in
LOS environment
between each user are totally uncorrelated, though this is not very lose assumption when
considering the rich multipath indoor environment or the largely separated users in outdoor
environment.
We denotes the channel matrix of the pth user is Hp which is a matrix with IID mean
zero and unit variance entries. Further up, vp are the unitary matrices derived from the
SVD of Hp, and sp is the symbol intended for the pth user with constant power P . The
received signal of a particular user becomes
ypo =
p=Nu∑
p=1
upHpovposp + npo
=
√
λmaxpo spo +
p=Nu∑
p=1,p6=po
upHpovposp︸ ︷︷ ︸
Interference
+npo (11)
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Because up and vp are unitary vector and Hpo is a matrix with IID components with
zero mean and unit variance, the interference term in (11) is also a random number with
zero mean and the variance of (Nu − 1)P . Hence the average SIR of a particular user is
SIR =
λmax
Nu − 1
(12)
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Figure 7. Lower and upper bound of the number of simultaneous users with a target SIR of 10dB
It is interesting to see that the variance of the interference is a linear function of
the number of supported users. Besides the number of supported users, the SIR is also
determined by the maximum eigenvalue. The upper bound of the maximum eigenvalue
λmax was found in (Andersen, 2000) at the limit when Nr becomes infinitively large.
λmax <
(√
Nt +
√
Nr
)2
(13)
The lower bound of λmax can be derived as
min(Nt, Nr)λmax >
min(Nt,Nr)∑
k=1
λk = NtNr
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⇐⇒ λmax > max(Nt, Nr) (14)
Now, the upper bound and lower bound of the number of supported users with a certain
SIR value can be readily found
1 +
max(Nt, Nr)
SIR
< Nu < 1 +
(
√
Nt +
√
Nr)2
SIR
(15)
Figure 7 illustrates the bound of the number supported users for MIMO systems with
up to 20 antennas at each ends. The target SIR was 10dB as it is reasonable number for
achieving BER of 10−3 in Gaussian channel with BPSK modulation.
It should be mentioned that the lower bound is a lose bound as the maximum eigenvalue
is often much larger than the minimum one, especially in a MIMO system equipped with
large number of antennas. For the upper bound, it is not a tight bound and correct only
when Nr becomes infinitely large. This calls for a simulation to evaluate the actual number
of supported users with this target SIR. We generated 10000 channel matrix realizations,
calculated the mean of the maximum eigenvalue and variance of the interference caused
by a single interferer. The number of supported users Nu is defined as a maximum number
of interferers at which the corresponding SIR value is still greater than the target SIR of
10dB. Figure 8 demonstrates the average number of supported users from this simulation.
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Figure 8. Simulation result on the average number of supported users with target SIR=10dB
It can be clearly seen that for lower number of antenna elements the result derived from
simulation is even larger than the upper bound. This is expected as explained previously.
The number of users Nu asymptotically approaches the upper bound as the number of
antenna elements at one side increases while it is fixed at the other. Nevertheless, the
simulation results demonstrates the potential use of the maximum eigen beamforming
technique in multi-user applications. As an example, a multi-user MIMO system with 8x4
setup can support 4 concurrent users with the target SIR of 10dB by using the maximum
eigen beamforming.
Now, if we consider downlink transmission of a multi-user MIMO system consisting
of Nt transmitting antennas and Nu users with Nr receiving antennas for each user, the
spectral efficiency of the MIMO cell can be estimated as
Ccell =
Nu∑
p=1
log2(1 +
λmaxP
(Nu − 1)P + σ2noise
) (16)
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5. Conclusion
In this paper we have investigated several link adaptation algorithms for MIMO system
with the assumption on the availability of the instantaneous channel coefficients at both
link ends. Depending on the requirement either at target average bit rate or the BER
the transmitted power is optimally distributed to each parallel sub-channel according
to its associated eigenvalue. Using these algorithms, the average BER or the spectral
efficiency of the spatial multiplexing MIMO system are substantially improved. To reduce
the system complexity, we proposed a maximum eigen beamforming technique. We showed
that this technique can provide higher array gain and not very sensitive to the time-varying
environment as compared to the case where all the sub-channels are used. Moreover, the
potential of this transmission technique in multi-user environment is also studied. It is
interesting to see that this transmission scheme can offer a sort of spatial focusing with
the resolution and the SIR depending on the number of supported users and the degree
of correlation between them. The results illustrate a promising solution for reducing the
co-channel interference in multi-user MIMO systems.
Appendix
DERIVATION OF EQUATION (5)
For M-QAM or M-PSK modulation the BER of channel k can be expressed as
BERk = αkexp(−βkγkλk) where
α =
{
0.2 for M-QAM
0.05 for M-PSK
β =
{ 1.6
σ2(M−1) for M-QAM
6
σ2(21.9log2(M)−1) for M-PSK
K∑
k=1
γk = Pt (17)
The average BER of the overall system using only one type either M-QAM or M-PSK
and only one modulation order is
BERsys =
1
K
K∑
k=1
αexp(−βγkλk) (18)
Here, α and β are constant for each sub-channel. Following the Gallager’s multiplier
procedure, the problem now is to find set of γ so that the BERsys is minimized. Since K
and α are constant, it is equal to finding a set of γ to minimize the sum
Ξ =
K∑
k=1
(e−βλkγk + εγk) (19)
where ε is a variable. The solution can be obtained if we differentiate the Ξ with respect
to γk and set it to zero
−λkeβλkγk + ε = 0 → λke−βλkγk = ε
−βλkγk = ln(
ε
λk
) → γk =
1
βλk
ln(λk)−
1
λk
ln(ε)
γk = (
1
βλk
(ln(λk)− µ)), where µ = βln(ε) (20)
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DERIVATION OF EQUATION (7) AND (8)
From (17) we have the number of bits per symbol of the kth channel is
rk =
{
log2(1 + Γγkλk) for M-QAM
1
1.9 log2(1 + Γγkλk) for M-PSK where
Γ =
{ −1.6
σ2ln(5BERtarget)
for M-QAM
−6
σ2ln(20BERtarget)
for M-PSK
(21)
The total number of bit rate of all sub-channels per unit symbol is
R =
K∑
k
rk =

K∑
k=1
log2(1 + Γγkλk) for M-QAM
1
1.9
K∑
k=1
log2(1 + Γγkλk) for M-PSK
(22)
Again, following the Gallager’s multiplier procedure the problem of finding a optimum set
of modulation order for both types of modulation now boils down to find a set of γ to
maximize the sum
Ξ =
K∑
k=1
log2(1 + Γγkλk)− εγk (23)
Differentiating the Ξ with respect to γk and set it to zero we have the results as in (8)
1
ln(2)
Γγk
1 + Γγkλk
= ε (24)
→ 11
Γλk
+ γk
=
ε
ln(2)
(25)
→ γk = µ−
1
Γλk
where µ =
ln(2)
ε
(26)
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Abstract - Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems
promise better performance and significant increases in the
channel capacity by utilizing rich scattering environment to
obtain diversity gain and spatial multiplexing. Maximum
system capacity and performance can be achieved if the
instantaneous channel state information (CSI) is known at
both sides of the transmission link. In order to have such
improvements, the CSI at both link ends must be updated
timely. However, the updating process is always subject
to non-ideality. In this paper we investigate the effect of
delay in updating CSI on the MIMO spectral efficiency and
performance with system capacity and BER as benchmarks.
Keywords - MIMO, feedback delay, capacity, BER
I. I NTRODUCTION
Recently MIMO technique where both the transmitter and
the receiver are equipped multi antennas has emerged as
a cure for the problematic short-term multipath fading. In
the MIMO technique, we do not try to repair the multipath
fading channel, however we try to utilize multipath richness
environment in the smart way such that the received signal
in probability cannot be in deep fade. The reliability and
spectral efficiency of the wireless communication are there-
fore substantially improved. It could be fairly easy to get
antenna diversity and spatial multiplexing at the receiver as
the channel state can be updated using available sounding
technique. However, having these at the transmit side is
cumbersome in case the channel is not reciprocal i.e. in FDD
scheme. In order to make full use of antenna diversity at
the transmit side the channel information must be sent back
from the receive side. Thereby, the updated CSI is subject to
non-idealities such as channel estimation errors and feedback
delay [1], [2].
In this work one dominant aspect of the non-idealities
of the CSI in the feedback scheme, namely the feedback
delay, will be investigated. The effect of the feedback delay
to MIMO system’s theoretical capacity and performance
is addressed. To highlight this effect, other errors in the
estimation of the CSI will be ignored. We show that when the
CSI is not updated timely the orthogonality of the parallel
channels no longer holds true. As a result, the signal power
of one channel leaks to the others causing interference. These
interferences increase linearly with the transmitted power
leading to degradation of channel capacity and average BER
at high SNR values.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Firstly the
channel model is outlined in section II. Next, two models
namely the Markov chain model and the scattering model for
modelling the channel state evolution are presented in section
III. In section IV the theoretical capacity of MIMO system at
the presence of feedback delay is derived. A practical figure
of merit, the average BER is used to estimate the system
performance’s degradation under the effect of feedback delay
is investigated in section V. Monte Carlo simulation to
justify the analytical results is also briefly described in this
section. Finally conclusion is made in section VI.
II. CHANNEL MODEL
Let us consider the scenario where there areNt transmit-
ting antennas andNr receiving antennas. A wide angular
spreads at both ends scenario is assumed. The channel matrix
H can be realized asNtxNr matrix in which each element is
complex Gaussian independent identically distributed (IID)
with zero mean and unit variance (denoted as∼ CN (0, 1)).
Each entry ofH i.e. hntnr is the channel state coefficient
between transmitting antennatht and receiving antennan
th
r .
The channel transfer matrixH can be diagonalized using the
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) technique
H = U ∗D ∗ V H (1)
In this equationU andV are unitary matrices;D is NtxNr
diagonal matrix containing the real and non-negative singular
values; (.)H means complex transpose. By applying the
matrix UH at the transmit side and theV matrix at the
receive side theK = min(Nt,Nr) orthogonal channels can
be realized. Each channel has a channel gain ofλk, which
is the square of the singular values in matrixD. The square
of the singular values are the eigenvalues and could also be
obtained by SVD of matrixG, which is
G = H ∗HH = UDDT UH (2)
where (.)T denotes transpose operator. The realization of
K parallel channels is achieved by processing significant
uncorrelated multi-path components stemming from the en-
vironment’s scattering richness. To study in more detail
the realization of these parallel channels the discrete time
base-band interpretation of a single transmitted vector of
symbols is preferred. In the base-band, it is assumed that
the frequency synchronization and sampling are perfectly
achieved. The received vector of symbols will have the form
Y = X ∗ U ∗D ∗ V H + Nnoise (3)
By using the weight vectorsUH at the transmit side and
weight vectorsV at the receive side the received vector of
symbols becomes
Ỹ = X ∗D + Ñnoise (4)
The noise matrixNnoise of size (1,Nr) after being weighted
has unchanged variance since theU matrix is unitary.
This equation implies that the power put intoK parallel
channels will be amplified by the eigenvalues; power put
into channel(s) which have index larger thanK will be lost.
III. F EEDBACK DELAY MODEL
In the ideal case i.e. when we have TDD system with
reciprocal and quasi-stationary channel, the CSI can be
obtained timely at both ends. The channel matrixH can be
diagonalized and we can transmitK independent channels.
However, in the FDD system the transmitted and received
signal will be influenced by independent fading. In order to
have knowledge of the CSI at both ends the measured values
must be sent back and forth (figure 1). Under the limitation
of overhead, processing and updating time the CSI is subject
to delay. For simplicity we assume that CSI will be updated
after two consecutive frames and the delay time will be twice
the time of transmitting one frame plus the processing time.
It should be noted here that non-ideal updating of the CSI
Fig. 1. Example of CSI updating scheme.
could also occur in the TDD system when the updating time
is larger than the coherent time of the channel. The feedback
delay model presented above can easily be extended for this
case.
A. Markov chain model
In the MIMO system, the feedback delay causes the
weight vectors at both sides to be out of date. It means
that the orthogonality ofK channels cannot be guaranteed
as the channel has changed by the time the weight vectors
are applied. In order to investigate the influence of feedback
delay, it is necessary to build a channel state evolution
model. In [3], Jakes proposed a model for a time selective
narrowband channel which is interpreted by the channel state
correlation coefficientρ as
ρ =
E(hntnr (to)h
∗
ntnr (to + t))
σ2ntnr
= Jo(2πfdt) (5)
whereE(.) denotes the expectation operator,Jo(.) is the zero
order Bessel function of the first kind,fd is the maximum
Doppler frequency,t is the delay time andσ2ntnr is the
variance of the channel coefficient which is equal to one
in our case. Although this model provides us information on
to what extent the two channel coefficients are correlated,
the channel is not easy to be tracked [4]. Therefore we
need a model capable of describing the evolution in time
of the channel. In [6] a simple Markov chain models
the channel state evolution is presented where the current
channel coefficient is related to the past channel coefficient
as
hntnr (to + t) = ρhntnr (to) +
√
1− ρ2entnrσ2ntnr (6)
whereentnt ∼ CN (0, 1) and with σ2ntnr =1 the equation is
reduced to
hntnr (to + t) = ρhntnr (to) +
√
1− ρ2entnr (7)
This model allows us to track the channel state given the
knowledge of the past. The channel state matrix at time+to
can be predicted based on the channel matrix at timeo as
H(to + t) = ρH(to) +
√
1− ρ2E (8)
Here E is the NtxNr matrix with CN (0, 1) components.
In the presence of feedback delay, the channel state matrix
H(to) will be diagonalized and theUH and V weights
matrices are applied when the actual channel state matrix
has changed toH(to + t). The actual received signals are
described by
Ỹ = XUHH(t0 + t)V + UHNnoise
= XUH(ρH(to) +
√
1− ρ2E)V + Ñnoise
= ρXD +
√
1− ρ2XUHEV + Ñnoise (9)
From this equation it is clear that the orthogonality of the
channels no longer holds true. The received signal of one
channel is not its own amplified signal as in the ideal
case but combined by the signals of other channels. In [7]
Telatar showed that ifUH and V are two unitary matrices
of size NtxNt and NrxNr respectively the distribution of
UHEV will be the same as that ofE. Hence the product
of these three matrices is another matrix of sizeNtxNr
with CN (0, 1)) components. We denote this matrix asQ.
Equation (9) can be rewritten as
Ỹ = ρXD +
√
1− ρ2XQ + Ñnoise (10)
Expressing this equation in component-wise and considering
the kth received signal (1 ≤ k ≤ K) we get
ỹk = ρ
√
λkxk +
√
1− ρ2
K∑
i=1
xiqik + nnoise = ρ
√
λkxk
+
√
1− ρ2xkqkk +
√
1− ρ2
K∑
i 6=k,i=1
xiqik + nnoise (11)
Sincexk is independent and normally has zero mean, the
mean received power of channelkth in the presence of
feedback delay can be expressed as
P̃(k) = (|ρ
√
λk +
√
1− ρ2qkk|2)P(k)
+ (1− ρ2)
i=K∑
i 6=k,i=1
P(i)|qik|2 + σ2noise (12)
where P(i) is the transmitted power of channeli, σ2noise
is the variance of the noise. From the equation it can
be seen that the received power is heavily dependent on
the eigenvalues and the correlation coefficient factor. The
interference of other channels can be assumed as Gaussian
noise source having the same power. Consequently the signal
to interference plus noise (SINR) of channelk can be
approximated as
SINRk =
|ρ
√
λk +
√
1− ρ2qkk|2P(k)
(1− ρ2)
∑i=K
i 6=k,i=1 P(i)|qik|2 + σ2noise
=
|ρ
√
λk +
√
1− ρ2qkk|2SNR(k)
(1− ρ2)
∑i=K
i 6=k,i=1 SNR(i)|qik|2 + 1
(13)
B. Scattering model
Scattering model is another approach, which gives more
physical insight to the evolution of channel state of mov-
ing mobile terminal. This simple model assumes that the
received signal is the superposition of number of waves
generated from random scattering objects. For narrowband
MIMO system the discrete time CSI can be described in the
base-band by
hntnr (to) =
N∑
n=1
ale
−j2πfdtocosθl (14)
where θl is uniformly distributed over(0..2π), al is a
random complex Gaussian number with zero mean and
normalised so that variance ofhntnr is 1, fd as before is the
maximum Doppler frequency.N is the number of scatterers
and N > 10 is known to be large enough to approximate
Rayleigh distribution [8]. If all the scatterers are assumed to
be stationary, at timet + to the channel state reads
hntnr (to + t) =
L∑
l=1
ale
−j2πfd(to+t)cosθl (15)
Although this model also allows us to track the channel
state, based on the model it may be difficult to derive a
closed form of the average SINR. Hence, the model lacks of
explanation why feedback delay effect degrades the system’s
theoretical capacity and performance. Nevertheless, it can act
as reference to verify the results obtained from the Markov
chain model described in the previous section.
IV. MIMO CAPACITY WITH FEEDBACK DELAY
It is well known that the capacity of MIMO system when
the transmit side does not have knowledge of the CSI is
achieved by putting equal power into the channels
C =
K∑
k=1
log2(1 + λk
SNR
Nt
) (16)
With the advantage of having CSI at the transmit side
the eigenvalues correspond to gain of channels can be
obtained by SVD technique. Under the constraint of the total
transmitted power, based on the eigenvalues, water-filling
method is normally used to get the maximal achievable
capacity. The essence of the water-filling algorithm is that
it will distribute more power to the channel with high
gain (i.e. large eigenvalue) and less power, even skipping
transmission on the channels with lower gain. Therefore, the
MIMO channel capacity with CSI knowledge at both sides
is maximized, that is
C =
K∑
k=1
log2(1 + λkγk) (17)
whereγk = max(µ− 1λk , 0) and the parameterµ is chosen
such that
∑K
k=1 γk = SNR. In the presence of feedback
delay the capacity of the system is changed to
C =
K∑
k=1
log2(1 + SINRk) (18)
Numerical values of channel capacity are shown in figure
2. We only consider the scenario where channel states is
highly correlated in the intervalt (i.e. fdt < 0.1). For
this reason, in the simulation we chose the delay time of
1ms and three Doppler frequencies of 30, 45 and 60Hz.
The influence of feedback delay is shown for three system
configurations symmetric 4x4 and asymmetric 6x4, 8x4 to
highlight the differences in the eigenvalue distributions. The
average system capacities are plotted as a function of the
SNR values. In those figures the curves with straight lines
represent the capacity estimated by the Markov chain model,
curves represented by symbols show the capacity estimated
by the scattering model. These curves are overlapped each
other indicating a good agreement in the results obtained
from the two models. These figures also illustrate a reduction
in system capacity at higher values of the Doppler frequency
and delay time. For givenfdt value, the effect of feedback
delay can lead to a situation where the capacity of the MIMO
system with perfect CSI at receiver only outperform that of
the system with delayed CSI at both sides.
V. MIMO’ S PERFORMANCE WITH FEEDBACK DELAY
Once the performance of MIMO system is focused other
han the capacity, the signal of a diversity system must be
processed to have strong impact on the BER other than the
spectral efficiency. It is an advantage to have the CSI at
the transmit side as from that information we can improve
the performance of the system optimally. However, non-
ideal updating of CSI deviates the system performance from
the perfect case. Therefore it is of interest to investigate
the degradation of the system performance in the non-ideal
situation. Here, the BER is used as a means to estimate
the degradation of the MIMO system’s performance under
influence of feedback delay.
A. Analytical results
We restrict ourselves to the narrowband MIMO and the
performance degradation assessment will be based on BPSK
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Fig. 2. Capacity of several MIMO system setup with and without feedback delay
modulation scheme. As mentioned in section II, having CSI
at both sides it is possible to transmit up toK parallel
channels. However, because of the differences in the eigen-
values, equally distributed power is not an optimum solution.
Instead, the total transmitted power must be distributed
optimally to get overall improvement in the average BER.
The essence of the algorithm can be interpreted as an inverse
water filling procedure. In that more transmitted power is put
into the weak channels (i.e. low eigenvalues) to reduce the
average BER.
Basically for certain SNR the BER of individual M-QAM
or M-PSK channel is known. By using Chernoff bound and
Gallager’s multiplier we can derive a solution to obtain the
best performance in terms of BER. It can be shown that the
overall BER of the particular system using BPSK modulation
will be minimized if the distributed power is satisfied (detail
derivation presented in the appendix)
γk = max(
1
λk
(ln(λk)− µ), 0)
µ is chosen such that
K∑
k=1
γk = SNR (19)
The average BER of the ideal system can be expressed as
BERaverage ideal = E(
1
T
T∑
k=1
Q(
√
2λkSNRk)) (20)
whereSNRk = γk, T is the number of used channel(1 ≤
T ≤ K). When there is feedback delay, the received signal
will be disturbed not only by the noise but also by the signals
of other channels. The average BER of such system can be
approximated as
BERaverage ≈ E(
1
T
T∑
k=1
Q(
√
2SINRk)) (21)
The numerical results of average BER for 4x4 and 6x4
and 8x4 cases are presented in figure 3. As shown in this
figure, with the ideal CSI at both link ends for BER of
10−3 the required SNR of the equal power scheme is up
to 5dB more than that of distributed power scheme. Be-
sides, the average BER(s) reduces (so that the performance
increases) in the order of 4x4, 6x4, 8x4 system setup. The
relation between transmitting-receiving antenna setup and
distribution of eigenvalues (i.e. more asymmetric meaning
more even distribution of eigenvalues) is the main reason for
these increments in system’s performance. Like the results
in the investigation of the system capacity, the performance
of the MIMO system under the impact of feedback delay
also degrades at high SNR values. It can be explained
by the fact that when the transmitted power is increased,
the power distributed into each channel is increased as
well. Consequently, more interfered power will be generated.
Therefore, the SINR of individual channel decreases toward
a constant value and the overall BER approaches a BER
floor.
B. Monte Carlo simulation
To justify the analytical results, Monte Carlo simulation
for the three system setups 4x4, 6x4 and 8x4 are made.
The results are shown in figure 4. Comparisons of the
analysis and simulation results are shown in the same figure.
Transmitted data used in the simulations are random. They
are detected at the receive side by maximum likelihood
detection method. In general, the average BER obtained
from the approximation of SINR are quite in line with
that from Monte Carlo simulation. The differences could
be attributed to the approximation of the average SINR
where the interferences from other channels are replaced by
Gaussian noise source of the same power.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work we have investigated the MIMO system
performance and capacity in the presence of feedback delay.
The variation in time of the channel coefficient, which causes
the delay in the feedback was modelled by the Markov chain
model and the scattering model. It is demonstrated that the
capacity of MIMO system suffers degradation when the CSI
is not sufficiently updated. Above certain SNR values, as
a result of the delay the capacity of system with CSI at
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both sides becomes less than that of the system where CSI
is perfectly known at the receive side only. The average
BER with optimum power distribution considering as the
performance of the MIMO system is also influenced. It
approaches a BER floor when the SNR values increase.
APPENDIX
Derivation of optimal power allocation algorithm
For BPSK modulation the BER of channelkth can be expressed
as
Perrork = Q(
√
2λkγk) where
K∑
k=1
γk = SNR (22)
The average BER of the overall system is
Perror average =
1
K
K∑
k=1
Q(
√
2λkγk) (23)
Using the Chernoff’s bound, the BER of channelk is upper
bounded by
Perror k = Q(
√
2λkγk) ≤
1
2
e−λkγk (24)
Following the Gallager’s multiplier procedure, the problem now is
to find set ofγ so that thePerror average is minimized. SinceK
is constant, it is equal to finding a set ofγ to minimize the sum
Sum =
K∑
k=1
(e−λkγk + εγk) whereε is variable (25)
The solution can be obtained if we differentiate theSum with
respect toγk and set it to zero
−λke−λkγk + ε = 0→ λke−λkγk = ε
−λkγk = ln(
ε
λk
)→ γk =
1
λk
ln(λk)−
1
λk
ln(ε)
γk = (
1
λk
(ln(λk)− µ)), whereµ = ln(ε) (26)
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Abstract— In mobile communications, time varying channels
make the available channel information out of date. Timely
updating the channel state is an obvious solution to improve
the system performance in a time varying channel. However, a
better knowledge of the channel comes at the cost of a decrease
in the system throughput. Thus, predicting the future channel
conditions can improve not only the performance but also the
throughput of many types of wireless systems. This is especially
true for a wireless system where multiple antennas are applied
at both link ends. In this paper we propose and evaluate the
performance of a prediction scheme for multiple input multiple
output (MIMO) systems that apply spatial multiplexing. We aim
at predicting the future precoder/decoder directly without going
through the prediction of the channel matrix. The results show
that in a slowly time varying channel an increase in the system
performance by a factor of two is possible.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems have a
potential of offering higher capacity than the traditional single
input single output (SISO) systems by utilizing space, po-
larization or pattern diversity [1], [2]. In a MIMO system,
it is possible to transmit a few data streams in parallel,
called spatial multiplexing. Decoupling the data streams can
be done by using the channel knowledge at the receiver
only. One can use zero forcing (ZF), minimum mean square
error (MMSE), successive interference cancellation or ordered
successive interference cancellation (VBLAST) to decouple
the subchannels. However, since the transmitted signals are not
matched to the channel, degradation in system performance is
inevitable. Once the channel information is available at both
ends of the transmission link the singular value decomposi-
tion (SVD) transmission structure appears to be an elegant
technique to diagonalize the channel matrices [3].
In a time-varying channel, the schemes mentioned above
are subject to a performance degradation. The variation of the
channel with time causes the available channel state informa-
tion (CSI) at both sides to be out of date. While prediction of
the future CSI for a SISO channel is possible using available
methods (i.e. [4], [5], [6], [7], [9] among others) predicting
all components of the CSI matrix in a MIMO system appears
to be cumbersome. Moreover the precoder/decoder obtained
from the SVD of the predicted channel matrix is more prompt
to estimation errors.
Having an orthonormal property and a square structure, the
precoders and decoders belong to a unitary group, denoted
as U(D) where D is the dimension. ThisU(D) group is a
subgroup of the Stiefel manifold which contains all rectangular
matrices with orthonormal columns. OnU(D), one can use the
so-called geodesic interpolation to find the smoothest trajec-
tory or geodesic flow between two successive points [8], [10],
[11]. In this paper, by extending the geodesic interpolation
idea we investigate the possibility of predicting the precoder
and decoder in a time-varying frequency flat MIMO channel.
The paper is organized in the following way. First, the system
model is presented in section II. Section III describes the
prediction algorithm. Performance evaluation of the algorithm
is investigated in section IV. Finally, some conclusions and
remarks wrap up the paper in section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Let us consider a spatial multiplexing narrowband MIMO
system consisting ofNt transmitting antennas andNr receiv-
ing antennas. Without using the precoder and decoder the
received symbol vector has the form
yi = Hixi + ni (1)
where xi is the transmitted symbol vector andni is the
additive noise, subscripti is the transmitted symbol index.
The precoder and decoder are obtained from the SVD of the
channel matrixHi
Hi = UiΛiVHi (2)
whereΛi is a diagonal matrix containing the singular values
and (.)H denotes the complex conjugate transpose operation.
The two unitary matricesU andV are inU(Nr) andU(Nt),
respectively.
Fig. 1. Precoder/decoder prediction in a feedback delay scheme
Applying the precoderVi and the decoderUHi , at the
transmitter and receiver, respectively, it is possible to decouple
the MIMO channel intoS = min(Nt, Nr) subchannels, which
we can use to transmitQ ≤ S data streams in parallel.
Applying the precoder and decoder, we obtain
yi = U
H
i UiΛiV
H
i Vixk + U
H
i ni
= Λixi + ñi (3)
As long as the leakage among the subchannels is not severe,
the individual substreams can be detected separately. Because
no joint detection is required, the detection algorithm becomes
rather simple.
We use the well known Jakes’ model, [13] to model
the time-varying channel. The maximum relative velocity is
related to the maximum Doppler frequencyfd by v = c fdfc ;
where fc is the carrier frequency andc is the velocity of
light. Each element of the channel matrixHi is simulated as a
superposition of a few tens of uncorrelated plane waves. For
a narrowband MIMO system the discrete time channel state
information (CSI) can be described in baseband by
[Hi]m,n =
1√
L
L∑
l=1
ale
−j2πfdTscosφl (4)
whereφl is uniformly distributed over(0, 2π], al is a random
complex Gaussian number with zero mean and variance 1,fd
is the maximum Doppler frequency,Ts is the symbol period
andL is the number of scatterers.
At the start of each transmitted frame, we assume the
precoder and decoder are derived from the SVD of the
estimated channel matrixHi and the precoder is fed back
to the transmitter. For simplicity we assume that the noise
free precoder and decoder are instantaneously updated at the
start of each frame. Because of the time-varying channel, the
precoder and decoder gradually become out of date at the end
of each transmitted frame. Leakage among the subchannels
is more severe at the end of each frame and performance
degradation is inevitable.
Figure 1 shows the proposed precoder/decoder prediction
scheme in a time-varying channel. In the figure,N is the
number of symbols within the frame andn is the frame
index. The prediction scheme is based on the information that
would be available for any MIMO system applying spatial
multiplexing. Using the nearestK past precoders/decoders,
the precoders/decoders for the transmitted/received symbols
within the next frame are predicted. Therefore, in a predicted
precoder/decoder system the overhead required for channel
p obing is the same as for the unpredicted ones but the
performance improves.
III. PREDICTION OF THE PRECODER AND DECODER
Unlike other methods used to predict the future CSI, in the
prediction of the precoder/decoder, the orthonormal constraint
must be retained. One can use a projection based method
where the precoder/decoder is first predicted in the Grass-
mann manifold and then projected onto the Stiefel manifold.
However, for interpolation purposes, the performance of this
scheme is shown to be lower than that of other methods [12].
The orthonormal property and square structure of the pre-
coder/decoder matrix allow us to perform the exponential map,
a key transformation step in geodesic interpolation. Based
on the geodesic interpolation, interpolation of the precoder
for spatial multiplexing MIMO-OFDM systems has been re-
cently illustrated in [12]. Therefore, we decided to extend the
geodesic interpolation method to extrapolate the precoder and
decoder for a frequency flat time-varying MIMO channel.
Since the precoder/decoder as a solution of the SVD of
the channel matrixHi is not unique, the correlation of the
consecutive precoder/decoder elements are always lower than
that of the channel matrixHi. Therefore, to enhance the
prediction performance, the precoder/decoder needs to be
transformed in a way to reduce the ambiguity. For simplicity,
in the following we formulate a prediction scheme for the
precoder only. The future decoders are predicted in the same
manner.
On the K past precoder matrices denoted as
VnN , V(n−1)N , ..., V(n−K+1)N we perform the following
transformation
VnN → I = VTrn,o = expm(Sn,0)
V(n−1)N → V−1nNV(n−1)NΘn,−1 =
VTrn,−1 = expm(Sn,−1)
...
V(n−K+1)N → V−1nNV(n−K+1)NΘn,−K+1 =
VTrn,−K+1 = expm(Sn,−K+1) (5)
whereexpm(.) is the matrix exponential operator and(.)Tr
denotes the transformed matrix. Further information on the
exponential map of matrices inU(D) can be found in [10]
and [11].
In (5), Θn,k, with k ∈ {−K + 1, . . . ,−1, 0} is the
orientation matrix that makes the two matricesVnN and
V(n+k)NΘn,k as close as possible in Euclidean distance. We
use the same solution as the one proposed in [12] to find the
orientation matrixΘn,k
Θn,k = diag(V−1(n−k+1)NVnN ) |diag(V
−1
(n−k+1)NVnN )| (6)
where represents element-wise division. TheSn,k matrix is
a skew-Hermitian matrix. It can be calculated by
Sn,k = An,kln(Ξn,k)A−1n,k (7)
where An,k and Ξn,k are derived from the eigenvalue
decomposition of the transformed matrixVTrn,k, V
Tr
n,k =
An,kΞn,kA−1n,k. Through theseK skew-Hermitian matrices
(Sn,−K+1, Sn,−K+2, ..., Sn,0) we try to fit a P th order poly-
nomial. WhenP + 1 is equal toK, the P th order matrix
polynomial goes exactly through the K skew-Hermitian ma-
trices Sn,k. The P + 1 unknown matrix coefficients can be
solved by a set ofK linear matrix equations:
Sn,k =
P∑
p=0
Cn,p ((n + k)N)
p (8)
wherek ∈ {−K + 1, . . . ,−1, 0}.
WhenP +1 is strictly smaller thanK, theP +1 unknown
coefficients can be obtained by using the least squares fitting.
Note that the skew-Hermitian property of the K matricesSn,k
is translated to a skew-Hermitian property for the coefficient
matricesCn,p. Hence, any prediction using the obtainedP th
order matrix polynomial leads to a skew-Hermitian matrix and
thus to a unitary precoder. The skew-Hermitian matrixŜnN+m
at time indexnN + m is estimated by
ŜnN+m =
P∑
p=0
Cn,p(nN + m)p (9)
where m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N − 1}. The corresponding future
precoders for the(K + 1)th frame can thus be constructed
as
V̂nN+m = VnNexpm(ŜnN+m) (10)
Note also that in the proposed scheme there is no restriction
on the prediction resolution or the number of symbolN within
a frame.
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Fig. 2. The distribution of the precoder/decoder prediction error for various
settings and maximum Doppler spread values in a 2x2 MIMO setting
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A natural criterion for evaluating the performance of the
prediction scheme is the following square root error (SRE)
measure
SREV = ||V̂i − Vi||F or SREU = ||Ûi − Ui||F (11)
where ||.||F denotes the Frobenius norm. The SRE essen-
tially is the Euclidean distance between the predicted pre-
coder/decoder and the true ones.
Since the precoder and decoder obtained from the SVD of
the channel matrixHi are ambiguous up to an orientation
matrix, comparing the predicted precoder/decoder with the true
ones may not be a good way of evaluating the prediction
performance. The predicted precoder/decoder when applied
at the transmitter and receiver should create the least power
leakage between the subchannels. In other words, the off-
diagonal components of the matrix̂U
H
i HiV̂i should be as close
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Fig. 3. The distribution of the precoder/decoder prediction error for various
settings and maximum Doppler spread values in a 4x4 MIMO setting
as possible to zero. Therefore, we chose another metric which
we call the leakage level to evaluate the performance of the
prediction scheme, that is
||Û
H
i HiV̂i −Λi||F (12)
In the prediction of the precoder/decoder we aim at a slowly
time-varying channel with a maximum Doppler spread ranging
from a couple of Hz to a few tens of Hz. This type of channel
can occur in an indoor environment. The time required to
transmit a data frame istframe = NTs = 10−3s. The channel
matrices were generated using the model described in section
II. We consider 1000 channel realizations. The total number
of simulated frames was 1000.
Figures 2 and 3 show the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the SRE for different values of the maximum
Doppler frequency, prediction order and MIMO settings. For
comparison, we also calculate theSRE for the time-varying
MIMO channel where the same precoder/decoder is used for
the whole data frame (without prediction). The mean values
of the SRE are shown in the same figure. From the results
it can be seen that when applying prediction theSRE is
indeed lower than for the case where no prediction is made.
However, for a low Doppler spread (5Hz) and a low number
of transmitting and receiving antennas (2x2) the improvement
in the SRE is moderate. Including more than two points
(K > 2) in order to predict the future precoder/decoder
may not enhance the prediction performance. The past frames
which do not follow the variation of the newly updated frames
spoil the prediction preciseness. This also reflects a general
trend which can be observed in predicting the time-varying
channel coefficients.
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Fig. 4. CDF of the leakage for the 2x2 setting
Figures 4 and 5 show the leakage level for a 2x2 and 4x4
MIMO system with and without precoder/decoder prediction.
Using the leakage metric defined in (12) the performance im-
provement of the prediction scheme with the first and second
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Fig. 5. CDF of the leakage for the 4x4 setting
order polynomial prediction can be clearly seen. With the
precoder/decoder prediction the mean leakage levels for most
of the MIMO settings and time-varying channel conditions are
reduced by a factor of two.
We also evaluated the performance of the prediction scheme
when P + 1 is smaller than the number of points used for
prediction K. In that case, the polynomial does not exactly
go through theK points. In the simulation,P + 1 and K
was chosen to be 2 and 3, respectively. Least squares fitting
was used to find the coefficient matricesCn,p presented in
(8). The results in Figure 6 and 7 show that the prediction
performance is in between linear prediction and second order
prediction. Although no significant performance improvement
can be obtained, it is expected that when the noise is present
this scheme could lead to a smaller prediction error.
In general, based on the two metrics presented above the
proposed precoder/decoder prediction scheme always outper-
forms the scheme with no prediction (i.e. only using a delayed
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Fig. 6. The distribution of the precoder/decoder prediction error for various
MIMO settings and maximum Doppler spread values
version of the precoder/decoder). A reduction in the leakage
l vel by a factor of two is observed for most MIMO settings
and time-varying channel conditions. Despite using only two
past samples for the prediction, linear prediction of the pre-
coder/decoder shows a reasonable performance improvement.
For completeness we evaluate the performance of a spatial
multiplexing MIMO system using the precoder/decoder pre-
diction scheme and compare it with the case no prediction is
used. Again we consider a 2x2 and 4x4 MIMO system in a
varying channel with a maximum Doppler spreadfd=20Hz.
The precoder/decoder was predicted using a first order polyno-
mial. For each data stream independent QPSK symbols were
transmitted. At the receiver coherent detection is assumed
and each data stream was detected separately. The BER of
each data stream is shown in Figure 8. The results show
that the performance improvement in terms of the BER is
moderate for the 2x2 MIMO setting. For the 4x4 MIMO
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Fig. 7. The distribution of the leakage for various MIMO settings and
maximum Doppler spread values
setting, an improvement by a few dBs in SNR can be observed
on the subchannel with low channel gain. Nevertheless, the
proposed prediction scheme still remains attractive considering
its simplicity.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS
In this paper, we have proposed and evaluated the perfor-
mance of a precoder/decoder prediction scheme for a time-
varying MIMO channel. The proposed prediction scheme is
an expansion of the geodesic interpolation method in a unitary
group where any unitary matrix can be expressed as the
matrix exponential of a skew-Hermitian matrix. The prediction
of the precoder/decoder is made based on the information
that would be available for any MIMO system deploying
spatial multiplexing. Therefore, the amount of overhead re-
quired for channel probing is the same as for the case with
no percoder/decoder prediction. To evaluate the prediction
performance, two metrics were defined namely the Euclidean
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Fig. 8. BER of the time-varying MIMO channel for the 2x2 and 4x4 setting
distance between the predicted precoder/decoder and the true
ones and the leakage level. Based on these two metrics, it
has been shown that the proposed precoder/decoder prediction
scheme can work well for a slowly time-varying MIMO
channel. Evaluating the performance of the prediction scheme
when the channel estimation error and quantization error are
taken into account is one of the interesting problems for future
work.
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The Potential Use of Time Reversal Techniques in
Multiple Element Antenna Systems
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Abstract— In this paper, based on outdoor measurements we
study the feasibility of applying the time reversal techniques
(TR) in multiple element antenna (MEA) wireless communication
systems. It is demonstrated that the use of TR in wireless
communication has a promising potential in mitigating the effect
of channel dispersion and especially in reducing the co-channel
interference where a margin of 18dB interference reduction has
been obtained.
Index Terms— Time reversal techniques, multiple elements
antenna, MIMO system.
I. INTRODUCTION
T IME reversal techniques have been studied for a longtime in acoustic and medical applications (e.g. [1] among
others). In most of the acoustic experiments illustrating TR’s
capability, the intended receiver probes the channel by trans-
mitting a pilot sequence to the transmitters. Based on the
received sequence, each transmitter estimates the channel
impulse response (IR) and records it. The phase-conjugate
version of the estimated IR will then be inverted in time
and transmitted by each of these transmitters. If the channel
does not vary with time, the transmitted waves will travel
backward on the same paths they have experienced. Thereby
their energies will be focused in time and space at the intended
receiver. Simultaneously the actual received temporal side-
slopes are reduced as later multipath components stemming
from different transducers are randomly added in phase.
TR has so far only been applied to acoustics. If it can be
applied in wireless communications, the advantages will be
two fold: i) mitigating inter-symbol interference (ISI) without
using equalizer and ii) focusing the signal to the point of
interest thereby reducing the co-channel interference. In this
paper the joint spatial and temporal focusing advantage of TR
in MEA wireless systems is investigated. We first propose a
transmission scheme and investigate the feasibility of TR in
multiuser-MISO system in which the possibility of communi-
cating with all users at one time instant is investigated. Using
this scheme, the possibility of transmitting parallel channels in
single user TR-MIMO system is discussed. Then based on the
measurement data we evaluate the potential benefits from the
use of TR. The capability to reduce the ISI effect is analyzed
by means of the root mean square (RMS) delay spread.
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Fig. 1. A transmission approach for MIMO system using TR.
The spatial focusing perspective of TR in MEA systems is
evaluated in both single user and multiuser scenario.
II. TIME REVERSAL TECHNIQUES AND
PROPOSED TRANSMISSION SCHEME IN MEA SYSTEM
The essence of the TR is to convolve the transmitted symbol
s with the complex conjugate of the time reversed version of
the measured IR denoted by h. If the channel is reciprocal
and slowly varying, the received signal will be equal to a
convolution of the transmitted symbol with the autocorrelation
of the IR as in (1)
s  h(−t)∗  h(t) = s  R(t) (1)
where  denotes convolution, ∗ indicates the complex conju-
gate and R is the autocorrelation. Let us consider the downlink
multiuser-MISO transmission using TR technique. The system
consists of Nt antennas at the transmitter and independent
information is transmitted to Nr receiving antennas (or users).
Herein, we denote i and j as the indices of receiving antenna
and transmitting antenna, respectively. A proposed transmis-
sion scheme for the multiuser-MISO system using TR is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The received signal at the ith receiving
antenna can be described as
yi =
Nt∑
j=1
si  Rij
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Signal(i)
+
Nt∑
j=1
Nr∑
k=1;k =i
sk  hkj(−t)∗  hij(t)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Interference(i)
+ ni︸︷︷︸
Noise(i)
(2)
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For the multiuser scenario, the IRs are normally uncorrelated
as a result of the large separation between the receiving
antennas. In this case, the interference part in (2) may be
suppressed. Thereby we might be able to communicate with
all users in one time instant with a simple detection at the
receiver. At the same time the time dispersive characteristic
of the channel is mitigated.
In other aspects, where a single user MIMO system with
rich multipath scattering environment is considered, it might
also be possible to simultaneously transmit several indepen-
dent channels. One could use the multiuser-MISO scheme
mentioned above to describe the operation of a single user TR-
MIMO system. Note that the number of users then becomes
the number of the receiving antennas in the TR-MIMO system.
The main difference between a classical MIMO system and
TR-MIMO system is that in the first system the receiving
antennas receive all superposed signals while in the second
system each antenna receives only one dominant signal. Since
the interference power increases according to the number of
receiving antennas, one cannot send more information by sim-
ply adding more receiving antennas. However, with reasonably
smaller number of receiving antennas than the number of
transmitting antennas and a rich multipath environment the
desired signal’s magnitude might become larger than that of
the interference. In this case, application of TR in wireless
MIMO therefore could be possible.
The branch power differences at the receiving antenna
elements could make the interference part in (2) become
comparable with the signal of interest. One solution to limit
this effect is to normalize the transmitted power or the inverse
IR to the square root of its power. This scheme, which we
denote a power control scheme, appears to be practical for
the implementation of TR in wireless systems.
In the following, the spatial focusing potential will be
characterized by the instantaneous signal to interference ratio
(SIR) which is calculated as the ratio of the power of the
signal of interest at the peak of their autocorrelations and the
corresponding interferences power at the same time lag
SIRi =
|Signal(i)peak|2
|Interference(i)peak|2 (3)
This SIR will be used to determine how well we can, by
the TR, focus the transmitted energy into a point of interest.
Here we assume that synchronization is established so that we
can always sample precisely at the peak of the superimposed
autocorrelations where most of the energy is contained.
III. TR’S POTENTIAL BASED ON MEASUREMENT DATA
A. Measurement setup and the environment
The data used for evaluation was acquired from wideband
outdoor 8x4 MIMO measurements in Aalborg along two
routes of length 1km each. As illustrated in Fig. 2a, the
transmitter had eight antenna outputs. The receiver mimics
a handset equipped with four patch antennas and was battery
powered to avoid conductive cables. The transmitting antennas
were mounted at a balcony on the fifth floor. The handset
was placed on a car which runs with a velocity of 20km/h
to 40 km/h. A pseudo noise (PN) sequence with a chip
(a) BS antennas and the handset.
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Fig. 2. Measurement setup and example of IR and autocorrelation superim-
position.
rate of 7.665MHz was transmitted at 2140MHz. The center
frequency and the measurement bandwidth are comparable
to 3G WCDMA system. The data used to illustrate the
TR potential are acquired from two measured routes with
distinct multipath characteristics. In the following assessment
of the TR potential, it is assumed that the measured IRs are
instantaneously known at the transmitter and the channel is
constant during a period in which a symbol is transmitted.
B. Dispersion mitigation capability
To illustrate the dispersion mitigation capability of TR, we
calculate the RMS delay spread of the channel IRs and the
eight autocorrelations superimposed signal. Those autocorre-
lations are derived from the IRs between eight transmitting
antennas at the transmitter and one receiving antenna at the
handset. An example of the channel IR, the autocorrelations
and their sum is shown in Fig. 2b. Both the IR and the sum
of the autocorrelations were normalized to 0dB. For clarity
the sum was offset by 40dB and the IR was shifted such
that its major peak is in-line with the peak of the sum.
Clearly, the autocorrelations are coherently added at their
peaks as a sum of real numbers. Other complex side-lobes of
the autocorrelations will add up randomly so that the actual
received side-lobes are suppressed which gives rise to ISI
mitigation.
The RMS delay spread is calculated from the first and
second moment of the power delay profile. In both cases
we use a threshold of 30dB from the peak to eliminate the
noise. For the first route, the delay spread of the IRs and the
superimposition of the eight autocorrelations are 0.2 µs and
0.1 µs respectively. These numbers are 0.6 µs and 0.3 µs for
the second route. The RMS delay spread of the autocorrelation
superimposed signal is reduced approximately a factor of 2 in
comparison with that of the IRs. It is also what has been
reported in [3] for 8x1 MISO system based on the acquisition
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TABLE I
MEAN AND MINIMUM VALUE OF THE SIR VS DISTANCE FOR 2 ROUTES,
Nt = 8 AND TWO USERS
Distance (meter) 0.25 0.5 1 1.5 2 150 300
Without power control
1
Min -4.3 -5.6 -5.7 -6.8 -9.3 -12.3 -12.5
Mean 5.7 6.5 7.1 7.7 9.4 11.3 12.1
2
Min -6.9 -8.7 -7.7 -7.6 -10.9 -10.9 -14.2
Mean 9.5 11.5 12.7 14.0 15.5 17.1 17.8
With power control
1
Min 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.7
Mean 6.4 7.3 8.1 8.7 10.0 12.0 13.2
2
Min 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9
Mean 8.8 10.8 12.3 13.5 15.6 16.9 17.8
TABLE II
SIR IN DB FOR 8X4 SETUP, WITHOUT AND WITH POWER CONTROL
Route Values
Antennas
A1 A2 B1 B2
Without power control
1
Mean 2.3 4.8 7.2 4.0
Min -13.4 -16.8 -10.0 -17.6
2
Mean 1.6 2.5 6.8 4.2
Min -15.3 -22.8 -8.3 -16.0
With power control
1
Mean 5.0 2.3 4.9 2.5
Min -0.0 -0.0 0.0 0.0
2
Mean 4.5 4.1 6.0 5.9
Min -0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0
data of different measurement campaign. The reduction in the
RMS delay spread values indeed illustrates the ISI mitigation
capability of TR.
C. Spatial focusing
For the multiuser scenario, the TR may possibly have a
good spatial focusing resolution as antennas between users are
now far apart. From the available measured data, we consider
a simple scenario where there are two users separated by
distance d and both of them operate simultaneously. Each
user is equipped with one receiving antenna and there are
still eight antennas at the transmit side. We then calculate the
SIRs as a function of the separation d for both routes. Eight
IRs measured at one location are used to calculated the power
of the signal of interest as the numerator in (3). Together with
these IRs, eight other IRs measured at a distance d apart are
used to calculate the interference power as the denominator
in (3). The SIRs for the 8x1 setup with two concurrent users
are evaluated independently at four receiving antennas. The
averaged SIR values are presented in Table I.
With power control we get better minimum SIRs of around
0.5dB. The mean SIR tends to rise as the separation between
the users increases, though it appears to approach saturation
when the separated distance is above a certain value. In general
the mean SIRs range from 8dB to 18dB according to the
increase in the distance between the two users from 0.25 meter
to 300 meters, respectively. The increment of the SIR values
may be explained by the decorrelation in the IRs’ taps and the
change in the relative time delay of the IRs.
For the single user MIMO system we consider the downlink
transmission of the 8x4 setting and estimate the instantaneous
SIR. The purpose here is to judge if it is possible, just by
the TR’s spatial focusing to transmit parallel channels as
illustrated in the ultrasonic case [2]. The SIR is estimated from
the 8x4 IRs at each measurement snapshot. The mean and
minimum instantaneous SIR values for four receiving antennas
with and without power control are tabulated in Table II.
From the positive mean SIR values it is concluded that
the TR does give a limited spatial focusing. However, for the
scheme without power control the minimum SIR value in dB
is always negative. With power control better SIR are obtained
with the minimum value in most case in the neighborhood of
zero dB and the mean value around 4dB. Nevertheless, even
with power control the marginal mean value of the SIR may
not be enough for reliable detection of the desired symbol at
each receiving antenna.
IV. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS
In this paper, the potential of applying TR in wireless MEA
systems is evaluated. The results show that the combination
of TR and MEA techniques in multipath wireless environment
is promising, especially in multiuser-MISO system. The mean
RMS delay spread reduces by almost a factor of two for 8x1
setup using TR. For the single user case, the analysis of 8x4
MIMO system shows that for such closely spaced transmitting
as well as receiving antennas, it may not be possible to
transmit parallel channels reliably just by using TR, as the
mean SIR is only around 4dB. However, for multiuser-MISO,
with eight antennas at the transmit side, a mean SIR value
of around 18dB was found for two concurrent users equipped
with one antenna and 300m separation. Although this SIR
value is significant, 9dB out of that is due to the beamforming
at the transmit side and the remainder is attributed to the
temporal focusing of the TR. In a coming paper, there will be
further investigations on the temporal focusing characteristics
of TR where the contribution of beamforming is separated
as well as more detail explanations on why the SIR should
increase so slowly with increasing distance.
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Abstract
Interference caused by other users in a multi-user environment degrades the system performance significantly.
Conventionally, user separation in a multi-user environment is achieved by signal separation in time, frequency or
code. The use of multiple elements antenna (MEA) systems can apply separation of the users in space by targeting the
transmitted power to the user of interest. Inevitably in that case, the separation is not ideal and there is interference
on the other users in the systems. Moreover in a wideband transmission, frequency selective fading causing inter
symbol interference (ISI) is a big challenge for point to point wireless communications. In this paper, we study the
feasibility of applying the time reversal technique (TR) in multiple input single output (MISO) systems to alleviate
the effect of ISI. The ability of TR to focus the signal on the receiver of interest in a multi-user environment is
also considered. The studies are supported by measured complex channel impulse responses with 10MHz bandwidth
centered at 2.14GHz. For a 8x1 MISO system, using TR the root mean square delay spread is reduced by a factor
of 2. To evaluate the capability of the TR in reducing the ISI, simulation of the Bit Error Rate (BER) was made.
The irreducible BER of the TR-MISO system was shown to be lower than that of the SISO system by at least an
order of magnitude. By using TR and assuming that two users are communicating simultaneously with the same
BS the two signals have 17dB of isolation.
Index Terms
Time reversal technique, multiple elements antenna, MISO system, spatial focusing, RMS delay spread,
interferences reduction.
I. I NTRODUCTION
T IME REVERSAL (TR) has been a subject of study for some time in acoustic and medical applications (e.g.[1], [2] among others). The main purpose of TR in such applications is to focus energy in space and time
on the point of interest by filtering the signal through the complex conjugate and time inverted channel impulse
response. TR technique is able to offer fine focusing resolution even in high-order multiple scattering [3]. This
occurs robustly despite the fading of the original channel impulse response. Simultaneously, the temporal side-lobes
are reduced as the delayed multipath components are added randomly in phase. Therefore the effect of ISI can be
alleviated. Nevertheless, there are two requirements for TR to work properly: the channel must be known at the
transmitter and must be static during the transmission period.
The use of multiple element antenna (MEA) systems in wireless communications has recently become a well-
known technique to increase the transmission reliability and channel capacity. Antenna and diversity gain can
be achieved using available combining methods (selection, equal gain, maximum ratio combining). However, for
wideband MEA systems where signals are mixed both in time and space a combination of advanced signal processing
algorithms such as STBC-OFDM (Space Time Block Code and Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing)
or SVD-OFDM (Singular Value Decomposition and Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) is required to
overcome the effect of multipath fading and ISI. Therefore, the receiver is expected to have a rather high complexity.
Since the setup of MEA systems has some similarity to TR, it becomes an interesting question whether TR can
be applied in MEA wireless systems. If this is the case the advantages will be three fold: i) reducing ISI without
the use of an equalizer and ii) focusing the signal on the point of interest thereby reducing the interference iii)
applying a rather simple receiver structure.
Due to its simplicity and promising performance improvement, research on the applicability of TR in wireless
communication has begun to gain attention. In [4] and [5], using the data from a fixed wireless 8x1 multiple
2
input single output (MISO) measurement a delay compression by a factor of 3 was shown to be possible. Using
the reverberant chamber in [6] the convergence of the time-reversed electromagnetic wave to the initial source
was illustrated. In [7], transmission of two simultaneous channels at the same frequency in a multipath indoor
environment at 2.45GHz was demonstrated. In [8], channel hardening and temporal focusing were observed for
ultra wideband signals in an indoor environment.
In this paper the spatial focusing and ISI reduction advantages of TR in a wireless MISO system are investigated.
A thorough investigation is presented which gives more physical insight into the working principle of TR than the
initial investigation by the same authors in [9]. The studies are supported by measured complex channel impulse
responses with 10MHz bandwidth centered at 2.14GHz. The paper is organized in the following way. In section II
we review the transmission technique used in TR. Next, a model for the estimation of the mean signal to interference
ratio (SIR) is derived in section III. Various factors which affect the SIR values are also discussed is the same
section. Based on the outdoor MISO measurement data, we evaluate the potential benefits from the use of TR in
section IV. The capability to reduce the ISI effect is analyzed by means of the root mean square (RMS) delay
spread and the Bit Error Rate (BER). We assess the spatial focusing perspective of TR in MISO systems in terms
of the SIR. In section V a comparison between the TR technique and the eigen beamforming technique with respect
to the practical implementation and the spatial focusing performance is presented. The paper ends with conclusions
and future work in section VI.
II. T IME REVERSAL TECHNIQUE AND SPATIAL FOCUSING QUANTIFICATION
The TR technique requires two steps. First the channel impulse response (IR) is estimated and recorded at the
transmit side. Second the desired transmitted symbol is convolved with the complex conjugate of the time reversed
version of the IR(s). As long as the channel IRs are known at the transmitter and the channel is static during the
transmission period, the actual transmitted signal is convolved with the same IR(s). The result is equivalent to a
convolution of the transmitted symbol with the autocorrelation of the channel impulse response as in equation (1)
yj(t) = xj(t) ? hij(−t)∗ ? hij(t) + nj(t) = xj(t) ? Rautoij (t) + nj(t) (1)
wherex(t) denotes the transmitted signal andy(t) indicates the received signal;? denotes the convolution operator;
()∗ is the complex conjugate operator;i and j are the indices of the transmitting antenna and receiving antenna
respectively;nj(t) is the noise component;Rauto(t) is the autocorrelation of the channel IRhij(t). The received
signal at an off-target point has the form
xj(t) ? hij(−t)∗ ? hik(t) + nk = xj(t) ? Rcrossijk (t) + nk(t) (2)
wherehik(t) denotes the IR of the channel from the transmitting point to the off-target point andRcrossijk (t) is the
cross correlation of the channel IRhik(t) to the target point and the IRhij(t).
Let us consider a multi-user MISO system that applies the TR technique. The system comprisesNu simultaneously
operatingNt × 1 MISO systems, each one targeting a different user. The signals, before being radiated by theNt
transmitting antennas, are filtered by the corresponding conjugated time reversed impulse responses as described
above. The proposed transmission scheme using TR in a wireless multi-user MISO system is sketched in Figure
1.
The signal received by thejth user can be described as
yj(t) = xj(t) ?
Nt∑
i=1
Rautoij (t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
S(t)
+
Nt∑
i=1
Nu∑
k=1;k 6=j
xk(t) ? Rcrossikj (t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
IF (t)
+ nj(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Noise
(3)
whereS(t) is the signal of interest andIF (t) is the interfering signal. In the following we use the term ”equivalent
channel IR,heq” to denote the sum of the autocorrelationRij in equation (3).
heq(t) =
Nt∑
i=1
Rautoij (t) (4)
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Fig. 1. A transmission approach for MIMO system using TR
Under certain conditions, the interference termIFj(t) in equation (3) becomes comparable to the signal of interest.
Correlated IRs caused by closely placed antennas might be one of the reasons. A large number of interference paths
compared to the signal of interest, or branch power differences among the receiving antennas might also contribute
to this issue. One way to alleviate the influence of the branch power difference is to normalize the time-reversal
filter by the square root of its power such as
hTRij (t) =
hij(−t)∗√∫
|hij(t)|2
(5)
This scheme, which we denote as a power control scheme, appears to be practical for the implementation of TR
in MEA systems.
From a wireless communication point of view, the spatial focusing capability of TR can be defined by how much
the interference from other users can be mitigated. This interference comprises the signals destined for antennas
other than the antenna of interest. The spatial focusing potential is characterized by the SIR. The instantaneous SIR
is calculated as the ratio of the peak power ofS(t) andIF (t).
SIR =
|S(t)peak|2
|IF (t)peak|2
=
PS
PIF
(6)
This SIR is a numerical value for quantifying the capability of TR to focus the transmitted energy into a point
of interest: the higher the SIR value the better the focusing resolution. Here we assume that synchronization is
established so that we can always sample precisely at the peak where the received signal contains most of the
energy. For simplicity in the calculation of SIR we neglect the side lobe effect caused by the tails of other received
symbols at the neighbouring time slots.
III. A SIMPLE CALCULATION OF THE MEAN SIR
In this section we derive a simple expression for the mean value of the instantaneous SIR defined in equation
(6). It is approximated by the ratio of the mean signal power at the peak of theequivalent channel IRand the
mean of the interference power at the same time lag. In order to develop an analytical expression, hereafter we
only consider the discrete time signals. In the derivation process we assume i) The channel coefficient at thelth
tap of the IR is an independent complex number with the real and imaginary parts having zero mean and variance
0.5σ2l . Consequently, the magnitude of the tap is Rayleigh distributed, ii) Different taps of the IR are statistically
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independent (uncorrelated scattering), iii) The channel coefficients between two IRs at the same tap index are
mutually uncorrelated. With these assumptions the expected value of the interference power can be calculated as
PIF =
〈∣∣∣∣∣∣
Nt∑
i=1
Nu∑
k=1,k 6=j
L∑
l=1
xkhij(l)hkj(l)∗
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2〉
=
Nt∑
i=1
Nu∑
k=1,k 6=j
L∑
l=1
|xk|2σ4l
= PoNt(Nu − 1)
L∑
l=1
σ4l
≤ PoNt(Nu − 1)
(
L∑
l=1
σ2l
)2
(7)
where〈〉 denotes the expectation operator andPo =< |xk|2 >.
The expected value of the signal power is
PS =
〈
|xj |2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Nt∑
j=1
L∑
l=1
hij(l)∗hij(l)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2〉
= Po
〈 Nt∑
j=1
L∑
l=1
|hij(l)|2
2〉
= Po
Nt L∑
l=1
σ4l + Nt
2
(
L∑
l=1
σ2l
)2 (8)
In the derivation of the signal power above we used the fact that the fourth moment of a zero-mean complex
Gaussian is twice the variance squared. From equations (7) and (8) the average SIR can be approximated as
SIR =
PS
PIF
=
Po(Nt
∑L
l=1 σ
4
l + N
2
t
(∑L
l=1 σ
2
l
)2
)
PoNt(Nu − 1)
(∑L
l=1 σ
4
l
)
=
1
Nu − 1
+
Nt
(∑L
l=1 σ
2
l
)2
(Nu − 1)
∑L
l=1 σ
4
l
≥ 1 + Nt
Nu − 1
= SIRBF (9)
In equation (9), equality occurs if the channel is narrowband and therefore the channel can be described by
a single tap. This means that all the later echoes have almost zero power and, as a result, become insignificant
(σ2l ' 0 for l > 1). In this case the SIR is essentially a result of the beamforming at the transmit side and henceforth
denoted asSIRBF .
The derivation of equation (7) and (8) reveals two factors needed to get the best obtainable performance in spatial
focusing i) the channel IRs must be uncorrelated so that the interference power is minimized ii) the IRs must have
enough significant late echoes to focus the signal in time, therefore maximizing the signal power.
Equation (9) only gives us a lower bound of the mean SIR for the situation when the channel is narrowband and
the IRs are uncorrelated. This lower bound is also the SIR obtained by beamforming or maximum ratio combining
of the main tap of the IRs. A more exact value of the mean SIR for wideband uncorrelated IRs can be derived if
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the power variance of the IR taps,σ2l , is known. For an urban environment, the power delay profile (PDP) can be
modelled as an exponential decay [10]. The mean power at thelth tap of the PDP can be described by
σ2l = exp
(
−(l − 1)∆τ
στ
)
(10)
whereστ is the mean RMS delay spread measured over a particular area and∆τ is the tap resolution.
Applying (10) in (7), the interference power becomes
PIF =
Nt∑
i=1
Nu∑
k=1,k 6=j
L∑
l=1
|xk|2σ4l
= PoNt(Nu − 1)
1− exp
(
−2L∆τστ
)
1− exp
(
−2∆τστ
)
 (11)
Using (10) in (8), the signal power can be described by
PS = Po
Nt L∑
l=1
σ4l + N
2
t
(
L∑
l=1
σ2l
)2
= Po
Nt 1− exp
(
−2L∆τστ
)
1− exp
(
−2∆τστ
) + N2t
(
L∑
l=1
exp
(
−(l − 1)∆τ
στ
))2
= Po
Nt 1− exp
(
−2L∆τστ
)
1− exp
(
−2∆τστ
) + N2t
1− exp
(
−L∆τστ
)
1− exp
(
−∆τστ
)
2

(12)
The average SIR changes to
SIR =
PS
PIF
=
1
(Nu − 1)
1 + Nt
(
1−exp
(
−L∆τ
στ
)
1−exp
(
−∆τ
στ
) )2(
1−exp
(
− 2L∆τ
στ
)
1−exp
(
− 2∆τ
στ
) )

≈ 1
(Nu − 1)
(
1 + Nt
(
1 +
2exp(−∆τστ )
1− exp(−∆τστ )
))
if L∆τ  στ (13)
From the average SIR expression it can be seen that for the uncorrelated IR case there are three factors which
influence the spatial focusing performance of TR. i) The number of transmitting antennasNt. ii) The length of the
IR L∆τ when its value is not significantly greater than the delay spread. iii) The product of the bandwidth and
the RMS delay spread (effective dispersion)1∆τ στ . All these factors indirectly result from the differences in the
scattering medium which the signals experience.
Equation (13) is an approximation of the SIR when applying TR for the uncorrelated IR case. However, both
the beamforming and temporal focusing contribute to the spatial focusing performance of TR. From equations (9)
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and (13) the contribution of the temporal focusing in TR can be easily separated as
SIRTF =
SIR
SIRBF
=
1
Nt + 1
1 + Nt
(
1−exp
(
−L∆τ
στ
)
1−exp
(
−∆τ
στ
) )2(
1−exp
(
− 2L∆τ
στ
)
1−exp
(
− 2∆τ
στ
) )

≈
1 + Nt
(
1 +
2exp(−∆τ
στ
)
1−exp(−∆τ
στ
)
)
Nt + 1
if L∆τ  στ (14)
IV. EVALUATION OF DISPERSION REDUCTION AND SPATIAL FOCUSING BASED ON MEASUREMENT DATA
A. Measurement setup and the environment
The data used for the evaluation was acquired from wideband outdoor 8x4 MIMO measurements in Aalborg, an
urban environment with hilly terrain, along three different routes of length 1 km each (4400x8x4 IR(s) per route).
The transmitter was a base station (BS) antenna prototype made by ALLGON in Sweden which had 8 antenna
outputs, arranged in four dual polarized columns. In the measurement campaign the transmitting antennas were
mounted at the fence of a balcony on the 5th floor (rooftop level). The receiver was a prototype of a commercial
mobile handset which was battery powered to avoid conductive cables. This handset was equipped with 4 patch
antennas at its four corners (labelled as A1, A2, B1, B2 in Figure 2).
Fig. 2. Measurement setup and the map of the three measured routes, handset and measurement scenario (top left), BS and view point
from the BS(bottom left), measurement route (right)
Optical cable was used to connect the handset to the measurement equipment to avoid the radiation perturbation
that would have been introduced by a coaxial cable. Four antenna outputs of the handset was multiplexed into 2
parallel channels. Each channel was fitted with an antenna switch so that each vertical antenna pair was selected in
turn by trigger. The switch was followed by a standard UMTS filter and a two step variable gain block. Finally it is
connected to the optical transmitter, where the received signals were modulated at an optical carrier, and sent over
an optical fibre to the optical receiver. The handset was placed on a trailer pulled by a car which ran at a velocity
ranging between 20km/h and 40 km/h. The measurements were taken in a burst mode: the channel was measured
along a distance of 2 meters during which 44 IRs were acquired, followed by 8 meters of travelled distance during
which no measurements were taken.
The sounding system was based on post-processing and real antenna array gain. A code phase offsetting technique
was applied, whereby each antenna element at the transmitter used the same Pseudo random Noise sequence (PN-
sequence) code, but it was offset by a predefined interval. Using this technique together with the switching 8x4
channel, IRs can be almost instantaneously measured. In our measurement campaign we used a PN sequence of
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511 bits length with the chip rate of 7.665MHz. The tap delay resolution of the system therefore was 0.13µ .
This PN sequence was transmitted at the center frequency of 2140MHz corresponding to a carrier wavelength
of 14.1 cm. At the receive side, the signal was sampled at a rate of 15.36MHz so there were 1024 samples for
one PN sequence length of 511 bits. The center frequency and the measurement bandwidth are comparable to the
standard center frequency and bandwidth of 3G WCDMA systems. The carriers at the handset and the BS were
synchronized by standard Rubidium oscillators. The instantaneous measurement signal to noise radio,SNRm for
all of the measured data was well beyond 40dB. Although the length of each measured IR was 98 taps by visually
inspecting the measured IRs we decided to use only 70 taps since the rest of the taps do not contain much energy
and multipath information.
Figure 2 illustrates the setup of the handset, the transmitting antenna, the viewpoint from the BS as well as the
measurement routes in the campaign. In the following assessment of the potential of TR it is assumed that the
measured IRs are instantaneously known at the transmitter, and that the channel is static during the period in which
a symbol is transmitted.
B. Dispersion reduction capability
As mentioned in Section I, one of the most interesting properties of TR is its capability to reduce ISI. In fact,
the advantage of TR in ISI reduction depends strongly on the frequency selective nature of the environment. The
more wideband the channel is, the more benefit we can get out of TR in suppressing the delayed echo components.
In this section, we investigate this property based on the data from the measurement campaign described in Section
IV-A.
First, we consider the frequency selective fading characteristics of the measured environment. Figure 3 shows an
example of the magnitude of a sample channel IR taken from the second route (normalized such that the maximum
value is set to 0dB). The IR is composed of a main strong peak and several significant delayed echoes.
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Fig. 3. An example of the channel impulse responses of route 2
Root mean square (RMS) delay spread is a useful parameter to describe the dispersion or the multipath effect of
the channel. Depending on the relative magnitude of this parameter with respect to the bandwidth of transmitted
signal, the channel can be described as frequency flat or frequency selective. The instantaneous RMS delay spread
is calculated from the second central moment of the instantaneous PDP [11]
στ =
√√√√∑Ll=1 PDP (l)τ2l∑L
l=1 PDP (l)
−
(∑L
l=1 PDP (l)τl∑L
l=1 PDP (l)
)2
(15)
wherePDP (l) = |hij(l)|2 and τl is the excess time delay. For the calculation of the RMS delay spread, in order
to reduce the thermal noise and the correlation noise, a threshold of 30dB is used for the PDP. Those components
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that are lower than 30dB from the peak are set to zero. The probability distributions of the RMS delay spreads for
three routes are shown in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4. Probability distribution of the instantaneous RMS delay spread based on the IRs of the three routes.
The mean RMS delay spread is 0.26µs, 0.62µs and 0.34µs for the first, second and third route, respectively.
Obviously, στ is larger than the delay resolution (0.13µs) at least by a factor of 2. The delay resolution of the
system is capable of resolving the multipath components in the outdoor environment for more than 50% of the
measured paths.
Secondly, in order to illustrate the dispersion reduction capability of TR, we concentrate on theequivalent channel
IR. These autocorrelations are derived from the IRs between the 8 transmitting antennas at the BS and a single
receiving antenna at the handset. An example of the autocorrelations and theheq(t) is shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. An example of theheq or the sum of 8 autocorrelations, bold curve
By comparing Figure 3 and Figure 5 we can see that the later echoes have been suppressed in thequivalent
channel IRafter TR. Without TR, the second highest signal peak is 4dB lower than the peak. With TR the second
highest peak is 14dB lower than the peak and therefore the sidelobes have clearly been suppressed.
The RMS delay spread of thequivalent channel IRis also calculated, in a manner similar to the calculation
used for the measured IRs. The channel IRhij in equation (15) is replaced by theequivalent channel IR, h
eq
j and
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TABLE I
MEAN RMS DELAY SPREAD OF THEIRS AND OF THE equivalent channel IRs
Route
no
στ
IRs, hij Equivalent channel IR,h
eq
j
1 0.2 µs 0.1 µs
2 0.6 µs 0.3 µs
3 0.3 µs 0.1 µs
the tap indexl ranges from 1 to2L− 1. A threshold of 30dB is also used. The probability density function of the
RMS delay spread is illustrated in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Probability distribution of the instantaneous RMS delay spread of theequivalent IR, heq in the three routes.
A comparison between the delay spread of the original IRs and that of theequivalent channel IRis of interest in
order to see how much the channel dispersion has been reduced. Table I compares these mean RMS delay spread
values obtained from the three measured routes. The RMS delay spread has been reduced approximately by a factor
of 2. The reduction in the mean RMS delay spread values indeed reinforces the conclusion on the ISI reduction
capability of TR.
Two observations can be drawn from the above results. i) if the number of transmitting antennas is increased, the
ISI effect will be further reduced. This is because in the sum of the autocorrelations, the peaks add up coherently
as all components have zero phase here. The side lobes add non-coherently due to independent random phase on all
components, and therefore the composite sidelobes are suppressed. ii) if the environment becomes more frequency
selective (more delayed echoes), the autocorrelation will be more focused in time and more energy of the signal
will be concentrated at the peak of the autocorrelation. Thereby the impact of energy leakage from one symbol to
its neighboring symbols will be further alleviated.
For completeness, using the measured data, we made a performance comparison in terms of the bit error rate
(BER) obtained by a single user TR-MISO system and a normal single user SISO system without using TR. To
highlight the influence of the ISI, no equalizer is used at the receiver. Several guard intervals of G=2, 4, 8 and 16
taps were considered. The closer the symbols are placed the higher the throughput, however it is traded for a higher
ISI and a high BER as a result. For the simulation we used a simple binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation.
The symbol width is assumed to be much smaller than the tap interval so as the convolution of the signal with
the equivalent channel IRessentially is the multiplication of thequivalent channel IR’s tap with the transmitted
symbol. Since the tap interval in the measurement wasTs = 1/15.36MHz = 65.1ns, the bit rates corresponds to
the guard intervals are approximately1GTs =7.68Mbps, 3.84Mbps, 1.92MBps and 0.96Mbps.
We assume that the receiver samples the received signal at the instant when the channel impulse response (or the
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equivalent channel impulse response in the TR case) has the maximum energy. The power of the sampled signal
Pmax is calculated as
Pmax =
{
max
(
|h(l)|2
)
Po Original IR, l = 1..L
max
(
|heq(l)|2
)
Po Equivalent IR, l = 1..2L− 1
(16)
wherePo is the transmitted signal power. The sampling instantLsam is defined as
Lsam =
{
argmaxl|h(l)|2 Original IR
argmaxl|heq(l)|2 Equivalent IR
(17)
Based on this observation, the receiver detects the originally transmitted symbol without performing any equalization.
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Fig. 7. BER comparision between the SISO and the TR-MISO systems at difference bit rates
In our simulations, the original channel IR for the SISO case and theequivalent channel IR, heq for the TR-MISO
case are normalized so that their signals have the same total power levelS =
∑L
l=1 |h(l)|2 =
∑2L−1
l=1 |heq(l)|2. In this
way the link budget is the same for both SISO and TR-MISO system. Thereby the temporal focusing characteristics
of TR is highlighted. We varied the signal to noise ratio (SNR), defined as the ratio of the total received powerS
to the variance of the additive white Gaussian noise N. We approximate the inter symbol interference as a Gaussian
random variable. This simplifying assumption is within 2dB of the true performance for the range of SNRs of
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interest. Therefore, if we assume BPSK modulated signals, the BER for one channel realization can be estimated
as
BER = 0.5erfc
(√
Pmax
I + N
)
(18)
where erfc() is the complementary error function,Pmax is the power of the sampled signal andN is the noise
variance. The expected value of the inter symbol interference powerI is calculated as
I =

Po
l=l−G,l=1∑
l=Lsam−G
|h(l)|2 +
l=l+G,l=L∑
l=Lsam+G
|h(l)|2
 Original IR
Po
l=l−G,l=1∑
l=Lsam−G
|heq(l)|2 +
l=l+G,l=2L−1∑
l=Lsam+G,
|heq(l)|2
 Equivalent IR (19)
where G is the guard interval. As mentioned in section IV-A the number of measured IRs per route was 8x4x4400,
therefore for each SNR values there are 8x4x4400 realizations for the BER simulation of the SISO system. Similarly,
there are 4x4400 realizations of the 8x1 MISO TR channel, and for each one of them the BER is calculated as in
equation 18. The results are then averaged over the whole route.
The performance enhancement due to the use of TR is shown in Figure 7. At a bit rate of 7.68Mbps the BER
floor of the TR-MISO system is always lower than that of the SISO system by an order of magnitude. For the bit
rates less than 2Mbps, while the BER of the SISO system reaches a BER floor at some points, the SNR value
where the BER floor of the TR-MISO system occurs is out of the observed SNR range. As seen from the RMS
delay spread results, the highly frequency selective characteristic of the environment in the second route leads to
a significant difference in the BER of these SISO and TR-MISO systems.
Fig. 8. Illustration of the separation distance between users along the measurement route
C. Spatial focusing
In this section the spatial focusing property of TR in the 8x1 down-link setup is evaluated. The available measured
data can be used to mimic a multi-user environment. We consider a simple scenario where there are two users
separated by distanced. Each user is equipped with a single receiving antenna and both users operate simultaneously.
There are still 8 antennas at the transmit side. Eight IRs measured at one location are used to calculated the power
of the signal of interest as the numerator in equation (6). From the measurement data, the fading correlation between
transmitting antennas was estimated and it is smaller than 0.4 for most of the cases.
The eight other IRs measured at a distanced far apart are used to calculate the interference power as the
denominator in equation (6). Illustration of the multi-user scenario and the distance between the users is shown in
Figure 8.
Figure 11 illustrates the mean of the instantaneous SIR values as a function of the distance between the two
users along these three measured routes. The SIR resulting from both schemes, with and without power control,
is shown. TR indeed provides a large gain in terms of the SIR in the multi-user scenario. The mean SIR value
increases when the distance between the users increases. It saturates when the distance between two users is above
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Fig. 9. Pearson’s correlation coefficient of two IRs as a function of the seperation distance
a certain value (i.e. 18 dB at a distance of 300 meters). With power control we get higher SIR, its minimum value
for most of the routes is around 1dB. The mean SIR ranges from 8dB to 18dB when the distance between the two
users varies from 10 meters to 300 meters.
The estimation in section III gives us a lower bound of the mean SIR value of 9dB when there are 8 antennas
at the transmit side and 2 antennas at the receive side. With the common measured mean RMS delay spread of
στ = 0.3µs the estimated SIR is 18.7dB. The approximation of the mean SIR in section III was derived under the
assumption of uncorrelated IRs. This condition is satisfied when the two receiving antennas are placed far enough
apart. When the distance between the two users is around 100 to 300 meters (Figure 11) there is a good match
between the mean of the instantaneous SIR value from the measurements and the approximated mean SIR from
the model (17dB and 18.7dB respectively). Following up on equations (9) and (15), it is interesting to see that the
beamforming (SIRBF ) and the temporal focusing of TR (SIRTF ) have almost equal contributions (i.e. each 9dB)
to the overall spatial focusing performance. Therefore this simple model can be used as a guide line for estimating
and understanding the potential of TR with respect to its temporal and spatial focusing characteristics.
In an urban environment, it has been confirmed by measurements that the signal arrives in clusters, and clustering
of the scatterers leads to an increase in the delay dispersion (e.g. [12], [13] among others). Obviously if two
receiving antennas are placed far enough apart (e.g. 200m in our measurement) the IRs to the two users are no
longer described by the same Wide Sense Stationary Uncorrelated Scattering (WSSUS) model and they experience
independent clusters. This leads to a difference in the shapes of the IRs observed at these two locations. In TR, the
interference is calculated as the sum of the cross-correlations of two IRs as stated in equation (2). The difference
in the shape of the IRs and the shift in time of their major peaks can lead to a situation where the taps of the
TR filter containing significant energy are multiplied by taps of the channel with weak amplitude and vice versa.
Thus, decorrelation with respect to the shapes of the IRs can also contribute to the reduction of the interference
power, and consequently increase the mean SIR values. To support this conclusion, from the collected data we
calculate the correlation of the magnitude of the IRs measured at two different points along the route. We use
Pearson’s correlation [14] as a means to estimate how similar in shape the magnitudes of the two IRs are. Pearson’s
correlation is defined in equation (20).
ρPearson =
∑L
l=1(|hd1(l)| − |hd1 |)(|hd2(l)| − |hd2 |)√∑L
l=1(|hd1(l)| − |hd1 |)2
√∑L
l=2(|hd2(l)| − |hd2 |)2
; |hd1,2 | =
∑L
l=1 |hd1,2(l)|
L
(20)
In this equationL is the number of taps, subscriptsd1 andd2 denote the distance between the measurement location
of the IR and the starting point of the measured route. The separation distance between the two points therefore
becomesd = d2 − d1 as in Figure 8. The correlationρPearson tells us both the strength and the sign of the
relationship and is between−1 and+1. The closer to zero it is the more uncorrelated the two samples.
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From Figure 9 it is apparent that in the first 100m the Pearson correlation of the two IRs depends strongly on
the separation distance. It has a declining trend and reaches a floor as the distance between the receiving antennas
increases. Interestingly, we observe that both the correlation and the SIR become saturated at the same distance
(i.e. 150 meters). This observation highlights the influence of the changes in the shapes of the IRs on the spatial
focusing capability of TR. The correlations are also different in the three measured routes. This can also explain
the higher SIR values observed along one route relative to the others.
V. A COMPARISON ON THE SPATIAL FOCUSING PERFORMANCE OFTR AND SVD TECHNIQUES
The success of the TR depends heavily on the availability of the IRs at the transmitter. In practice, in order to
use TR at both the uplink and the downlink the channel information is needed at the receiver as well. However,
from this channel information, other schemes such as Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) transmission can be
applied to obtain spatial focusing. We investigate the potential of the maximum eigen beamforming in supporting
concurrent independent data channels from the transmit side toNu users. The issue of frequency selective fading
is assumed to be addressed by proper OFDM technique so that the SVD can be applied as if the channel were
narrowband (eigen beamforming on a tone-by-tone basis) [15]. The eigenvectors applied at the transmitter and at
the receiver act as steering vectors to focus the signal on the intended user. We further assume that the channels
experienced by the users are totally uncorrelated, which is a reasonable assumption provided that these users are
separated far enough apart. At one frequency tone, the channel matrix of thekth user,k ⊂ (1..Nu), is denoted
asHk. Furthermore,uk andvk are the eigenvectors associated with the maximum eigenvalue ofHk. The symbol
intended for thekth user is denoted asxk and its corresponding power isPo. At one frequency tone, the received
signal of thejth intended user becomes
yj = xju′jHjvj︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sj
+
k=Nu∑
k=1,k 6=j
xku
′
kHjvj︸ ︷︷ ︸
IFj
+ nj︸︷︷︸
Noisej
= xj
√
λmaxj +
k=Nu∑
k=1,k 6=j
xku
′
kHjvj + nj (21)
where()′ denotes the complex transpose operator. Becauseuk andvj are the eigenvectors and ifHj is a matrix with
identical independent distributed component with zero mean and unit variance, the interference term in equation
(21) is also a random complex number with zero mean and variance equal to(Nu − 1)Po. Hence the average SIR
obtained by the maximum eigen beamforming at one arbitrary frequency tone is
SIR =
λmax
Nu − 1
(22)
It is immediately obvious that when there are two concurrent users the SIR can be approximated by the mean of the
largest eigenvalue. From the collected data, we calculated the maximum eigenvalues, or the link gain as defined in
[16], for different transmitting-receiving antenna setups along each measurement route. The cumulative distribution
functions of these link gains are shown in Figure 10.
The results show that the mean link gain and therefore the mean SIR values are 5.7dB, 11.5dB and 13.6dB
for the 8x1, 8x2 and 8x4 setups respectively. Meanwhile, under ideal conditions i.e. assuming that two users are
separated far enough apart so that their IRs are uncorrelated, the mean SIR of 8x1 setup using TR is around 17dB.
The results illustrate that TR outperforms the SVD technique in the spatial focusing perspective. Concerning the
complexity of the system, TR-MISO also outperforms the SVD technique as it only requires a single receiving
antenna for each user. Moreover, the SVD technique requires more advanced signal processing algorithm than TR.
Since in TR the ISI can not be mitigated completely, the comparisons mentioned above are somewhat biased
in favor of the TR. In addition, with the knowledge of the channel state information at both the link ends, it is
possible to have better signal processing algorithms to deal with spatial focusing and ISI reduction. Nevertheless,
through the comparison we have highlighted the advantage of TR concerning its simplicity in the deployment,
without compromising the system performance.
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Fig. 10. Link gain obtained by the SVD for 8x1, 8x2 and 8x4 setup of the three routes.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the potential of TR has been verified in actual MEA wireless communications. A number of
investigations with the data collected from a large outdoor measurement campaign has been carried out. We showed
that TR is promising with respect to ISI reduction and its spatial focusing capabilities. Using TR, for the 8x1 setup
the mean RMS delay spread is reduced almost by a factor of 2 as compared to the case when no TR is used. This
indicates that with the use of TR the receiver can be rather simple. Simulation based on the measured data also
shown that the BER floor level due to the ISI effect is reduced significantly when applying TR. In general, the
BER floor of the TR-MISO system is always lower than that of the SISO system by at least an order of magnitude.
For a lower transmitted bit rate (e.g. smaller than 2Mbps), while the BER of the SISO system reach a floor at
some SNR values no BER floor is observed for the MISO-TR system in the SNR range of 0dB to 20dB. For a
multi-user scenario, a mean SIR value of around 17dB was found for two concurrent users equipped with single
receiving antenna each and 8 transmitting antennas at the BS. This illustrates that using TR can help reduce the
interference and the probability of intercept. We presented a simple model for estimating the mean SIR value which
can be obtained by the use of the TR technique. The SIR value calculated from the measurements is fairly close
to what has been estimated by our model. This is only an initial investigation on the potential of TR under ideal
conditions such as perfect knowledge of the instantaneous IR. Nevertheless, the results from this paper can provide
useful guidelines for the understanding and the potential deployment of TR in wireless MEA systems. Further
investigations include the performance of TR when the transmitting antennas are distributed rather than centralized.
In this case, not only are the channel IRs uncorrelated but also the scattering medium observed by transmitting
antennas is different. Therefore it is expected that the spatial focusing performance of the TR in that case will
improve. A model to estimate the mean SIR when both the complex and the envelope correlations of the IRs are
taken into account is an interesting problem for future work. Besides, applying TR in extremely wideband signal
such as UWB signals in order to improve the temporal focusing performance could also be an interesting direction
[17], [18].
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A Time Reversal Transmission Approach for Multi-user UWB
Communications
Hung Tuan Nguyen, István Zsolt Kovács and Patrick C.F. Eggers ∗†
Abstract
In this paper we propose and evaluate the performance of the time reversal technique in impulse radio
UWB communications. The evaluation was based on measured channel impulse responses at the UWB
frequency bandwidth of 3 to 5 GHz of a 4×1 MISO system with both vertical and horizontal polarization
at the receiver. The results show that there is a great potential in combining time reversal and UWB
technique with regards to both reducing the receiver complexity and improving the system performance.
Simultaneous communication is illustrated with 5 users with a BER of less than 10−3 at an average SNR
of 15dB.
Keywords: Time reversal techniques, UWB, multiple elements antenna, MISO system, spatial focus-
ing.
1 Introduction
Ultra wide band (UWB) is among the hot topics today due to its potential in short range communica-
tions and positioning applications. With UWB, the dense multipath components can be resolved allowing
the use of Rake receiver for signal demodulation [1], [2]. UWB aims at providing communications with
high bit rates and low complexity devices using an extremely wide frequency range.
Time reversal (TR) techniques have been applied extensively in acoustic, medical and under water
communications applications [3], [4]. In [4], it was demonstrated that in ultrasonic frequency regime
just by temporal focusing it is possible to provide error free communication with 5 receivers simultane-
ously. Because of its simplicity and performance advantages, the idea of applying the TR in wireless
communication has gained much of attention recently. It is expected that TR can reduce the effect of
the inter symbol interference (ISI) significantly without the need of high complexity equalizer at the
receiver. Evaluation on the performance of TR based on wireless channel measurement in [5], [6], [7] and
[9] among others has shown its great potential. Recently the authors in [8] has proposed an approach
using TR with MMSE equalizer to UWB communications. The use of TR has been illustrated as a
promising solution in single user UWB communications.
In this work we address the applicability of TR in impulse radio UWB transmissions as one possible
solution to improve the multi-user system capacity and communication range. It is expected that the
extremely wide bandwidth of the UWB signal will help in increasing the temporal compression and
∗The authors are with the Antenna and Propagation Division, Department of Communication Technology, Niels Jernes
Vej 12, DK-9220 Aalborg Ø Denmark, e-mail: {htn,istvan,pe}@kom.auc.dk
†This work was partly supported by Aalborg University Phd Fellowship grant and in part by the IST 2004-507102
MAGNET project
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spatial focusing characteristics of TR. On the other hand, TR may help in reducing the complexity of
the receiver devices and in lowering the required transmitting power in UWB system. In our proposed
scheme, by using only a single tap which contains most of the signal energy the receiver does not need to
estimate the channel. This can result in an easier synchronisation process at the receiver and, because
no equalizer is used, the complexity of the receiver can be reduced significantly. These are also the
major differences in our approach as compared to the approach proposed in [8]. We show that under
certain assumptions, TR-UWB can fulfill the receiver’s low complexity requirement as well as increase
the system capacity in terms of the number of supported users. The performance of the proposed scheme
was evaluated using radio channel data from recent MIMO UWB channel investigations [12].
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. First we briefly review the TR technique
and present the proposed TR-UWB transmission scheme in Section 2. The UWB measurement setup
and scenarios are presented in Section 3. Based on the measured channel impulse response (IRs) the
TR-UWB performance in terms of the signal to interference ratio (SIR), the number of simultaneous
supported users, and the system BER are analyzed in Section 4. The conclusion wraps up the paper in
Section 5.
2 Multi element antennas & time reversal
2.1 TR back ground and performance metrics
The essence of the time reversal technique is that by coherently adding the received signals in the
delay domain and the spatial domain (multiple antennas) we can achieve both the spatial focusing and
the time compression at the same time. Due to the spatial focusing the interference can be reduced and
due to the time compression the ISI can be alleviated. The mathematical formulation of the received
signal of a SISO link using TR can be described as follows
s(t) ? hij(−t)∗ ? hij(t) = s(t) ? Rautoij (t) (1)
where ? denotes convolution, (.)∗ indicates the complex conjugate; Rautoij (t) is the autocorrelation of the
channel IR hij between ith transmitting antenna and jth receiving antenna; s is the transmitted symbol.
The received signal at the off-target point has the form
s(t) ? hij(−t)∗ ? hik(t) = s(t) ? Rcrossijk (t) (2)
where hik(t) denotes the IR of the channel from the transmitting point to the off-target point and Rcrossikj (t)
is the cross correlation of the channel IR hik and the transmitted signal hij .
The three fundamental propagation mechanisms: reflection, diffraction and scattering, which in gen-
eral make the propagation channel of each communication link independent and unique, contribute to
the process of magnifying the intended signal and attenuating the interference at the target point. The
independence of each channel forms the orthogonal property among them. It turns out that the environ-
ment can provide the artificial ”orthogonal code” and that the more decorrelated the channel the better
the orthogonality property of the code.
TR for SISO system works in the same manner as the traditional pre-Rake system. When there
are Nt transmitting antennas, under ideal conditions the received signal becomes the sum of Nt IR
autocorrelations.
The received signal peak is the sum of the Nt real-valued correlated numbers, while the side lobe
signals are the sum of Nt real-valued random numbers. This gives rise to the spatial focusing in systems
using TR.
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Now we consider the scenario when there are Nt antennas at the transmit side and Nr antennas at
the receive side. The received signal at the jth receiving antennas is
yj(t) = sj(t) ?
Nt∑
i=1
Rautoij (t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Signal(j)
+
Nt∑
i=1
Nr∑
k=1;k 6=j
sk(t) ? Rcrossikj (t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Interference(j)
+ nj(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Noise(j)
(3)
In the following we use the term ”equivalent IR” or heq to denote the sum of the autocorrelation Rautoij (t)
in equation (3).
heqj (t) =
Nt∑
i=1
Rautoij (t) (4)
As long as the channels are uncorrelated, we expect that the interference part in equation (3) can
be suppressed. Thereby, it might be possible to communicate with all users simultaneously with a
simple detection scheme at the receiver. Consequently, the throughput of the system can be significantly
increased. It should be noted that the formulation mentioned above can be used to describe a single
Nt × Nr MIMO system or Nr simultaneously operating MISO (Nt × 1) systems, each one targeting a
different user. As in [7], we use the Signal to Interference ratio (SIR) as a metric representing the spatial
focusing characteristics of the TR. The instantaneous SIR is calculated as the ratio of the peak power of
the signal of interest and the corresponding interference power at the same time lag.
SIRj = 10log10
(
|Signal(j)peak|2
|Interference(j)peak|2
)
(5)
where || denotes the absolute value operation.
We note that in order to apply the TR, the channel IR must be known at the transmit side. In a
reciprocal channel, the channel estimation of the backward link (from the receiver to the transmitter)
can be thought of as a solution to estimate the IR of the forward link (from the transmitter to the
receiver). This requirement on reciprocal channel can be approximately fulfilled in a systems employing
time-division duplexing (TDD) with a quasi-stationary environment.
2.2 TR-UWB transmission scheme
In impulse radio UWB technique, the transmitted pulse width is much smaller than the effective
length of the measured IR. Therefore the convolution of the signal with the time-reversed IR is essentially
equivalent to the multiplication of time-reversed IR’s tap with the transmitted UWB pulse. As long as
the pulse width is smaller than the interval between two taps, the pulses between two consecutive taps are
distinguishable, i.e. there is no interference between them. Therefore the spectral characteristics of the
transmitted TR waveforms are essentially determined by the spectral characteristics of the transmitted
pulse waveform. The receiver only needs to synchronize with the main peak of the received signal. It does
not need to estimate the channel IR and can use a single tap/Rake finger tuned to the major peak. Thus
the detection of the received signal can be done with a rather simple energy detection method. Because
of the temporal focusing characteristics of the TR, it is expected that synchronization to the main peak
of the signal at the receiver would be easy. Since no equalizer is required, the design of the receiver
becomes fairly simple. Most of the complexity burden at the receiver is moved to the transmitter and
thereby the cost and the size of the receiver can be reduced. Performance evaluations of the pre-RAKE
scheme for SISO UWB system (TR-UWB for SISO) can be found in [10], [11] among others.
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For illustration purposes, initially the interval between two transmitted symbols is assumed to be equal
to the length of the measured and estimated channel IRs. The ISI effect therefore can be neglected.
However, because of the TR’s temporal focusing characteristics, the transmitted symbol interval can be
smaller than the effective IR’s length as long as the ISI effect is not severe. Figure 1 illustrates the
working principle of a TR-UWB MISO system.
Tx signal
Multipath channel
Received signal
Figure 1. Illustration of a practical MISO TR-UWB single user system of Nt transmitting antennas and
one receiving antenna with real IRs taken from meaurement
Spatial focusing is the other main advantage of applying TR in UWB communications. Because the
transmitted signal is focused in signal space on the target user, not only the interference to other users
but also to other wireless communication system is reduced. In the context of multi-user scenario, the
system capacity therefore increases (see Section 4.4 for detail).
2.3 Equal power control
The plain TR transmission technique described in Section 2.2 assumes that the transmitted power
of each symbol for each transmission link is equal to the power of the estimated channel IR. It means
that the plain TR transmission technique also introduces a sort of power control for each individual
transmission link. However when there are simultaneous communication links, due to the difference in
the transmitted power intended for different receiving antennas/users, the interference power as described
in equation (3) can be comparable to (or a large fraction of) the intended signal. Here we use the same
approach described in [7] as a solution. The time-reversed IR is normalized by the measured wideband
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power so that the transmitted power intended for each receiving antenna/user will be equal
hTRij (t) =
hmeasuredij (−t)∗
||hmeasuredij (t)||
(6)
where ||()|| denotes Frobenius norm operation.
2.4 Equal power control & Interference suppression
For a TR system with a large number of transmitting antennas as compared to the number of simulta-
neous receiving antennas/users and with the use of equal power control solution described in Section 2.3
to reduce the effect of branch power difference, the interference can be suppressed. However, in practice
the number of transmitting antennas at a hot spot or base station cannot be infinitively large because
of the constrains in the size, cost etc.
The expectation of simultaneous transmission of independent data stream requires that the time-
reversed IRs should be aligned at their maximal peak/or the first arrival path, so that one can transmit Nr
independent symbol simultaneously (Figure 1). Because of the time alignment, even though the channel
IRs are uncorrelated, the magnitude of the IRs cross-correlation Rcrossikj is still an order of magnitude
smaller than that of the IR autocorrelation Rautoij . In general, the interference at the peak of the signal
also increases linearly according to the number of simultaneous transmissions. Low transmission quality,
i.e. low SIR is traded for more users.
Our proposal for interference suppression consists in offsetting in time the time-reversed IRs intended
for each user. The transmitted signal intended for jth user at the ith transmitting antenna can be
described as
sj ? circshift(hTRij (t),4TR(j − 1))
4TR = 4lδt (7)
where circshift() denotes the circular shift operation, 4l is the shifted unit calculated as the number of
taps and δt is the tap resolution. Figure 2 illustrates the signals transmitted at one transmitting antenna
before and after shifting the time-reversed IRs’ main peaks by 4l = 5 taps relative to each other.
In this way the taps in the propagation channel containing significant energy are multiplied by taps of
the transmitted signal with low energy and vice versa. The peak to peak multiplication can be avoided
and the interference power is significantly suppressed. Depending on the amount of the time offset ∆TR,
the system capacity is reduced as it requires a longer interval for all symbols to be transmitted. The
communication quality is improved as the interference is decreased. The results of the SIR as a function
of the time offsetting interval are shown in the Section 4. Hereafter we use the term ”TR&S” to denote
the shifted time reversed scheme.
3 Measurement and data analysis
The channel measurements were conducted with a UWB sliding correlator channel sounder. The
measurement bandwidth was 2.5GHz centered at 4.5GHz. The effective delay resolution was δt =0.4ns.
The antennas used were planar monopole antennas with a bandwidth of 2GHz to 15GHz. An array of
four elements was used at the ’access-point’ (AP) device, while a single element was used at the user
terminal with vertical or horizontal polarization, (see Figure 3).
The environment was quasi-static during the measurements and only the stationary user device sce-
narios were used for the results presented in this paper. The environment was a large hallway (17m x
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Time Time
Figure 2. Signal applied at one antenna for MISO TR-UWB multiple-user scenario: normal TR case
(left), proposed shifted TR ( TR&S ) scheme (right). The IRs were real IRs taken from measurement
12m x 11m) with two metalised glass walls, two metallic bridges and one staircase structure. The AP
antenna system was mounted at 6m height above the floor. The user terminal was moved to five different
locations always at 0.8m height above the floor. The effective TX-RX distances were in the range of 6m to
17m. For one type of receiving antenna polarization, at one location 1024x4 (1024 is the number of SISO
channel IRs, and Nt =4 is the number of antennas at the AP) channel IRs were captured. The number
of equivalent IR, heq captured at one measured location, Nheq therefore was 1024. The channel IRs were
sampled at a rate of 40Hz. A detailed description of the equipment and investigated environment can be
found in [12]. The obtained channel data was compensated for all system components.
In order to make it more natural to the concept of carrier-less UWB signal, the measured complex
IRs have been converted into real-valued IRs via standard Hermitian transformation. To illustrate the
working principle of the TR in UWB, in the following analysis we assumed that the measured data is
noise free and the forward link can be perfectly estimated from the backward link (using the reciprocity
theorem).
4 Results
4.1 Temporal focusing
From the measurement data we estimated the length of 90% energy window W defined as∑W
l=1 PDP (l)∑Lmeas
l=1 PDP (l)
∗ 100% = 90% (8)
where PDP is the power delay profile , Lmeas is the length, as a number of taps, of the measured IR. The
average value of W is about 100 taps or 40ns. For the purpose of illustration, we use a truncated version
of the measured IR with L = 100 taps starting from the first arrival path, or the main peak of the IR in
most case, as the effective length of the IR. To illustrate the time compression characteristics of the TR,
we compare the instantaneous RMS delay spreads between the channel IRs and the equivalent IR, heq of
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Figure 3. Antenna systems used in the UWB channel investigations: AP linear antenna array with
vertical polarized elements (top), User device with vertical or horizontal polarized element (bottom).
a 4×1 MISO system. For the measured IRs, the instantaneous RMS delay spread is calculated from the
first and second moment of the instantaneous IRs
στ =
√√√√∑Ll=1 PDP (l)τ2l∑L
l=1 PDP (l)
−
(∑L
l=1 PDP (l)τl∑L
l=1 PDP (l)
)2
with PDP (l) = |hij(l)|2 (9)
where τl is the excess time delay. The RMS delay spread of the equivalent IR heq is calculated by
σeqτ =
√√√√√√√√√√
2L−1∑
l=1
PDP (l)τ2l
2L−1∑
l=1
PDP (l)
−

2L−1∑
l=1
PDP (l)τl
2L−1∑
l=1
PDP (l)

2
with PDP (l) = |heqj (l)|
2 (10)
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The RMS delay spread cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the measured IR and the heq are
shown in Figure 4. Using TR, the median RMS delay spread of the heq has reduced by a factor of 1.5 as
compared to that of the real channel IR. This is in agreement with the results shown in [5] and [7].
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Figure 4. Comparision of the RMS delay spread CDF, the real measured channel IR (top), the equivalent
channel IR (bottom)
4.2 Signal detection
As mentioned in Section 2.2, for the TR-UWB scheme to work correctly the receiver needs to be
synchronized to the received signal peaks. Due to the temporal focusing effect described in Section
4.1, the fraction of the signal energy used for synchronization is higher than in the case of traditional
systems without TR. Simple energy threshold detectors [13] or more complex ones, such as the chip-level
post-detection integration schemes [14] can be potentially used to achieve synchronization.
We calculated the signal to side lobe ratio (SSR), defined as the power ratio of the main signal peak
to the largest side lobe signal of the equivalent IR, heq as a function of the used IR’s length, L.
SSR = 20log10
(
max(|heq(l)|)
max(|heq(l)|l 6=L)
)
, l = 1...2L− 1 (11)
The results are shown in Table 1. The mean SSR values do not very much depend on the used IR’s
length. With a mean SSR of more than 10dB, the synchronization to the main received signal peak can
be fairly easily achieved.
4.3 Spatial selectivity and TR with time offset scheme
4.3.1 Results in an idealized case
As described in Section 2, by avoiding the peak to peak multiplication, the interference at the peak of
the heq can be further suppressed. Figure 5 shows the mean SIR values as a function of the time offset
interval ∆TR. It is observed that above certain offsetting value ∆l =5 taps the SIR becomes saturated
at the average value of 27dB.
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Table 1. Minimum, Mean and Standard deviation value of the SSR in dB vs the used IR’s length for
Vertical (V) and Horizontal (H) polarization
IR’s length/taps 25 50 75 100 125 150
V
Min 3.1 3.2 3.1 3.2 3.1 3.1
Mean 11.7 11.9 12.1 12.2 12.3 12.3
σSSR 4.7 4.8 4.9 5.0 5.1 5.0
H
Min 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.7
Mean 11.1 11.2 11.4 11.3 11.4 11.5
σSSR 3.6 3.8 3.9 3.8 3.9 3.8
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Figure 5. Mean SIR as a function of the time offset and the number of users
Figure 6 shows the CDF of the SIR calculated from the measured IRs with the effective IR’s length of
100 taps (40ns). The results for both aligned time-reversed IRs and TR&S schemes are given. Note that
the offset time described in Figure 2 can be made dynamic or static depending on the channel condition
and system requirement. Henceforth, for simplicity purpose we use a static offset time of ∆l =5 taps,
which is equivalent to 2ns. It is observed that by shifting the transmitted time-reversed IRs intended for
each user by 2ns, significant improvement in the SIR can be obtained i.e. the median SIR increases to
23dB from 12dB for 5 simultaneous users scenario.
These results become more significant if we consider the separation distance between users/measurement
locations was only 15 meters at most [12]. For a 2 users scenario, both with UWB signals the mean SIR
of the aligned IRs is about 20dB. Whereas for the same value of SIR, with wideband (UMTS) signals
the required separation distance is about 300m [7]. This demonstrates a much better spatial focusing
performance of the TR for UWB bandwidth (GHz) than for UMTS bandwidth (MHz).
With the aligned IRs scheme, the SIR was slightly better when vertical polarized receiving antenna is
used, (Figure 6(a)). However, using the TR&S scheme there was no significant difference in the obtained
SIR between the two polarizations (Figure 6(b)).
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Figure 6. SIR with different settings and transmission schemes
4.3.2 Effect of outdated channel information
One of the most important condition for TR to work properly is that the channel IRs must be known at the
transmitter. As mentioned earlier, this can be fulfilled by estimating the channel from the backward link
(from the receiver to the transmitter). However, even though the measured channel is quasi-stationary
there is concern about the impact of outdated channel IRs to the TR performance. For example, the
channel can be varied in time due to the movement of the people or objects in the vicinity of the
measurement site. To evaluate this impact, we calculated the SIR value when the time reversed version
of the current channel IR is used as the TR filter for the next channel realization. Since the channel
IR was sampled at the rate of 40Hz, the outdated time therefore is 2.5ms and we believe that this is
a realistic interval for the loopback delay. The mean and standard deviation of the SIR values for the
perfect and outdated cases are tabulated in table 2 and 3. In most cases, the loss in the mean SIR value
caused by outdated TR filter is about 2dB, which is a reasonable number if we consider the outdated
time of 2.5ms. Meanwhile the standard deviation value of the SIR is almost the same the for both the
perfect and outdated cases. Therefore, in the following analysis we use the instantaneous TR filter in the
evaluation process and the results thereof could be considered as the upper bound of the TR performance.
4.4 BER simulation and system throughput
Using the measured channel IRs we simulated the average BER of the multi-users TR-UWB MISO
system. At one measured location, the received signal power at the receiving antenna was calculated as
the average power of the signal at its peak
Pj = max(|heqj (t)|)2 (12)
The equal power control scheme, (Section 2.3), is used in the simulations. By varying the noise variance,
we can vary the synthetic Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) at one measured location. The maximum SNR
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Table 2. Comparison of the Mean/Standard deviation values ( µ/σ) of the SIR in dB when using
instantaneous and outdated TR filter, Horizontal polarization
No. of users
TR TR&S
Instantaneous Outdated Instantaneous Outdated
2 16.93/8.97 15.30/9.22 31.64/9.47 29.92/9.38
3 15.51/9.97 13.80/10.25 28.80/9.64 27.33/10.06
4 14.87/8.98 13.33/9.67 26.82/8.97 25.48/9.34
5 13.61/9.61 11.88/10.10 26.45/9.45 25.06/10.32
Table 3. Comparison of the Mean/Standard deviation values ( µ/σ) of the SIR in dB when using
instantaneous and outdated TR filter, Vertical polarization
No. of users
TR TR&S
Instantaneous Outdated Instantaneous Outdated
2 20.38/9.37 18.74/9.80 33.05/9.84 31.40/10.15
3 18.00/9.71 16.40/10.28 26.03/9.76 24.90/10.13
4 15.33/8.81 13.73/9.30 25.27/9.45 23.77/9.91
5 15.35/9.44 12.86/9.71 23.87/9.39 22.49/9.75
value is limited at 20dB to assure that it is always lower than the measured SNR [12].
For these simulations, we used the bipolar pulse amplitude modulation (BPAM) with the Gaussian
pulse shape similar to the investigations in [14]. The pulse width of 0.4ns was chosen. The interval
between consecutive transmitted symbols of 40ns was selected. This interval is also equal to the 90%
energy window length of the IRs. Perfect synchronization is assumed in the simulation. The received
signal of the jth user has the form described in equation (3). The received signal yj(t) is sampled at its
peak. Then the sampled signal is detected based on the ideal decision threshold
Detected bit =
{
”1” if yj(t = Lδt) ≥ 0,
”0” if yj(t = Lδt) < 0
(13)
For each measured IR, some Nsymbol =10000 symbols were simulated in order to have enough data for
statistical analysis. For each SNR value, the average BER for each user is calculated as
BER =
∑Nheq∗Nsymbol
n=1
∑Nr
j=1 err(yj |sj)
Nheq ∗Nsymbol ∗Nr
where err(yj |sj) =
{
1 if yj(t = Lδt) 6= sj ,
0 if yj(t = Lδt) = sj
(14)
where Nr in this case is the number of simultaneous users. The results are shown in Figure 7. The
theoretical BER of the BPAM scheme in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel is plotted in
the same figure for reference. When the transmitted time-reversed IRs are aligned in time at their peaks,
the performance decreases significantly for a large number of concurrent users. For more than 3 users
and at a SNR value of 15dB, the BER already reaches a BER floor of 10−2, (Figure 7(a)). For the
proposed TR&S scheme, the BER does increase with the number of users, but at a lower rate and the
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detected BER floor was below 10−6. At a SNR of 15dB, a BER in the order of 10−3 can be obtained for
5 simultaneous users (Figure 7(b)).
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Figure 7. BER with different transmission scheme
As for the system capacity, we compare the total system bit rate for a multi-user system of the classical
time hopping UWB (TH-UWB) transmission scheme [1], the TR-UWB and our proposed TR&S -UWB
schemes.
For the TH-UWB scheme, with a frame interval Tf = 0.2µs and time slot chip duration Tc = 40ns,
the system can serve 5 users with the total maximum bit rate of 5x5=25 Mbps (Figure 8 top). The time
slot for each particular user is assigned randomly from frame to frame depending on the TH-code. The
total maximum bit rate of the system (all users) in a TH-UWB scheme is
NTHu R
TH
u =
1
Tc
(15)
where NTHu is the number of served users and R
TH
u is the bit rate of one user.
Using the simple TR-UWB scheme we can pack more users into a single time slot. The signals of 5
(or more) users can be packed into the same time slot at the same epoch and therefore overlapped in
time (Figure 2 (left)). However, the performance in terms of the BER decreases fast with the number
of users if the multi-user interference cannot be suppressed (Figure 7(a)). The maximum bit rate of the
system (all users) in the simple TR-UWB scheme is
NTRu R
TR
u = N
TR
u
1
Tc
(16)
The number of simultaneous users NTRu is selected so that the requirement on the transmission quality
of the system in terms of the BER is met. For example, if the target BER at 20dB SNR is 10−3 then the
number of users is 4 and 3 for vertical and horizontal polarization receiving antenna respectively, Figure
(7(a)).
In Figure 8 (bottom), the signal assignments of the 5 users in the TR&S -UWB scheme are illustrated.
For clarity, only the first tap of the time-reversed IRs of the transmitted symbol is shown. With this
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TR&S -UWB scheme, it is also possible to pack 5 users in one time slot Tc. However, because the
interference is further suppressed, better BER performance can be achieved (Figure 7(b)).
The maximum number of supported users NTR&Su in our proposed scheme (TR&S) can be roughly
calculated as
NTR&Su ≤
Tc
4TR
(17)
The total bit rate of all users in a TR&S -UWB system consisting of NTR&Su therefore is
NTR&Su R
TR&S
u =
1
4TR
(18)
Roughly speaking, without taking the system performance in terms of the BER into account, using
the proposed TR&S -UWB scheme we can increase the total system bit rate by a factor of NTR&Su as
compared with the classical TH-UWB scheme.
A combination of the TR&S -UWB scheme and the TH-UWB scheme is also a potential option. In
this TR&S -TH-UWB scheme the time slot of each group consisting of NTR&Su users is assigned randomly
depending on the TH-code. The advantage of this scheme is that the system can serve NTHu times more
users. However, the system maximum total bit rate is similar to that of the TR&S -UWB scheme.
5 Conclusion and remarks
In this paper we have proposed and evaluated the time reversal (TR) technique in UWB communi-
cations. We considered a particular multi-user TR-UWB system consisting of 4 transmitting antennas
and 5 concurrent users each of them equipped with a single antenna (with either vertical or horizontal
polarization). It was illustrated that the median SIR value observed at each user/location can be as
large as 18dB. Using the TR technique, spatial and temporal focusing is achieved, the receiver’s archi-
tecture becomes very simple and the required maximum transmit power can be alleviated. Using the
proposed shifted time-reversed transmission scheme(TR&S), the simulation results showed that under
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certain assumptions, it is possible to communicate with 5 users simultaneously with the uncoded BER
as low as 10−3 when the average SNR at the receiver is 15dB. With a typical loopback delay time of
2.5ms, the effect of outdated channel information on the TR performance was shown to be negligible i.e.
2dB reduction in the mean SIR.
For the same total throughput of 125 Mbps (5x25), the BER vs. the SNR performance of the proposed
TR&S scheme is similar to the single user case with All-Rake receiver [14], in IEEE 802.15.3a multipath
UWB channel [15]. In [8] similar performances are obtained for the TR SISO single user case in measured
multipath channel. These comparisons highlight the strong potential of TR schemes in MIMO/MISO-
UWB systems.
Evaluating the performance degradation of the TR in UWB system when the imperfection in channel
estimation is taken into account is one of the interesting problem for future work. Besides, using a
distributed instead of centralized antennas system at the AP in order to capture most of the waves
emitted by the source/receiver so as to increase the spatial focusing could be an interesting investigation
topic.
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